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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR EMERY COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES 
INTERMOUNTAIN 
HUNTINGTON-
IRRIGATION 
FUEL COMPANY, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
v. ) 
POWER AGENCY, ) 
Plaintiff-in- ) 
Intervention. ) 
v. ) 
-CLEVELAND ) 
COMPANY, ) 
Defendant. ) 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
Civil No. 5582 
Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
This matter came on for a scheduling conference on 
June 4, 1996 at 1:00 p.m. Plaintiff United States Fuel Company 
was represented by Denise A. Dragoo, and defendant Huntington-
Cleveland Irrigation Company was represented by J. Craig Smith. 
Based upon this conference, the Court enters the following 
scheduling order: 
1. Plaintiff shall file its expert report by 
September 3, 1996. 
2. Defendant shall file its expert report by 
October 1, 1996. 
3. The parties shall exchange witness lists by 
October 1, 1996. 
4. All depositions and other discovery in this case 
shall be completed by October 15, 1996. 
5. All dispositive motions, if any, shall be filed 
by November 15, 19 96. 
6. The parties shall exchange exhibits by 
February 3, 1997. 
7. Each party shall submit its trial brief by 
February 3, 1997. 
8. All exhibits shall be marked and exchanged by 
February 3, 1997. 
9. The trial shall be held during the period from 
February 10, 1997 to February 14, 1997. 
ENTERED this /O t^' day of C / ^ ^ ^ 1996. 
BY THE COURT: 
Honora^fe Bryce^ K. Bryn^r 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
2^2 /_ 
D e n i s e &>—©afagoo 
A t t o r n e y f o r P l a i n t i f f
 {/ 
Date 
J. d r a i g Sjh^th 
A t J r o r n e y ^ r o r ^ J e f e n d a n t 
' Date 
TabB 
P I L E D 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTPICT rniim-
OFUTAHINANDFOREMTRYCOUST?"1 
NOV 6 19% 
BRUCE C FUNK - Clerk 
B y
 ^ d ^ -Deputy 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY 
Denise A. Dragoo (A0908) 
Bradley R. Cahoon (5925) 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600 
P. O. Box 45340 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 532-3333 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR EMERY COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
FIRST REVISED 
SCHEDULING ORDER 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, ) 
HUNTINGTON-
IRRIGATION 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
-CLEVELAND ) 
COMPANY, ) 
Defendant. ) 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, ) 
Plaintiff m ) 
Intervention. ) 
Civil No. 5582 
Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
Having reviewed the Stipulation for Revised 
Scheduling Order, and good cause appearing therefor, the Court 
enters the following Revised Scheduling Order: 
1. Plaintiff shall serve its responses to 
defendants' First Set of Requests for Admission, Second Set of 
Requests for Production of Documents and Second Set of 
Interrogatories on or before November 1, 1996. 
2. Plaintiff shall serve its first set of requests 
for admission, second set of requests for production of 
documents and second set of interrogatories on or before 
November 8, 19 96. 
3. Plaintiff shall file and serve its expert report 
on or before November 15, 1996. 
4. Defendant shall file and serve its expert report 
on or before December 6, 1996. 
5. The parties shall exchange witness lists on or 
before December 13, 1996. 
6. All depositions and other discovery in this case 
shall be completed on or before December 20, 1996. 
7. All dispositive motions, if any, shall be filed 
on or before December 30, 1996. 
8. The parties shall exchange exhibits on or before 
February 3, 1997. 
9. Each party shall submit its trial brief on or 
before February 3, 1997. 
10. All exhibits shall be marked and exchanged on or 
before February 3, 1997. 
11. The trial shall be held during the period from 
February 10, 1997 to February 14, 1997. 
ENTERED this <^ day of /^^<~~ , 1996. 
BY THE COURT 
H o n o r ^ l e Bryfee K. Bi^fier 
!/ 
2 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY 
DeniTSlf A. D r a g o o """ ^ /~~ " D a t e 
Attorney for Plaintiff and 
Plaintiff-Intervenor 
NIELSEN 8c SENIOR 
J. Craig Smith / Date 
David B. Hartvigsen ' 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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TabC 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & McCARTHY 
Denise A. Dragoo 0908 
Bradley R. Cahoon 5925 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600 
P.O. Box 45340 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 532-3333 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, ) UNITED STATES FUEL 
) COMPANY'S WITNESS LIST 
v. ) 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND ) Civil No. 5582 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, ) 
) Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
Defendant. ) 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, ) 
Plaintiff in ) 
Intervention. ) 
Plaintiff, United States Fuel Company, by and through its counsel of record, 
respectfully submits the following list of witnesses who will or who may be called at trial: 
Robert Eccli 
Bob Gitlin 
Candy Manzanares 
F I L E D 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
OF UTAH IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY 
DEC 1 7 1996 
BRUCEC FUNK-Clerk 
By Deputy 
i / O ( 
John Nielsen 
Chris Rohrer 
Larry Pierce 
Michael Watson 
Jimmy Allred 
Ray Grange 
Ralph Lundy 
Don Burnett, P.E. 
All witnesses identified by plaintiff-in-intervention. 
All witnesses identified by defendant. 
All witnesses necessary for rebuttal. 
DATED this day of December, 1996. 
Denise A~l)ragoo 
Bradley R. Cahoon I 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & 
MCCARTHY 
50 South Main, Suite 1600 
P.O. Box 45340 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
'Denotes expert witness. 
<-"' ^ -'J 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /£>*£ day of December, 1996, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY'S WITNESS LIST was hand 
delivered to the following: 
J. Craig Smith 
David B. Hartvigsen 
NIELSEN & SENIOR, P.C. 
Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111; 
and was mailed this day of December, 1996, in the United States mail, 
postage prepaid to the following: 
J. Craig Smith, Esq. 
David B. Hartvigsen, Esq. 
NIELSON & SENIOR, P.C. 
Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Mark W. Dykes, Esq. 
LeBOEUF, LAMB, GREENE & MacRAE 
1000 Kearns Building 
136 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
XL^ ^s^^ 
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SNELL & WILMER LLP. 
Denise A. Dragoo (0908) 
Bradley R. Cahoon (5925) 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
Facsimile: (801) 257-1800 
Attorneys for United States Fuel Company and ANR 
Company, Inc. 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY and 
ANR COMPANY, INC. 
Plaintiffs, and 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, 
Plaintiff in Intervention, 
v. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
This matter came to trial before this Court, without a jury, on February 10, 1997 through 
February 14, 1997 and March 19, 1997 through March 21, 1997. Plaintiff United States Fuel 
Company ("U.S. Fuel") was represented by Denise A. Dragoo and Bradley R. Cahoon, of Van 
Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, now of Snell & Wilmer LLP Plaintiff ANR Company, Inc. 
("ANR"), which purchased the subject water rights from U.S. Fuel after the trial and was 
therefore added as a party by order of this Court, was also represented by Denise A. Dragoo and 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 5582 
Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
75786 7 
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IL Prior Rulings 
5. On July 26, 1993, the Court denied H-C's motion to address this quiet title action 
in the San Rafael General Adjudication. 
6. On November 10, 1993, this Court denied H-C's petition under Utah Code Ann. 
§ 73-4-24 for a "mini-adjudication" of the Cedar Creek portion of the San Rafael Drainage. This 
matter is a quiet title action that includes claims for declaratory and injunctive relief and money 
damages relating to competing claims of the parties. 
7. On February 7, 1997 H-C made a pre-trial motion to bar any objections to H-C's 
Diligence Claim No. 93-1134 due to U.S. Fuel's failure to file an objection within the statutory 
90-day period to the Proposed Determination of Water Rights in San Rafael River Drainage 
Area, Huntington Creek Division, Code No. 93 (hereinafter "San Rafael Proposed 
Determination") which expressly recognized H-C's diligence claim. On February 8, 1997, the 
Court denied H-C's motion. 
8. On February 8, 1997, this Court granted U.S. Fuel's motion in limine to prohibit 
the introduction of any evidence as to whether the Black Hawk Mine water rights are tributary to 
Cedar Creek. 
9. On February 10, 1997, just before opening statements at trial, H-C made another 
motion seeking to bar U.S. Fuel from presenting evidence contrary to the water user's claims 
75786 7 
o 
filed in the San Rafael Proposed Determination within the general adjudication. The Court 
denied this motion. 
III. Claims of the Parties - Cedar Creek Ranch and Gentry Mountain 
10. U.S. Fuel claims that it has a diligence right from its predecessors in interest with 
a priority date of 1876 or March 1, 1882, entitling it to 5.246 cfs of water from Cedar Creek to 
irrigate 229.3 acres on the Cedar Creek Ranch. U.S. Fuel first filed a diligence claim on 
September 13, 1979, claiming a priority date "prior to 1903." On September 17, 1992, U.S. Fuel 
filed another diligence claim for the same water, claiming a priority date of March 1, 1882. U.S. 
Fuel subsequently amended that priority to 1876, based on an account contained in a historical 
treatise entitled, "A Story of the Settling of Huntington, Utah," by J. Albert Jones. The 
alternative claimed priority date of March 1, 1882, is based on the affidavit of John Monson 
dated July 29, 1910, which states that water was first put to beneficial use on Cedar Creek Ranch 
on March 1, 1882. 
11. U.S. Fuel also claims stock watering rights with a priority date of 1875 that would 
allow it to use .011 cfs for watering 145 equivalent livestock units on Cedar Creek Ranch and 
Gentry Mountain year round. 
12. H-C claims that it has a diligence right with a priority date of either 1877 or May 
1, 1888, that entitles it to use the first 10 cfs of Cedar Creek for irrigation purposes. H-C filed 
Diligence Claim No. 2376 with the State Engineer on August 29, 1970, claiming the right to use 
the first 10 cfs in Cedar Creek. The claim asserted a priority date of 1885, but stated that water 
75786 7 4 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT 
[ COURT/EMERY 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
ESfTERMOUNTAIN POWER 
AGENCY, 
Plaintiff in 
Intervention. 
TAKEN AT: 95 East Main, Castle Dale 
DATE: March 21,1997 
REPORTED BY: Kimberly A. Dunn, RPR 
C A I» 1 T 0 L R r P 0 K T K H S 
\ I K )l ! SSIOWI ( O l I I II < OMI \ M 
Midlown P t/ i 
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I \ \ ( S O I i ^ - i 
discuss the undisclosed expert problem. 
MS. DRAGOO: Your Honor, as you know, 
we've dealt with this issue before the case 
started, and you've issued a ruling. And 
your ruling then was that Mr. Barnett could 
testify as a fact witness in the case in 
chief and as an expert witness on rebuttal. 
And that's the purpose for which we're 
offering him. 
THE COURT: I know that I did so rule. 
At the moment the reason I distinguish 
between the two escapes me. I don't recall, 
but I know that I made that ruling that he 
may testify on rebuttal as an expert if 
qualified. 
MS. DRAGOO: R i g h t . 
MR. SMITH: And maybe I have a 
different understanding. My understand was, 
Your Honor, that you wouldn't deal with the 
rebuttal issue until it became an issue. 
Because obviously, before the case they had 
no knowledge of what, if any, rebuttal 
experts or witnesses they would need. So my 
understanding was that any objections on 
rebuttal would be dealt with now. That's 
KIMBERLY A. DUNN -- CAPITOL REPORTERS 
TabF 
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, and 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, 
Plaintiff in Intervention, 
vs. : 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND : 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, : 
Defendant. : 
: MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Civil No. 5582 
Subsequent to trial in this matter the Court allowed counsel 
to prepare written final arguments and proposed Findings of Fact. 
The Court then heard oral argument on several issues and took the 
matter under advisement. The Court has conducted an exhaustive 
review of the evidence and now issues this Memorandum Decision. 
I. RULING ON MOTION TO STRIKE THE EXHIBITS ATTACHED TO 
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM 
Defendant's Memorandum objected to the exhibits attached 
to the Plaintiffs' Joint Memorandum on the grounds that they are 
new documents and were not offered or admitted into evidence at 
trial. The Court finds that exhibits 1 and 2 are not new evidence 
and that they are part of the records of which the Court took 
judicial notice. The Motion is denied as to exhibit 1 and 2. 
2 
II. CLAIMS OF THE PARTIES 
1. Plaintiffs and IPA claim that they have a diligence 
right from their predecessors in interest with a priority date of 
1876 or March 1, 1882, entitling them to 5.246 cfs of water to 
irrigate up to 22 9.3 acres on the Cedar Creek Ranch. The claim for 
the year of 1876 is based on an account contained in an historical 
treatise entitled, "A Story of the Settling of Huntington, Utah," 
by J. Albert Jones. The alternative claimed priority date of March 
1, 1882, is based on the affidavit of John Monson dated July 29, 
1910, which states that water was first put to beneficial use on 
Cedar Creek Ranch on March 12, 1882. 
The Plaintiffs also claim a stock watering right 
with a priority date of 1875 that would allow them to use .011 cfs 
for stock watering up to 145 equivalent livestock units on Cedar 
Creek Ranch and Gentry Mountain year round. 
2. The Defendant claims that it has a diligence right 
with a priority date of either 1877 or May 1, 1888, that entitles 
it to use the first 10 cfs of Cedar Creek for irrigation purposes. 
Defendant filed Diligence Claim #2376 on August 29, 1970, claiming 
the right to use the first 10 cfs in Cedar Creek. The claim 
asserted a priority date of 1885, but stated that water was first 
used on May 1, 1888. This Diligence Claim was amended in 1993 and 
asserts a priority date of 1877 - the date on which it is claimed 
that water from Cedar Creek was intercepted by the North Ditch. 
3 
III. RULING ON STOCK WATERING RIGHTS 
The Court finds that Plaintiff has proved by a 
preponderance of the evidence that is predecessors in interest 
established a stock watering right to .011 cfs of Cedar Creek for 
watering up to 145 equivalent units on Cedar Creek Ranch and Gentry 
Mountain, as are more fully set forth in the San Rafael Proposed 
Determination, with a priority date of 1875 instead of the priority 
date of 1902 that has been proposed by the State Engineer. 
Specifically, the Court finds that three stockmen, in the year of 
1875, lived in dugouts at the mouth of Cedar Creek and ranged 
cattle and sheep in the winter months in that area and took them to 
the mountains for the summer. John Trimble, who was Plaintiffs1 
predecessor in interest, succeeded those stockmen and used the 
Cedar Creek Ranch for winter range. (Ex. 131 at p. 277, 278.) 
IV. RULING ON PRIORITY OF DILIGENCE RIGHTS 
Given the age of the asserted priority dates, neither 
party was able to present any eyewitness testimony as to pre-1903 
use of water of Cedar Creek. The evidence presented at trial 
consists of post-1903 eyewitness accounts, documentary evidence, 
and historical secondhand accounts regarding Cedar Creek. From the 
evidence presented the Court finds as follows: 
1. The Court cannot find by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the Plaintiffs' predecessors in interest placed Cedar 
Creek water to beneficial use in 1876. Although the writer J. 
4 
Albert Jones refers to a ditch being dug in the area of Cedar Creek 
Ranch in 1875, there is no reference made to the date on which the 
ditch was completed or the date on which water flowed or was placed 
to beneficial use. 
2. Plaintiff's predecessor in interest filed an 
Application to Appropriate Water with the State Engineer in 1907. 
In support thereof, he submitted and affidavit which states that 
construction of a diverting ditch from Cedar Creek to Cedar Creek 
Ranch was begun on April 15, 1881, and that on March 1, 1882, water 
from Cedar Creek was diverted and placed to beneficial use on Cedar 
Creek Ranch. The Court also finds that the Certificate of Proof 
that accompanies the affidavit of John Monson shows an old dam and 
canal at the point of diversion of Cedar Creek. 
The Court further finds that the 1882 date is 
supported in concept by a number of conveyances on record at the 
Emery County Recorder's Office, beginning in 1886, that purportedly 
convey the "prior rights to the use of Cedar Creek for irrigation 
purposes." (Exs. 6-9) Plaintiffs' predecessor in interest, Samuel 
Grange, developed an irrigation ditch across Cedar Creek in 1883, 
as set forth in the account by James Albert Jones, (Ex. #134). He 
conveyed his interest in Cedar Creek to C.W. Caldwell and H.S. 
Loveless in 1886, who in turn conveyed to John Trimble, who is 
Plaintiffs' predecessor in interest. 
^ ~L *J ^ 
5 
3. The Defendant asserts two possible priority dates 
for its irrigation diligence claim. The first is the year 1877 and 
the second is May 1, 1888, when Defendant claims the water of Cedar 
Creek co-mingled with the water in the North Ditch and Cleveland 
Canal, respectively. Dr. Edward Geary and Mr. Dee Hansen, 
testified that there was no direct evidence of Cedar Creek co-
mingling with the North Ditch and Cleveland Canal on the above 
dates, or prior to 1903. However, Dr. Geary speculated that the 
water probably co-mingled on those dates because of (1) scarcity of 
water in the region, (2) the unlikelihood that the early settlers 
would have crossed Cedar Creek with the North Ditch and the 
Cleveland Canal and have ignored the readily accessible water in 
Cedar Creek, and 93) that high flows and flooding washed out the 
North Ditch where it crossed Cedar Creek. 
Although the Court finds that there was a flood 
bridge in existence at the intersection of Cedar Creek and the 
Cleveland Canal as early as 1929, which allowed for the normal flow 
of Cedar Creek to drop into the Cleveland Canal and the flood 
waters from Cedar Creek to flow over the top of the Canal, there 
was no evidence as to the date of its construction and the flood 
bridge is not evidence that the waters co-mingled prior to 1903, 
and in any event, not prior to March 1, 1888. 
4. The Court finds that the documentary evidence in 
favor of a priority date of March 1, 1882, for Plaintiff is more 
1 :
 0 
6 
persuasive and reliable than the speculation testimony presented by 
Defendants expert witness of priority dates of 1877 and May 1, 
1888. The Court finds in this particular instance that the best 
and most accurate evidence of a priority date is documentary in 
nature rather than conclusions and opinions reached by reading 
historical accounts and assuming dates of co-mingling of waters. 
The affidavit of John Monson states a specific date on which water 
was beneficially used by Plaintiffs' predecessor whereas the 
Defendant can only surmise that water was beneficially used on the 
date it asserts. 
The Court also finds that even if the waters of 
Cedar Creek co-mingled with the water of Cleveland Canal on May 1, 
1888, there is no evidence that it was placed to beneficial use 
prior to 1903, e.g., Defendant has failed to establish specifically 
which lands were watered with Cedar Creek water prior to 1903. 
5. Based on the foregoing, the Court finds that March 
1, 1882, is the first date on which water from Cedar Creek was 
placed to beneficial use for irrigation purposes. Because Samuel 
Grange is in Plaintiffs' chain of title, the March 1, 1882, 
priority date should be attributed to Plaintiffs. Therefore, the 
1907 priority date assigned to Plaintiff in the San Rafael Proposed 
Determination should be corrected to March 1, 1882. 
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IV. DEFENDANT IS BARRED 
The Court also finds that Defendant is barred from 
asserting a water right in Cedar Creek superior to that of 
Plaintiffs for the reason that Defendant, without protest, allowed 
Plaintiff to divert Cedar Creek water and place it to beneficial 
use, construct improvements, and operate in reliance on that water 
for decades. 
The Defendants did not take all of the water that was in 
Cedar Creek as great portions of the flow were diverted on the 
Cedar Creek Ranch for decades. During those years the flow of 
Cedar Creek did not exceed 10 cfs in the early spring, except in 
times of flood, and actually averaged less than 2 cfs over the 
irrigation season and dwindled to less than 1 cfs in the late 
summer. Between 1882 and 1972 Plaintiff made substantial 
investments in pipelines and structures to divert, store, and 
convey water for irrigation and stock watering, municipal and 
domestic purposes in Mohrland and Hiawatha, and coal mining 
operations in Hiawatha. Plaintiff has also incurred expenses in 
maintaining its pipelines and diversionary structures since 1972 to 
the date of trial. 
Because Defendant was receiving less than the 10 cfs it 
claims it was entitled to, it had an obligation to protest the 
upstream water use by Plaintiffs under College Irrigation Company 
v. Logan River and Blacksmith Fork Irrigation Company, 789 P. 2d 
•JIO.-, 
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1241 (Utah 1989.) Nevertheless, Plaintiff did not protest the 
upstream use until 1972 and cannot now be heard to assert a claim 
superior to that of Plaintiffs. Years of silence and inaction bar 
it from asserting a claim superior to that of Plaintiff. 
V. ABANDONMENT AND FORFEITURE 
Utah Code Annotated 73-1-3 states that "[b]eneficial use 
shall be the basis, the measure, and the limit of all rights to the 
use of water in this state." Relying on this statute, Defendant 
contends that the vast majority of Plaintiffs' water rights have 
been forfeited by non-use and waste. In the alternative, Defendant 
contends that Plaintiffs' water rights should be drastically 
reduced, otherwise referred to as "partial forfeiture." Plaintiff 
asserts that it has beneficially used all of the water in Cedar 
Creek, that Defendant's claims of abandonment and forfeiture are 
barred by Utah's general four-year statute of limitation, and that 
Defendant lacks standing to assert forfeiture or abandonment, and 
that Utah has not adopted the doctrine of "partial-forfeiture." 
1. With respect to the defense of statute of 
limitations, the Court finds that such claims are not barred by the 
statute of limitations because (1) Plaintiff did not plead the 
defense of statute of limitations with particularity as required by 
Rule 9(h) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and (2) the 15 year statue 
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of limitations set forth in 73-1-4(b) is inapplicable because it 
was enacted after this action was pending. 
2. The Court also rejects Defendant's assertion 
that Plaintiffs' failure to line the ditch with concrete or 
otherwise prevent seepage constitutes waste. Defendant presented 
no evidence from which the Court can find that U.S. Fuel violated 
any customary and accepted irrigation practices in the area for 
similar soil types. The Court also rejects Plaintiffs' notion that 
Defendant has no standing to assert forfeiture or abandonment. 
3 . The Court will now address each of the 
forfeiture claims individually: 
A. Irrigation Water: Although Plaintiff U.S. 
Fuel contends that it has always diverted all of the water in Cedar 
Creek, the Court finds that there is substantial and credible 
evidence that considerable water has flowed past Plaintiffs' 
diversion dam in Cedar Creek into the Cleveland Canal as early as 
192 9, albeit there is no reliable or credible evidence that it 
flowed into the Cleveland Canal prior to 1903. Thus, the Court 
finds that Plaintiffs have not made beneficial use of all the water 
in Cedar Creek, and that the limitation provision of Section 73-1-3 
should in invoked. 
The Court finds by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the Plaintiffs have only irrigated up to 135.66 acres 
on Cedar Creek Ranch even though the hydrographic survey map and 
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other evidence show that 229.3 acres have been prepared for 
irrigation. Applying the duty limitation of 4 acre-feet per acre 
irrigated, the Court finds that Plaintiff is entitled to 542.64 
acre-feet of water instead of the 917.2 acre-feet that Plaintiff 
claims for 229.3 acres of land. 
B. Mohrland Rights (WR Nos. 93-970 and 93-
3525) : Defendant contends that these rights should be drastically 
reduced for the reason that, although nine extensions for non-use 
were granted over a period of almost 50 years, after use was 
resumed the beneficial use at Hiawatha was only a maximum of .361 
cfs, not 1.35 to 1.6 cfs. 
C. Borehole Water Right (WR No. 03-3524) : 
Water Right No. 93-3524 allowed U.S. Fuel to divert .37 cfs from 
Cedar Creek for use in Hiawatha for coal mining, municipal, and 
domestic purposes. (See Ex. 31D). Beginning in 1972, water from 
Cedar Creek was co-mingled with underground water form the Mohrland 
Portal and conveyed through a pipeline for beneficial use in 
Hiawatha. 
The Defendant contends that the right to 
.37 cfs was forfeited by non-use for an 8 year period between 1964 
and 1972. (Under Section 73-1-4, this water right would be 
forfeited by a showing of only 5 years of continuous non-use.) The 
Court finds that Defendant has failed to prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence that U.S. Fuel ceased to use the water for 5 
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consecutive years. The Court further finds that even if the water 
was not diverted through the bore hole, the water would have flowed 
into Cedar Creek and been subject to diversion for use on Cedar 
Creek Ranch during the period from the date the bore hold diversion 
was discontinued to 1972. 
The Court also finds that the Defendant is 
estopped from asserting that the water right is forfeited for the 
reason that, although it did file a protest against the 1972 
Pipeline Application, it did not appeal the State Engineer's 
decision and allowed the Plaintiff to make substantial investments 
in completing its pipeline and placing the .37 cfs to beneficial 
use at Cedar Creek Ranch or the Hiawatha operations. 
Based on the foregoing, the Court finds that Water Right 
93-3524 should be quieted in Plaintiffs. 
VI. PLAINTIFFS1 CLAIM AGAINST DEFENDANT ARE NOT BARRED 
The Court previously ruled that Plaintiff timely filed an 
objection to the San Rafael Proposed Determination. Because the 
objection was timely filed, the Court finds that Plaintiffs' claims 
against Defendant are not barred. 
VII. ADVERSE USE AND FORFEITURE 
Because the Court has ruled that Defendant does not have 
a diligence claim superior to that of Plaintiffs, the Court need 
not address Plaintiffs' claim of adverse use or forfeiture. 
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VIII. PLAINTIFFS1 CLAIM FOR DAMAGES 
Although Defendant admitted that it had changed the lock 
on the diversion box near the Mohrland Portal, the Court finds that 
the Plaintiffs did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence 
that Plaintiffs suffered any monetary damages as a consequence of 
any actions that may have been taken by Defendant. 
IX. ATTORNEY FEES 
The Court finds that none of the parties have any legal 
or equitable claims to an attorney fee in this matter and none are 
awarded. 
X. FINAL DOCUMENTS 
Counsel for Plaintiff U.S. Fuel is directed to prepare 
Findings of Fact based on this Memorandum Decision together with 
such other findings as may be appropriate and consistent, 
Conclusions of Law, and a Judgment. 
DATED this day of November, 1998. 
BRYCE K^fiRYNER 
District Court Judge 
"vx ^ 
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SNELL & WILMER LLP 
Denise A. Dragoo (0908) 
Bradley R. Cahoon (5925) 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
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Attorneys for United States Fuel Company and ANR 
Company, Inc. 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY and 
ANR COMPANY, INC. 
Plaintiffs, and 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, 
Plaintiff in Intervention, 
v. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
This matter came to trial before this Court, without a jury, on February 10, 1997 through 
February 14, 1997 and March 19, 1997 through March 21, 1997. Plaintiff United States Fuel 
Company ("U.S. Fuel") was represented by Denise A. Dragoo and Bradley R. Cahoon, of Van 
Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, now of Snell & Wilmer LLP Plaintiff ANR Company, Inc. 
("ANR"), which purchased the subject water rights from U.S. Fuel after the trial and was 
therefore added as a party by order of this Court, was also represented by Denise A. Dragoo and 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 5582 
Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
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Bradley R. Cahoon. Plaintiff in Intervention, Intermountain Power Agency ("IPA"), was 
represented by Ronald L. Rencher and Mark W. Dykes of LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, 
L.L.P. (Unless the context dictates otherwise, ANR, IPA, and U.S. Fuel are referred to herein 
collectively as "U.S. Fuel.") Defendant Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company ("H-C") was 
represented by J. Craig Smith and David B. Hartvigsen of Nielsen & Senior. 
Subsequent to trial in this matter, the Court allowed counsel to prepare written final 
arguments and proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. On November 4, 1997, the 
Court heard oral argument on several issues and took the matter under advisement. The Court 
has conducted an exhaustive review of the evidence and now issues the findings of fact and 
Conclusions of Law set forth below. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
L Parties 
1. U.S. Fuel is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Nevada with 
its principal place of business in Helper, Utah. 
2. ANR is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Utah with its 
principal place of business in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
3. IPA is a political subdivision organized and existing under the laws of Utah with 
its principal place of business in Murray, Utah. 
4. H-C is a private, non-profit mutual water company organized and existing under 
the laws of the State of Utah with its principal place of business in Huntington, Utah. 
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II. Prior Rulings 
5. On July 26, 1993, the Court denied H-C's motion to address this quiet title action 
in the San Rafael General Adjudication. 
6. On November 10, 1993, this Court denied H-C's petition under Utah Code Ann. 
§ 73-4-24 for a "mini-adjudication" of the Cedar Creek portion of the San Rafael Drainage. This 
matter is a quiet title action that includes claims for declaratory and injunctive relief and money 
damages relating to competing claims of the parties. 
7. On February 7, 1997 H-C made a pre-trial motion to bar any objections to H-C's 
Diligence Claim No. 93-1134 due to U.S. Fuel's failure to file an objection within the statutory 
90-day period to the Proposed Determination of Water Rights in San Rafael River Drainage 
Area, Huntington Creek Division, Code No, 93 (hereinafter "San Rafael Proposed 
Determination") which expressly recognized H-C's diligence claim. On February 8, 1997, the 
Court denied H-C's motion. 
8. On February 8, 1997, this Court granted U.S. Fuel's motion in limine to prohibit 
the introduction of any evidence as to whether the Black Hawk Mine water rights are tributary to 
Cedar Creek. 
9. On February 10, 1997, just before opening statements at trial, H-C made another 
motion seeking to bar U.S. Fuel from presenting evidence contrary to the water user's claims 
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filed in the San Rafael Proposed Determination within the general adjudication. The Court 
denied this motion. 
III. Claims of the Parties - Cedar Creek Ranch and Gentry Mountain 
10. U.S. Fuel claims that it has a diligence right from its predecessors in interest with 
a priority date of 1876 or March 1, 1882, entitling it to 5.246 cfs of water from Cedar Creek to 
irrigate 229.3 acres on the Cedar Creek Ranch. U.S. Fuel first filed a diligence claim on 
September 13, 1979, claiming a priority date "prior to 1903." On September 17, 1992, U.S. Fuel 
filed another diligence claim for the same water, claiming a priority date of March 1, 1882. U.S. 
Fuel subsequently amended that priority to 1876, based on an account contained in a historical 
treatise entitled, "A Story of the Settling of Huntington, Utah," by J. Albert Jones. The 
alternative claimed priority date of March 1, 1882, is based on the affidavit of John Monson 
dated July 29, 1910, which states that water was first put to beneficial use on Cedar Creek Ranch 
on March 1, 1882. 
11. U.S. Fuel also claims stock watering rights with a priority date of 1875 that would 
allow it to use .011 cfs for watering 145 equivalent livestock units on Cedar Creek Ranch and 
Gentry Mountain year round. 
12. H-C claims that it has a diligence right with a priority date of either 1877 or May 
1, 1888, that entitles it to use the first 10 cfs of Cedar Creek for irrigation purposes. H-C filed 
Diligence Claim No. 2376 with the State Engineer on August 29, 1970, claiming the right to use 
the first 10 cfs in Cedar Creek. The claim asserted a priority date of 1885, but stated that water 
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was first used on May 1, 1888. This Diligence Claim was amended in 1993 to assert a prioiilv 
date of 1877 the date on vvhu h II C i lann ^ Ihat w alri tioui ( \ «lii ( nvl \\ as mint epled In (lie 
North Ditch 
IV. Stock Watering Rights Cedar Creek Ranch and (jiciilr) Mountain 
13. llie Court finds that U.S. huel lias pioved h\ .1 preponderance ol Ihe c\ idenei lint 
its predecessors in interest established a right to use 01 1 els of Cedar Creek for watering 145 
e< | tin a lent livestock mill > on < Vdar Crrck Ram li and t nil hi Mi mill am u illi i pi n u it d ill ut 
1875 rather than the priority (fate ol 1902 that had been pioposed by the State Engineer. 
DM eisions umiu 11KM slot I v ah mm, indil •> an Imnd <l U I t)(» ,u n hi I aimu.ill v. 
1 I "'>|')cc111ca 11 >, the ( omt tiiuL that thice stockmen, in the yeai of 187S, lived in 
dugouts at the mouth of Cedar Creek and langed eattle and sheep in the wmtet months on Cedai 
Creek Ranch and took them to Gentry Mountain for the summer. John Trimble, who was 1J.S. 
fuel's predecessoi in interest, succeeded those stoeknu n and used ihr < Ydai ( Yeek RanHi lor 
winter range. 
V Irrigation Water Prim it) of Cedar ('reek Diligence Claims 
15. Uiveii the age of the asserted pnonly dates, neither party was able to present any 
eyewitness testimony as to pre 1903 use ol w ater of Cedar Creek I he evidence presented at 
tual consists of post-1903 eyewitness accounts, documental y e\ idenee <ind lusloi n \\ seeondh nnl 
accounts regarding Cedar Creek. From the evidence presented, the (Vnirt finds as follows. 
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16 The Court cannot find by a preponderance of the evidence that U.S. Fuel's 
predecessors in miriest plainl < Ydar Cirri \\ ill* i In bene Iii i.il usr in 1876 \ If limn li Ih uil< m 
J Albert Jones refers to a ditch being dug in the area ol Cedai Creek Ranch in 1 8 7 \ there is no 
R'fcTeiK t" niadi In the dale on n hi< In tin illill In w a;, i ninplchd oi (In il il on < hii h w.iki Hi n uf 
oi was placed to beneficial use. 
Il I 1 S Fuel's predecessor in interest filed an Application to Appropriate Water with 
the State Fngineei m 1907 (WUC No. 93-004) In support thereof, he submitted an affidavit 
which states that construction of a diverting ditch iiom Cedat Cieek to Cedai ('reek R in< h w ^ 
begun on April IS, 1881 and that on Match 1 188?. watei Horn Cedar Creek was dnerted and 
placed In brnrlu i \\ •  s- <l R • ' x 'l- :" »ol h I ip III il 
accompanies the ailidavit oi John Monson shows an old dam ana canai <u the point ol diversion 
ol ( Vdar ("irrl 
II I In. ( ouit luitliei Imds thai the 1882 piiont) date is supported in concept by a 
number of conveyances on recoid at the hnicty County Recorder's Office, beginning in 1886, 
that purported!) eomey the ,lpnoi lights to the useof Cedar Creek for irrigation purposes." H S 
I ucFs predecessoi in interest, Samuel Grange, developed an munition ditch across Cedar Creek 
m 1883, as set forth in the account by James Albert Jones fie conveyed his inteiest in Cedai 
Creek to C.W. Caldwell and H.S. Loveless in 1886, w ho m linn inm r\ rd to luhn 1 i iniMi Hm 
is U.S. Fuel's predecessor in inteiest. 
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19. H-C asserts two possible priority dates for its irrigation diligence claim. The first 
ii Ilie yeai 1 S''' .md the se< ond is Ma\ I 1 AM\ wlu n H-l i Lums Ihe \* ;ih i of < Yd y I i« < I 
commingled with the water in the North Ditch and Cleveland Canal, respectively. 1 >r. Edward 
Geai\ and Mi Mu II u i-.cn leMiliul thai Hint \\a no duett eudenee ol ( edai Creek 
commingling wilh the North 1 )il(*h and Cleveland ("anal on the above dates, or prioi to 1903. 
However, l)i deary speculated thai the natci probably commingled on those dates because of 
(i) scarcity ol v\alei in the leinoti (n) tin* unlikelihood thai the early settleis would have ciosscd 
Cedar Creek with the North Pitch and tin I lev eland ('anal and ignoied the readily accessible 
water in Cedar Creek, and (in) that high ilows and flooding washed out the North Ditch wheie it 
crossed Cedar Creek 
20 Although the Court finds that there was a flood bridge in existence ai the 
in lei sec turn < i! < edai t icek <ind I In i U \ i l.uid ( anal a-» cai IS a1 I {KHK v hn h alliu1 ul I I HI I IK 
normal flow of Cedar Cieek to drop into the Cleveland Canal and the flood waters from Cedar 
C icek to tlow over the top ol the ( anal, there was no evidence as to the date ol its construction 
and the flood bridge is not evidence that the wateis commingled prioi to 1903 and, m any event, 
not prior to Man 11 1, 1888. 
21 The Court finds that the documentary evidence in favor of a priority date of 
M in Ii I ISM' h u l l 1 ! I in I i nnui pasuasn c and lelnbh th m tin • pcuil.itn loliinnn 
presented b) H-Cs expert w itness as to the asserted pnonty dates of 1 877 and Ma\ 1, 1 8S8 
1 In1 < oui t fnnl i in tin p n Ii i iil.ii instill n ' I hall 11 n In .1 and in » I in in ale i udein i < I a pi mi ih 
date is documentar) in nature rathei than conclusions and opinions reached by reading histoiical 
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accounts and assuming dates of commingling of waters. The affidavit of John Monson states a 
only suraii.se that water was beneficially used on the date it asserts. 
22. I he Court also finds that even if the waters of Cedar Creek commingled with the 
waters of Cleveland Canal on May 1, 1888, there is no evidence that it was placed to beneficial 
use prior to 1903. H-C has failed to establish specifically which lands w c;. nat. s• 
Creek water prior to 1903. 
\^ K »oi * MI Mic foregoing, the ( \nirt finds ihai Mai/h i 1 382, is the first date on 
w HK'ii v\aioi ; .-:.: :.LK w.bphiL^: iv nencik. ;a; i. - : = ;i ,\\ iL\nion purposes, Because 
Samuel Grange )• ^ t :.S. hacVs eliam of title, the Match i, 18S2 priority date should be 
1 JI I , aches, W a i v e r a n d E s t o p p c 1 
1 1 le Coi irt fii ids that H-C is barred from asserting a water right in Cedar Creek 
supen.»i U ,1 i ue; i:^ au.v. ii < , Vviuioul pi..;cs:. a i iu^u ; i , .... ^ ; dt.cades to 
divert Cedar ("reek water and place it t<* hmchria* *\^.: con -inn " MMpiovements and operate in 
reliance on that water i ipstream IMM,. h ^ .<. v ;(unu..,] w:\LT^nn p -^nn 
25 ¥ T r did not take all of the water that was in Cedar Creek because great portions 
: I tl ic flow were < nverted < ir id i ised i ipsti eai i i oi I ll ic Cedai Ci eek Rai id i foi decades Di n ii ig 
those years, the flow of Cedar Creek did no! exceed 10 cfs -i, the early spring, excepi \ t5-'-
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flood, and actually averaged less than 2 cfs over the irrigation season and dwindled to less than. 1 
cfs ii 1.1:1 le late si in n nei 1 J< rtw< ;ei t 1882 and 1972,1 J S I h lei i :t lade si lbstantial ii lvestmei its ii l 
pipelines and structures to U-\ori. store and convey water for irrigation and stock watering, 
i it in micipal ai id ioi nestic j M uj « >sus in IV lol u lai id and I liaw atl la. ai id coal n linii lg opei atioi is ii I 
Hiawatha. U S. Fuel also ha> niaured expenses in maintaining its pipelines and diversionary 
. - . - i i 1. 
26 A„s to H-C's 1970 diligence claim., the court finds that U.S. Fuel had no notice of 
the claim and therefore was under no obligation to protest the claim, given the iaet " \ ' 
was the upstream water user and had iv. reason to woiry akml a:i\<wk- dow nstream o.\ ertiii iu\ 
mterlered wv- :* -.S. Fuel"s upstream diversion until 1(J89, and thereafter tins hligatio; was 
con unci iced. 
• . ^ i . u i - i*aicr Kudu ,\w. *o ;i>-F(ii, ..•;... iiiid-ili.it U S. Fuel did file a 
protest to the ii-C's claim for the iirst lU cF> of Cedai Creek when il tiled its objection to the San 
Rafael Proposed Determination. The Objection was somewhat broad but distinctly objected to 
the listinu of all rights of "jiiiiio; arnionriators," which the court finds encompassed *' itei- IF ;ht 
No. 9" I134()! il ; ' b e c a u s e a protes t w a s filed, it c anno t be said that I J.S. Fuel is p ; e c l u d e d 
fro n i a s s e rt i n g i t s s u p e r i o r p o s i t i o i l b e c a i i s e o f I a c 1 I e s, w a i v z i o i e s t o p p e 1 
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VII. .Aban.don.ment and. Forfeiture 
measure and Kic !,:;;•: »>i an nphts in the use oj watei in tin state Kelvin*? on this statute, 7T C 
uash in the alternant. Ma ' contends thai I ' S. hue! ^ w,-\ * '-: h:^ ^hoaid be drastically 
used ai' of the nana in Ccdai Creek. H C s claims orabandi)nmeni and forfeiture are Darred by 
• lan s genera four-vear statute o j ..:.:..:;- . , :. -., ;. -..- . .e.eiiig -< a^en n:-i nature or 
abandonment, and I 'tab h<e- i-<-< adojMcd the doctrine of "partial-forfeiture." Hie Couit will now' 
address each o; die ioricuau. chain;, imii;i-j.i...lv: 
:< rioaticMi Wafer (WUC Nos. 93-904, 93-3525, 93-1089, 93-261, 93-3680) 
Creek, the Court finds tha; there is substantia! and ciedible eudenee tlh-t considerable ualei Li-
J'uat there is no reliable or K : edible e\ idence that it flowed into tiie ('icveland Canal pnoi n-
i •-'" •  • . i > - • • ••, . " • • . ... ':A. wan . JM < sar 
Creek • Inch ir<\ o l ^ liie limitation piovisioii oi Utah Lode Ann. J; 73 1-3. 
30. i ne Coui t finds by a preponderance of the evidence that U.S. fuel ha 
irrigated up to ] 15.66 acres on. Cedar Creek. Ranch, even though the hydrographic survey map 
and other evidem a ; si LOW that 229 3 aci cs 1 lave beei i prepai ed f oi ii i igatioi i. 1 1 lis I ise is 
evidenced in pari bv < Vrtilican* No. a40o lea ( iiange Application No a A! ." issued b . die Stale 
A, 
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Engineer on June 4, 1962 stating that I I.S Fuel had comnF led diversionary works and 
beneficially i ised water fron i Cedar Ci eek to ir i igate 135.66 acres on Cedar Creek R ai ich. 
is 1 v\ 11i, rsQ^ywjiii yj-J:»24, VJ-J525) 
31. I I-C contends that these rights should be drastically reduced for the reason that, 
although nine extensions for non-use were granted over a period of almost 50 years, after use 
w a s r e s u m e d , u.S. Fuel's beneficial use at Hiawatha was only a maximun i of .361 eft i lot 1 35 
to 16 cfs. 
>2. I he court find-, thai nine 5-vear extension-> lor nonuse of Wl !C \os . 93-970 and 
93-3525 were granieu to . ;ie .vuiic imemeci. esecause m. ij-t extension was 
granted in 19oh, th^ beneficial use oi luc water m any on~ oi ihc next live years would avoid a 
for ler are. 
31. Wl JC No. 93-970 gave U.S. Fuel a rieht to divert 1,8.82 acre-feet fron i the 
Mohrland Portal and lo place the water from Svh nyn\- i • beneficial use in ihe to v. i 
< »niened the in Ja to dueit N3 "> / acre-feel iiom the Mohrland i\:>iai t<» 1 haw aina S 1 nei 
\ /as tl l ere fore entitled to div zt. I; a total of 130 90 aci c I: eet oi w atei I i oi i i the Mohi b u id 1 ,!oi: lal 
34. From, the evidence presented, the Court finds that in at least one year after 1988, 
U.S. Fuel used lnore than 130.90 acre-feet of walei ai iliawuiha. in • ' *•  • --d 
more than 130.9 acre-feet in 1989 and 1991. The riVA:\ theiefore finds \nx .: i .>f tin- water m !cr 
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WUC Nos. 93-970 and 93-3525 was placed to beneficial use in at least one year in the five years 
allei !()XK Al(( <>i<liih'lv U S h i H ' WIN il\[n« n PI /(l HI,) <) I ^ ^ should mil be iedii< nl. 
f III I Ill Ilk Water Right (Will , IN o. 9J-JS24) 
35. 1 he (\>url finds thai Water Right No„ 93-3524 allowed U.S. Fuel to divert .37 cfs 
and use S{) .s I acre ieet ol water Ironi ('edar ('reek foi use in Hiawatha for industrial, municipal 
and domestic purposes. Beginning in 1972, watei from Cedar Creek was commingled }\ illi 
underground water from the Molirland Portal and conveyed through a pipeline foi beneficial use 
in Hiawatha 
i I I < tonkinl ill ilthe iii'lil to y o I at ie ieet ot w ater was lor ieited bv non-use 
lor an 8-year period between 1964 and lM'/7 The Com! finds that H C has failed to prove b> a 
preponderance of the evidence that 11 S fuel ceased to ust (lie water lor 5 consecutive years 
ihe Couii luil I KM finds that even if the watei was not diverted through the boie hole, the water 
would have flowed into Cedar Creek and been subject to diversion for use on Cedar Creek Ranch 
duiing the period from the date the bore hole diversion was diseoiitinin d to I *> 1 » 
MiR'kwati'iiii}; Ki{;hts_ iJetjaj Cicck JLjijidi JHCI Ct'iiti) Mountain 
• 1 ion) the CMdence presented, the Court finds that during the winters horn 1980 
llmun'h 1 (>N(), mi i and \wrr Lepl mi 11 it i 'i dai (( 'reek Kam hoi < n nlr MoiinLiin 11 i contend , 
I hat this period of nonuse 1)) 11 S fuel results in a forfeiture of U.S. fuel's winter stockwatenng 
I I L ' J l t S 
U 
38. I Jnder l Jtah Code Ann. § 73-1 l ( l ) ( a ) , available watci must he used m onU ..*>e 
a ' • 
, the filing of an application loi an exter-Moii wnh me Slate hngineer, N<^  e u d e n a iias been 
pi esented to si IO1 \ tl iat I J S I a lel filed ai 1 applicatioi i foi an extei isioi 1 of tii i ic for i 101 n ise 
39. The court finds that no cattle were kept or--u \ o,n * ii_ek Ranch oi Gentry 
Mountain dur :v fl\c winters between 1980 and 1989. Mi Dee Hansen. p s testified that 
stockwatering nas no seasonal limitation and is a year round use. The Court is therefore 
persuaded thai f ' puipose*. of lorfeilmo it v< non\ssar\ lo pio\ e at Icist fi\re years nf nnnuso 
:::!i^an\ tmu' *»* llu- ve.jr M ( ha.> n<»l me: liiis burden, and the ( ourl finds thai loi ieiture of 
urn for Damages 
A
 I ' h - ' - i g h M r admitted that it h.:d i hanged !he lock or. -ho diversion box nc.n !lk 
• . M 'i ' * * * • < p i \
 t • i * •' • , 
tnat i! suilered a--\ monetary <tamages as a consequence ol any actions that nao havi been takei 
1 >; , I I C. 
CONCI ,1 JSIONSOF1 ,AW 
I. Jurisdiction 
Code Ann.§ '. N-3 M ! i (Minn I I ;7?K :;• 7V33 i , $7^4U I M^Vb), $ 68-3-1 (IWd) a;ai i i :!• K 
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Civ r " Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to I Jtah Code Ann. § 78-1" 1 ami " (Supp. 
1997) 
I leithei I Jtal I Code Ai in. §§ 73 4 11 t< » 15 (1989) noi § 73 A 24 pi eclude this 
1 •HIII ironi exercising jurisdiction over th= disputed ciainio a; tins action ih A^ Inch liio parlies 
seek declaratory and injunciN, i .iiu a^i uonclary damages. See Murdoch v. Springville A iun. 
Corp., 878 P.2d 114 7, 1150 (Utah 1994); Spanish Fork West Field Irr. Co. v. District Court of 
Sail Luke Counts 1 1 A V2d ^ 4 . 346 (IJtah 1941); Smith v. District Court of Morgan County, 
• n: . -p ' ' \ ' ; - m ' p..-lies to i ise 
water meiudm • \>\nn\\ iinuunon. pnoritv., estoppel, ad\eiseusei\ forfeiture ;nid abandonment, 
even iliougij i.,e ;:.:;;ic:> also ;,,a> ha\ e raised ;,weh issues in Use oau Ka.aei Ucneiai . ^]|udi.\tiion 
proceedings. See Murdoch, 878 P.2d ai i 13U, Spanish bork, 110 P.2d at 345; Smith, 256 P. at 
543. 
II Stock Watering Rights Cedar Creek Ranch and Gentry Mountain 
')c ('ourl for.- hides that Mir should in* c]noted in ( ! S Pucl UM" \v;i!oi IM<> no -o 
1 ' ^,;i!\a!c;i .,\ e.^ 'io. K uiui.-! v.-n ( (.ilai ( leer, i\ancii .iijOi ;ii;\ ViwijMaui . m .*-.,* . .;.. 
perioi] !-«.p. .!;iiiii-t'v :
 s|w -sit»li December *i 'M.u .: priority date of 1875. See WUC Nos. 93-
Ks . ^ ion. v^ . , , ' ^ ;o ••; u u 07 ]., . ^  2o7, 93-508, 93-509, 93-510, 93-511, 93-512, 
93-514, 93-516, 93-520 and KJ3-5Z2, San /o/\/o/ /yroposedDetermination. 
14 
III. Irrigation Water Cedar Creek Diligence Claims 
:
 he < 4<Hirt concludes that title should H.» qi»f- t-H <<-. M S. Fuel to WUC Nos. 93-
26 7 / o ->04. • w,-.,. Vj.-.-,... *- aiiu M .u.:>ii. ;.siii: iiiCvK.- iiiHiiaiK-n of 4.0 acre-feet per 
irrigated acre, the amiual diversion of water under these rights is limited to 542.64 acre-feet of 
water for the irrigation of 135,66 acres on Cedar Creek Ranch. 
lie Court concludes lhai hi!" M .n;!d he urn ;cd m ' ' N Fue: tu \\ I •(' \ o V ^ /6" 
" n t h , :* : !" • ! .'- •' : s . ; • . : : : ! ) ; , • ' «•• • - , . . • . . A\ell . 
equivalent livestock ur.ib 
/. Ihe Court concludes that H-c'b diligence claim unUei \V! < \ r *'- « 
is junior to U.S. Fuel's priority date of March 1. 1N X J for diligence claims under Wl "t ' No- *'3-
267 and 93-3680. 
8 The Court concludes that title should be quieted in I J.S. Fuel to WUC No. 91-251 
iui usimi {1942 cubic feet per second oi water year n- • ./ 
Hiawatha and to Wt JC No. 91-316 for using 0.058 cubic leei per second oi water yeai round for 
muilicipal and industrial i- • ' . • * , • . . . / • • . , . • ;i 
Price River and Lower Green River Drainage (Area 91) ai ! ;< H u 4. Page 987. 
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V. Estoppel, Statute of Limitations, Waste 
9. Because H-C was receiving less than the 10 cfs it claims it was entitled to, it had 
an obligation to protest the upstream water use by U.S. Fuel under College Irrigation Company 
v. Logan River and Blacksmith Fork Irrigation Company, 789 P.2d 1241 (Utah 1989). 
Nevertheless, H-C did not protest the upstream use until 1972 and cannot now be heard to assert 
a claim superior to that of U.S. Fuel. Years of silence and inaction bar H-C from asserting a 
claim superior to that of U.S. Fuel. 
10. With respect to U.S. Fuel's defense of statute of limitations, the Court concludes 
that such claims are not barred by the statute of limitations because (i) U.S. Fuel did not plead 
the defense of statute of limitations with particularity as required by Utah R. Civ. P. 9(h) and 
(ii) the 15-year statute of limitations set forth in § 73-1-4(b) is inapplicable because it was 
enacted after this action was commenced. 
11. The Court also rejects H-C's assertion that U.S. Fuel's failure to line the ditch 
with concrete or otherwise prevent seepage constitutes waste. H-C presented no evidence from 
which the Court can find that U.S. Fuel violated any customary and accepted irrigation practices 
in the area for similar soil types. 
VL Abandonment and Forfeiture 
12. The Court rejects U.S. Fuel's assertion that H-C has no standing to assert 
forfeiture or abandonment. 
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A. Irrigation Water (WUC Nos. 93-904, 93-3525, 93-1089, 93-261, 93-3680) 
13. Applying the duty limitation of four acre-feet per acre irrigated, the Court 
concludes that U.S. Fuel has a right to use 542.64 acre-feet of water annually for irrigating 
135.66 acres of land instead of 917.2 acre-feet of water for irrigating 229.3 acres of land. See 
WUC Nos. 93-904, 93-3525, 93-1089, 93-261, 93-368, San Rafael Proposed Determination. 
B. Mohrland Rights (WUC Nos. 93-970, 93-3524 and 93-3525) 
14. The Court concludes that WUC Nos. 93-970, 93-3524 and 93-3525 should not be 
reduced, have not been forfeited by non-use, and should be quieted in U.S. Fuel. 
C. Borehole Water Right (WUC No. 93-3524) 
15. The Court concludes that WUC No. 93-3524 has not been forfeited by non-use 
and should be quieted in U.S. Fuel. 
16. The Court further concludes that the H-C is estopped from asserting that WUC 
No. 93-3524 has been forfeited because, although it did file a protest against the 1972 Pipeline 
Application, it did not appeal the State Engineer's decision and allowed U.S. Fuel to make 
substantial investments in completing its pipeline and placing the .37 cfs of water to beneficial 
use at the Hiawatha operations or at the Cedar Creek Ranch. 
^T5u 
17 
D. Domestic Spring fWUC No. 93-964) 
17. Based on U.S. Fuel's stipulation at trial, the Court concludes that WUC No. 93-
964 was forfeited by nonuse. (Tr. 1420-21.) This Court confirms this forfeiture and concludes 
that U.S. Fuel no longer has the right to divert and use 0.0204 cfs of water from the Cedar Creek 
Spring, Right Fork, under Water Right No. 93-964, San Rafael Proposed Determination. 
VII. Quiet Title 
18. The Court concludes that title should be quieted in U.S. Fuel to all of the water 
rights as described in Exhibit A, attached hereto. 
VIII. U.S. Fuel's Claims Against H-C Are Not Barred 
19. The Court previously denied H-C's motion that U.S. Fuel did not timely file an 
objection to the San Rafael Proposed Determination, filed 91 days after acceptance of service of 
the San Rafael Proposed Determination. The Court concludes that U.S. Fuel's claims against H-
C are not barred. 
IX. Adverse Use and Forfeiture 
20. Because the Court has ruled that H-C does not have a diligence claim superior to 
that of U.S. Fuel, the Court need not address U.S. Fuel's claim of adverse use or forfeiture. 
^
 i
 ^ 1 
18 
X- Attorney Fees 
21. The Court concludes that none of the parties has any legal or equitable claims to 
attorney fees or costs in this matter and none are awarded. 
XL Motion to Strike Exhibits Denied 
22. H-C objected to Exhibits 1 and 2 attached to U.S. Fuel's Joint Memorandum on 
the grounds that they are new documents and were not offered or admitted into evidence at trial. 
The Court concludes that the exhibits are not new evidence and that they are part of the records 
of which the Court took judicial notice. H-C's Motion is denied as to Exhibits 1 and 2. 
DATED this ^ day of {/{^J®£ ' , 2001. 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
SNELL & WILMER LJL.P. 
^ " 
BY THE COURT: 
CJ2^ 
-*LL 
f/tstf 
h Honorable Bryce K. Bfyner 
By: -d= Dale: ( CL 
Defiise'A. Dragoo 
Bradley R. Cahoon 
Attorneys For United States Fuel Company 
c&l 
< - •: \ j . ; 
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LEBOEUF, LAMB, GREENE & MA 
By: Date: 
Ronald L. Rencher 
Mark Dykes 
Attorneys For Intermountain Power Agency 
NIELSEN & SENIOR 
runtington-Cleveland 
Irrigation Company 
Date: 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
WATER RIGHTS SUMMARY 
STOCK WATERING - U.S. FUEL 
I3WUC 
93-520 
93-164 
93-508 
93-512 
93-516 
93-267 
93-158 
93-160 
93-161 
93-163 
93-167 
93 508 
93-509 
93-510 
93-511 
93-514 
93-522 
1 SOURCE 
| Cedar Creek 
Right Fork 
1 Cedar Creek 
North Boy Scout 
Spring 
Ben Johnson Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Right Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Right Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Mud Spring 
Left Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Left Fork Fish 
Creek 
North Boy Scout 
Spring 
Boy Scout Spring 1 
West Boy Scout 
Spring 
South Boy Scout 1 
Spring 
Ben Johnson Creek I 
Left Fork Cedar 1 
Creek | 
QUANTITY 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Notel 
Notel 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
Note 1 
[TYPE* 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 1 
Diligence 1 
Diligence 1 
Diligence 1 
1 PRIORITY/ 
DATE 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
Note 1 The total diversion from these sources for stockwatenng 145 Equivalent 
Livestock Units is up to 0 011 cfs 
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IRRIGATION - U.S. FUEL 
1-jWOC 
93-904 
93-3525 
93-1089 
93-267 
93-3680 
SOURCE 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Underground Water 
Mohrland Mine 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
fOUANTITY 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
TYPE 
Certificate 107B 
(App No 1408) 
Certificate 2195 
Underground Water 
Claim 
Diligence 
Diligence 
PRIORHY/ 
fflMrrt | 
6/04/1907 
4/10/1930 
7/19/1910 
3/1/1882 
3/1/1882 1 
Note 2 The total yearly diversion from all these nghts for irrigating 135 66 acres on Cedar Creek 
Ranch is up to 542 64 acre-feet 
MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL - U.S. FUEL 
1 WUC 
91-251 
91-316 
93 970 
93-3524 
93-3525 
|SOURCE 
Underground Water 
King No 1 Mine 
Underground Water 
King No 1 Mine 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
QUANTITY 
0 942 cfs 
Note 3 
0 058 cfs 
Note 3 
0 13 cfs (year 
round) 
limit of 18 82 a-f 
Note 3 
0 37 cfs (year 
round) 
limit of 52 57 a-f 
Note 3 
59 51 a-f 
1 cfs (10/16-3/14) 
(limit of 59 51 a-f) 
Note 3 
TYPE 
Certificate 6085 
Certificate al 812 
Certificate 2195 
Certificate 2195, 
a268 
Certificate 2195, 
a405 
PRIORITY/ 
DATE 
10/11/1957 
1910 
4/10/1930 
4/10/1930 
4/10/1930 
Note 3 The total diversion from these sources for municipal and industrial uses in 
Hiawatha is up to 130 90 acre-feet 
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DOMESTIC SPRING - U.S. FUEL 
1 WUC 1 SOURCE 
| 93-964 | Unnamed Spring 
QUANTITY 
0.0204 cfs 
TYPE 
Certificate 2158 
STATUS 
Forfeited for non-use 
IRRIGATION - HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION CO. 
WUC | 
1 93-1134 
SOURCE 
Cedar Creek 
QUANTITY 
10 cfs 
TYPE 
Diligence 
STATUS 
Junior to WUC Nos. 
93-267, 93-3680 
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FILED 
I SEP I 0 2001 
• 9£i;.T_'f L': *\ 
SNELL & WILMER L.L.P. 
Denise A. Dragoo (0908) 
Bradley R. Cahoon (5925) 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 257-1900 
Facsimile: (801) 257-1800 
Attorneys for United States Fuel Company and ANR 
Company, Inc. 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COUPT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY and 
ANR COMPANY, INC. 
Plaintiffs, and 
INTERMOUNTAIN POWER AGENCY, 
Plaintiff in Intervention, 
v. 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
This matter came to trial before this Court, without a jury, on February 10, 1997 through 
February 14, 1997 and March 19, 1997 through March 21, 1997. Plaintiff United States Fuel 
Company ("U.S. Fuel") was represented by Denise A. Dragoo and Bradley R. Cahoon, of Van 
Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, now of Snell & Wilmer L.L.P. Plaintiff ANR Company, Inc. 
("ANR"), which purchased the subject water rights from U.S. Fuel after the trial and was 
therefore added as a party by order of this Court, was also represented by Denise A. Dragoo and 
Bradley R. Cahoon. Plaintiff in Intervention, Intermountain Power Agency ("IPA"), was 
represented by Ronald L. Rencher and Mark W. Dykes of LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, 
ORDER, JUDGMENT, AND 
DECREE 
Civil No. 5582 
Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
LLP (Unless the context dictates otherwise, ANR, IP A, and U.S. Fuel are referred to herein 
collectively as "U.S. Fuel.") Defendant Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company ("H-C") was 
represented by J. Craig Smith and David B. Hartvigsen of Nielsen & Senior. 
Subsequent to trial in this matter, the Court allowed counsel to prepare written final 
arguments and proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. On November 4, 1997, the 
Court heard oral argument on several issues and took the matter under advisement. The Court 
has conducted an exhaustive review of the evidence, and good cause appearing therefore, THE 
COURT ORDERS AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The Temporary Order to Share Water Pending Resolution of this action, which 
was entered by the Court on June 20, 1997, is hereby terminated, and the Utah State Engineer 
shall henceforth distribute the water consistent with this Judgment, Order, and Decree. 
2. Title is quieted in U.S. Fuel to the right to use .011 cfs of water from Cedar Creek 
to water up to 145 equivalent livestock units on Cedar Creek Ranch and Gentry Mountain 
annually during the period from January 1 through December 31, with an annual diversion limit 
of 4.06 acre feet and a priority date of 1875 under WUC Nos. 93-158, 93-160, 93-161, 93-163, 
93-164, 93-167, 93-267, 93-508, 93-509, 93-510, 93-511, 93-512, 93-514, 93-516, 93-520 and 
93-522 , as described in the attached Exhibit A. 
3. Title is quieted in U.S. Fuel to the right to use, in aggregate, up to 542.64 acre feet 
of water for irrigating 135.66 acres on Cedar Creek Ranch, with a priority date of March 1, 1882, 
under WUC Nos. 93-267, 93-904, 93-1089, 93-3525 and 93-3680 ("Irrigation Water"), as 
described in the attached Exhibit A. 
4. U.S. Fuel's Irrigation Water rights are reduced, by reason of partial forfeiture for 
non-use, from 917.2 acre-feet of water for irrigating 229.3 acres of land, as described in the 
1 39027 4 "> 
Proposed Determination of Water Rights in San Raphael River Drainage Area, Huntington 
Creek Division, Code No. 93, to the rights and amounts described in the preceding paragraph and 
in Exhibit A. 
5. H-C's diligence claim under WUC No. 93-1134, if any, is junior to U.S. Fuel's 
priority date of March 1, 1882 for diligence claims under WUC Nos. 93-267 and 93-3680. 
6. Title is quieted in U.S. Fuel to the right to use 0.942 cubic feet per second of 
water year round for municipal and industrial uses in Hiawatha under WUC No. 91-251, as 
described in the attached Exhibit A. Title is likewise quieted in U.S. Fuel to the right to use 
0.058 cubic feet per second of water year round for municipal and industrial uses in Hiawatha 
under WUC No. 91-316, as described in the attached Exhibit A. 
7. U.S. Fuel's WUC Nos. 93-970 and 93-3525 are not reduced, but are quieted in 
U.S. Fuel, as described in the attached Exhibit A. 
8. U.S. Fuel's WUC No. 93-3524 has not been forfeited by non-use, but is quieted in 
U.S. Fuel, as described in the attached Exhibit A. 
9. By stipulation of the parties, U.S. Fuel's WUC No. 93-964 is forfeited by nonuse. 
(Tr. 1420-21.) Therefore, as described in the attached Exhibit A, U.S. Fuel no longer has the 
right to divert and use 0.0204 cfs of water from the Cedar Creek Spring, Right Fork, under Water 
Right No. 93-964. 
10. The total annual diversions permitted for municipal and industrial uses in 
Hiawatha under U.S. Fuel's various water rights, as described in Exhibit A, is 130.90 acre feet. 
11. None of the parties has any legal or equitable claims to attorney fees or costs in 
this matter and none are awarded. 
DATED th i s^_ day of \A^A< , 2001. 
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BY THE COURT: 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
SNELL & WILMER LLP. 
o^<^ z 
The Honorable Bryce K. Bryner 
By: 
-<^- £ ^ *e?- Date: 
Demse A. Dragoo 
Bradley R. Cahoon ' 
Attorneys For United States Fuel Company 
d^s^t^y ?x QK3D I 
LEBOEUF, LAMB, GREENE & MACRAE 
Date: 
> ¥ &S>&} 
Ronald L. Rencher 
Mark Dykes 
Attorneys For Intermountairf Power Agency 
NIELSEN & SENIOR 
Date: •r^JZool 
torneys 
Irrigation Company 
Cleveland 
« \j I 
EXHIBIT "A" 
ORDER, JUDGMENT, AND DECREE 
WATER RIGHTS SUMMARY 
STOCK WATERING - U.S. FUEL 
rwuc 
93-520 
93-164 
93-508 
93-512 
93-516 
93-267 
93-158 
93-160 
93-161 
93-163 
93-167 
93-509 
93-510 
93-511 
93-514 
93-522 
iSOURCE ! 
Cedar Creek 
Right Fork 
Cedar Creek 
North Boy Scout 
Spring 
Ben Johnson Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Right Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Right Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Mud Spring 
Left Fork Cedar 
Creek 
Left Fork Fish 
Creek 
Boy Scout Spring 
West Boy Scout 
Spring 
South Boy Scout 
Spring 
Ben Johnson Creek 
Left Fork Cedar 
Creek 
0DHRnHSK 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Notel 
Note 1 
Notel 
Notel 
Note 1 
Note 1 
TYPE 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
PRioRrry/1 
DATE 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
Note 1: The total diversion from these sources for stockwatering 145 Equivalent 
Livestock Units is up to 0.011 cfs and 4.06 acre-feet annually. 
IRRIGATION - U.S. FUEL 
liwuc. 
93-904 
93-3525 
93-1089 
93-267 
93-3680 
SPURGE 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Underground Water 
Mohrland Mine 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
IOUANTITY 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
Note 2 
TYPE 
Certificate 107B 
(App. No. 1408) 
Certificate 2195 
Underground Water 
Claim 
Diligence 
Diligence 
VRIOIQTY/ j 
DATE 
6/04/1907 
4/10/1930 
7/19/1910 
3/1/1882 
3/1/1882 
Note 2: The total yearly diversion from all these rights for irrigating 135.66 acres on Cedar 
Creek Ranch is up to 542.64 acre-feet. 
MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL - U.S. FUEL 
WUC 
91-251 
91-316 
93-970 
93-3524 
93-3525 
SOURCE 
Underground Water 
King No. 1 Mine 
Underground Water 
King No. 1 Mine 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
Cedar Creek & 
Mohrland Portal 
QUANTITY 
0.942 cfs 
Note 3 
0.058 cfs 
Note 3 
0.13 cfs (year 
round) 
limit of 18.82 a-f 
Note 3 
0.37 cfs (year 
round) 
limit of 52.57 a-f 
Note 3 
59.51 a-f 
1 cfs (10/16-3/14) 
(limit of 59 51 a-f) 
Note 3 
TYPE 
Certificate 6085 
Certificate al812 
Certificate 2195 
Certificate 2195, 
a268 
Certificate 2195, 
a405 
PRIORITY/ | 
DATE 
10/11/1957 
1910 
4/10/1930 
4/10/1930 
4/10/1930 1 
Note 3: The total diversion from these sources of municipal and industrial uses in 
Hiawatha is up to 130.90 acre-feet. 
HQ077 4 /: 
DOMESTIC SPRING - U.S. FUEL 
iwuc 
93-964 
SOURCE 
Unnamed Spring 
QUANTITY 
0 0204 cfs 
TYPE 
Certificate 2158 
STATUS 
Forfeited for non-use 
IRRIGATION - HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION CO. 
svuc 
93-1134 
SOURCE 
Cedar Creek 
QUANTITY 
10 cfs 
TYPE 
Diligence 
STATUS j 
Junior to WUC Nos 
93-267,93-3680 
Tab I 
FINAL PROOF UNDER THE DESERT-LAND ACT OF MARCH 3,1877. 
X)EPOSTTIOiT OIF J ^ P ^ ^ X I X O A ^ T T . 
1. Q. State your name, age, occupation, residence, and post-office address. 
2. Q. Are yoa a citizen of the United States, or, if not, have you declared your intention to become 
such? 
WQkw 
3. Q. Give the number and date of the desert-land entry heretofore made by you, and describe the 
land embraced therein. 
&!t 
t^^&fi..*^ </&/z<r 
Z^.L.Z.t^^ 
•-+~,~4**Q, State ita situation, the character of the soil, its proximity to water, and what natural streams 
or bodies of water are upon, or pass through, or adjoin it. 
~7T" 'Z7 '* ~ ' &'—/ 
^^d^>ir^^/ . .^^.^rr . 
5. Q. Do you own and control, or have you a clear right to, the use of water sufficient to irrigate the 
whole of the land and for keeping the same permaneutly irrigated ? 
6. Q. State the source and volume of the water supply, how acquired by you, and how maintained. 
,_ ^_ / J^/^'l^y<;{/?*rfj?1'0^*^ **Xtf."'*^s2^-& £//>> 
7. Q. "State from personal knowledge whether such water has been conducted daring any one season 
apon all the land embraced in your entry, and if the same has been irrigated and reclaimed from its desert 
condition to such an extent that it will now produce an agricultural crop. 
8. Q. State also the number, dimensions, and carrying capacity of the main ditch or ditches, and 
also of all the ditches on each legal sul>division of the land which are used in irrigating the same. 
U. Q State whether you have w n water distributed through and by means of said ditches overall 
the land in each legal subdivision of your entry with a view to the proper reclamation thereof, and if so, 
state the dates when each distribution was made, and the quantity of water per acre used, and the time 
occupied in making the same, in each and every year. 
/ ^ ^ " 
10. Q If there are any high points or uneven surfaces which are practically not susceptible of 
irrigation, state definitely the nature, situation, extent, and area of the same. 
s>T^/^jfr0C/6 C *s/£y t^Z**^ <Z*^&/Z£cL * ^ T CS*>**f fits* 
11. Q. Has an agricultural crop of any kind been raised on the land as the result of such irrigation? 
If so, state the kind of crop and the quantity per acre, and describe the portion of the entry on which the 
same was raised. 
A. ..3.f.r. ^^^.r^^^^^b a &*+/> J"* ^ fa/&**+".-^jfe*. . ^ ^ 4 / > ^ 
, .. /J- " "' r----r •;;•-
12. Q. If any lands adjacent to or in the vicinity of the land embraced in this entry are settled npon 
or occupied, and crops of any kind are or have been raised thereon without artificial irrigation, describe 
the same, and state year or years of cultivation, the kind of crop, and quantity raided per acre. 
A. ^"-""**... J'S<.\'.f!...Ar> t 
13. Q. Has any coal or other minerals been discovered on said land, or is any coal or mineral known 
to be contained therein? 
A ^ ' 
A. — - — - — - — 
14. Q. Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on this land? If so, 
describe what they are. 
• A th» __._ 
3 
15. Q. Have you the sole ano^  entire interest in said entry, and iu the tract covered thereby, and in 
the right to the water sufficient to continuously irrigate the same? 
»e^ " ' 
*w*;*t& Q. Has any other person, individual, company, or corporation, any interest whatever m said 
•entry, tract, or water appropriation ? If so, give the name, residence, and occupation of each such person, 
the name, business, and locality of any such corporation or company, and the nature, amount, and extent 
-of such interest. 
A. ^ - r -
^t.J^ff^r^TT^-.^..^/ifi^^..-^r^T^. — 
17. Q. Have you made any other desert-land entry, or have you become the assignee of any other such 
«ntry, or have you any interest, direct or indirect, in auy other entry under the desertrland act? 
A. <? . . 
Norm.—A correct diagram, showing the locatkm-dT all ditches and improvement!, must be furnished by claimant. 
LAND OFFICE AT . . .^??<*^- - . -*^^ 
™J*^^.s<£&. - , 188/. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing affidavit was read to affiant in my presence before he signed 
his name thereto; that said affiant is to me personally known (or has been satisfactorily identified before 
me by S/.^.Z^L^^r. ), and that I verily believe him to be a credible 
person and the person he represents himself to be, and that this affidavit was subscribed and sworn to 
before me at my office in *Q^..&e/&j^..^ on t h i s . . . . ^ ^ . day of—~SZ?.^ .... .., \%ff. 
•iAsZZltZZ^ ., Register. 
/. - / , Receiver. 0 
NOTE.—The officer before whom the deposition is taken should call the attention of the witne-s to 
the following section of the Revised Statutes, and state to him that it U the purpose of the Government, 
if it be ascertained that he testifies falsely, to prosecute him to the full extent of the law. 
TITLK LXT—CRIMES—CHAJ\ 4. 
8*C. 5392. Every person who, having taken an oath before a competent tribunal, officer, or person, in any caae in 
-which a law of the United Statea authom»a an oath to 4»e administered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or certify 
truly, or that any written testimony, declaration, deposition, or certificate by him subscribed is true, willfully and con-
trary to such oath statea or sub«cril>ea au> material matter which lie does not believe to be true, is guilty of perjury, and 
*hall be punished by a fine of not more than two thousand dollars, and by imprisonment, at bard lal>or, not more than 
five years, and shall, moreover, thereafter be incapable ot triv ing testimony in any court of the United Statea until such 
tune as the judgment against him is reversed, [bee $ 1750 ] 6—3«i 
(4—373.) 
The depositions of two witnesses, in this form, taken separately, required in each case 
Final Proof under the Desert-Land Act of March 3,1877. 
DEPOSITION OF WITNESS. 
1. Question. Sjt^ te your name, age, residence, occupation, and post-office address. 
2. Q. Are you acquainted wifa^^^-^-'--^--*——^^" 
who made desert-land entry No/^f . on the $*':.?..... day of . ^ * ^ ^ ^ . . . .:, A. D." I8^f~, 
and how long have you known liim? 
A. .^V, <3rWj^ 
3. Q. Have you personal knowledge of this land ? State its situation, the character of the soil, its 
proximity to water, and what natural streams or bodies of water are upon, or pass through, or adjoin it. 
•k/^J^f*^ C^- 0-6Lw_ PypUi, *j4X/8£c . ^ ^ ? V ( ^ ^ ^ ^ . - ^ y > ^ P 
4. Q. Does the entryman own and control or have a clear right to water sufficient to properly and 
permanent!v irrigate all the laud embraced in this entry? 
* • * * - , - ;
 r -
5. u Q. State the source and volume of the water supply, how acquired, and how maintained. 
p^_ ^^...(^(^i^A^.^^^^f^^^^ 
6. Q. Has water been conducted upon the land embraced in said entry so as to irrigate and reclaim 
the same from its former condition to such extent that it will produce an agricultural crop? If so, give 
the number, dimensions, and capacity of the main ditch or ditches, and also of all the ditches on each legal 
subdivision of the land which are used in irrigating the same, 
fad*-. /&t<,aZz7ljfe^^J^7£/U~s^ 
f/!!<?thrr.&fr^..**4rr./?&.& -
7. Q. Have you seen water distributed through and by means.of said ditches over *U tJbtJt&d ia^ 
each legal subdivision of said entry? State the dates when suctTftistnbatioQ took "place, the duration ~ 
thereof; and the quantity of water per acre used. x l- • 
3. Q. If there are any high points or uneven surfaces which are practically not susceptible of irriga-
tion, state definitely the nature, situation, and area thereof. 
J Q H*u> an a«rr culu ral crop ot ativ kind be«n raided on tue laud aa *he result of such irrigation? 
If so, <tate the ve-ir M hen rilled, the kind of crop, the quantity per acre, and the portion of the entry on 
which 'ne same w is rai^\l 
4/z*erS£Z '-cov/t'a^j^^g^ 
y?)*c6"Ci <?0*4/ 
10 Q If iny lands adjacent to or in the \icinity of the land embraced in this entry are settled 
upon or occupied and crops of anv kind raised thereon without artificial irrigation, describe the same, and 
state \ c i r or \ears of cultivation, kind of crop, and quantity raised per acre 
< / >Z£c*£Z^ 
11 Q Has an) coal or other minerals been discovered on said land, or is i ny coal or mineral known 
to be contained ther t in 9 Are there anv indications of coal, salines, or minerals of anv kind on this laud 9 
If so, describe what they are 
12 Q Have vou anv interest, direct or indirect, in this entry or in the land covered thereby, or in 
the water mipph used in its irrigation9 
I H H U P A 
the «ui)L uua read to affiant 
L \ N D O F F I C E A 
^ f / ^ ^ ' ,188? 
ERTirY th i t the above affidavit was taken and subscribed before me this day, and that 
mv presence before he signed his name thereto , that said affiant is to me 
pcPMnnlh I u wit u i h us Ix'eu «attst ictonl\ idiutificd Ixforc nic bv . ), 
and t in t I \cnlv believe him to be a credible j>cr-<>ti and the person he represents himsplf to be. and that 
the land described ii properlv bubject to entry under the Dea^rt-Land ac t C~*~4 < 
\ O T F —The officer l>efore whom the deposition is taken should call the attention of the witness to 
the f dlowing section ot the Revised statute% and state to him that it is the purpose of the Government, 
it it be i^ce mined th i t he testifies f il^eU, t j pro-ecute him to the full extent of the law 
T m > i \ \ — C R I M E S — C H A P 4 
SEC JW F \ err person TV ho h i \ m ^ t n k e n in oath Lef>ro a competent tribunal, officer, or person, in any ease in 
« bicb jk\\s < f the I mtetl Mat*.* authorizes m oath to I o a lminiateml that he will testify, declare depose or certify 
trul\ ort l Jtau\ written teaUruom d*clarati n dep« Hitton or certificate by bim subscribed U troe, willfully and con-
trary to such oath states or subscribe-* ao\ material mutter * hi< h he does not believe to be true, la guilty of perjury, aad 
shall be punished by a fine ot not more than tuo thousand dollars, and by imprisonment at bard labor not more tu*a 
five years and shall, moreover thereafter be incapable of giving testimony in any court of the United State* until sack 
time as the judgment against him is reversed [bee $ l~o0 ] 
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(4—373.) 
The depositions of two witnesses, in t to form, taken separately, required in each case. 
Final Proof under the Desert-Land Act of March 3,1877, 
DEPOSITION OF WITNESS. 
1. Question. State your name, age, residence occupation, and post-office addr 
0 A™^M . ^ - ^ . , ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ . ^ - ^ 
^^.WT<^(.,. ^ ^ & ? * ? ^ ..... 
^ ^ ^ Q - A ^ y o u a o ^ 
^ fe i^Td«er t .Ui id entry No ,^ . ^ . . . . . on the . * £ ? . . . day of . # S ~ ~ ^ . , A. D. 18/^" , 
1 1 1 * * % L < & ^ ^r.^fU^ '• 
' •nahowlDcig nave jrouKnown him? 
1L.%/^..A<^Z?04J_ 
3. Q. Have you personal knowledge of this land? State its situation, the character of the soil, its 
proximity to water, and what natural streams or bodies of water are upon, or pass through, or adjoin i t 
i * ! w ^ ^ * ? ^ U y ; ^ -
4. Q, Does the entryman own and control or have a clear right to water sufficient to properly and 
permanently irrigate all the land embraced in thiB entry? 
£**<?(*, 
K. ..^*4d : 
5. Q^ State the source and volume of the water supply, how acquired, and how maintained. 
6. Q. Has water been conducted upon the land embraced in said entry so as to irrigate and reclaim 
the same from its former condition to such extent that it will produce an agricultural crop? If so, give 
the number, dimensions, and capacity of the main ditch or ditches, and also of all the ditches on each legal 
subdivision of the land which are used in irrigating the same. 
~ : r ^ / # M * ^ ^ ^ . - ^ 
1. Q.. 'Have you .«*een water distributed tYirou^ Vi and by means of said ditches over all tlie land in 
r'yCXiird^gai — b d i v t e o n o f atticl eutryV £>uuc ihc <kn*-» vkluiu a^icl i^Uou^l^Uuxi look pJLu_c, ihc J u r a t i o n 
^&6f*btf>*nd the quantity of water per acre used. 
-
:
 k.#^.!.J&h^.^ 
c^A^,/.^^.^^^-1^^-^^^. ---- .... 
8. Q[. If there are any high points or uneven surfaces which are practically not susceptible of irriga-
tion, state definitely the nature, situation, and area thereof. 
A. 'jjfa.^T.Aje^.j^.fhY'4^^^ 
f^/~f^-
j . — j v , * - ^ «...%* v ^ u 14*10^ 1^ uu uw muu as me result ot such irrigation0 
I f so, state the tear when raised, the kind of crop, the quantity per acre, and the portion of the entry on 
which the same HJ-> raised 
, LI ^ry^^0UZ^. 
*-€LJZ<5 
t?£c 0<z~*x, (£6<***<.cZi*, ^(C^a &5r+-
10 Q. I f any lauds adjacent to or in the \icinity of the land embraced in this entry are settled 
upon or occupied and crops of any kind raised thereon without artificial irrigation, describe the same, and 
state veir or \ears of cultivation, kind of crop, and quantity raised per acre. 
v fy, J^c/J^.^ £cJy0c*z£ Sp&feO Jjf&ci. 
11 Q Hns any coal or other minerals been discovered on said land, or is any coal or mineral known 
to be contained therein9 Are there any indications of coal, salines, or minerals of any kind on this land? 
I f so, describe what they are 
V ^ 
12 Q Have \ou any interest, direct or indirect, m this entry or in the land covered thereby, or in 
the \s iter «uppl\ used in its irrigation ? 
V. 
(S i,njturi 
L \ S D O F F I C E A**' 
I HERI m CERTirr that the above affidavit was taken and subscribed before me this day, and that 
the vime wus read to affiant m my pre&ence before he signed his name thereto; that said affiant is to me 
per-onalk known (oi has been <satisfactonl\ identified before me 
and that I \ c n l \ bd ie \ e luui to l>e a credible jicrsoii and the person he represents hnrcserf to be, iwLthat 
the land described^ proprfly subject to entry under the D t ^ r t - L ^ n d act. CsCsT^t^^y *T/T<^<^^+-
V O T F —The officer before uhom the deposition is taken should call the attention of-tfie witnew to 
the following section of the Kevi»ed statutes, and state to him that it is the purpose of the Government, 
it it be ascertained that he testifies falseh, to pm-ecute him to the full extent of the law. 
TlTLV 1 K \ L RIMES—CHAP 4 
**EC 3TO E\erv person -who, h*n injj taken nn oath before a competent tnbanml, officer, or person-, tn any ease in 
which a law of the I utte<l Mates authorise* an oath to bo administered, that he will testify, declare, depose, or certify 
truh , or tli it an\ written testunonc d» duration, depoHttiou or certiticato by him subscribed is troe willfully and oon-
trar\ to * a h oath states or siibscrilK* au\ material matter * h u h he does not believe to be true, la guilty of p*rjur>,aad 
shall l»e punished by a fine ot not more th in two thouaaud dollars., and by imprisonment, at hard labor, not mora thaai 
!i>e jears and shall, nioremer, thereafter be incapable of giving testimony in any court of th« United 8tate* until soeh. 
time as the judgment against him is reversed [See $ 1750 J 
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fr ' < Application to Appropriate Water. 
.y 
STATE OF UTAH * T * S *" / ^ ^ 
^ ' ; / 
73 
Before fiiliag this bltnk Carefully read Rule* and Regulation* oa the back hereof 
end the vote* ia the body of it w \ " aad the aotea ia iae poay 01 « 
/l>r the purpose of acquiring the right to ise a portion of the unappropriated -water of the State of L tah 
for irrigation purposes, application is hereby made to the State Engineer, based upon the following SAO--
wg of facts, submitted in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 108 of the Laws oj Utah IQO^ 
NOT* —The Information given in the following ul inks should be free from explanatory^matter, but w hen oeces 
sur\ a complete supplementary statement »li<n]|<i be made under the heading "Explanatory " 
/ The name of the applicant is 
2 The post-office address of the applicant is t^^rrJ^rruzfco^ , t /TTU-fv-O Q& . l i i x O \ , 
J The flow of water to be used in cubic feet per second ts "~ ^ a r f e t a <^* y. 
ja The quantity oj water to be appropriated is (see note undei explanatory) t _ acrejeet 
4 Ihe -atcr is to be used each year /r^;y;\J<XyVV*-^-<Oc>rVA-i I to rUJLX^ „ c) J 
QwonlU) Q (DBT) (Montn) (Der) 
The rucr system or drainage area to -Inch t/te direct source of supply belongs is* (^LnjJL/Ylt O u , v t ^ 
6 The direct ourcc of ntpph is C ^ o L o j U v b v i - t j ^ UXcicn-cXoyU-i oj (mt) ihe abo.c named r
 tr 
Tin. point or daemon #* ' p^>»i of * .JH**H*+—of spring is situated at a point odklrtn+X' ZLty~d-
NOTE— The point of diversion or point of i8f»uance of spring must be located bv course and distance or b\ 
rectangular distance* to *ome Lulled states liiud coruer or mineral monument If wtthiu a distance of six milea of 
eitliei or u a jreater distance to some prominent aud permanent natural object 
5 The diverting works-Aill consist of Cu o L c c r v y v
 t Q^\j>nsCXjL O c w ^ o L JXJLUijU^J^nru^ 
o The cross section oj the dizertiug channel ~ill be TT~ \ / ^ 
(Strike out tbe onee not needed) 
io The nature of the diverting channel ~~ill be earth •sxm^dmmmmm^ttmmMt^. » 
(Strike oat the one* not needed ) 
/ / The length of the dtzciting chanml -ill be 5" °l cj 5" jC(i 
t2 The top :nJth of the dncitiu^ channel -ill be (if a ditch) S - ^ C ( 6 J / t f 
/; The bottjm -ulth of the di c/'mg th inncl -ill be nj a ditch) 
14 The -ulth oj the diverting chit mi ill be (if a fume) Jcct 
1 j The depth of water in the chai ui ul be (if a fume or ditch) I ' ^ ]t<.t 
16 The diamclci of the du crinig channel -ill be (if a pipe) Jcct 
ij Flu grade of the diverting channel will be 1 5 O fttt per mile 
iS The legal subdivisions of the land to be irrigated are as J allows 
* 
Total area ~ - - i S AJ O /«r <*« f J 
fo The character of the soil in ihe aboi e tract of land is S Qur»-\-oL4-i 
and the subsoil is ^ U D w ^ - n J i
 t "VO-\-<_J<UaLiyivC> Ow-v^oL ^ c x ^ - ^ J t f e * 
fWhen the qaantity of water to be itored in any one leeervolr exceed* lOOacre feet a aeparUe application mmt be made for each reaerTolr 
•Leire blank ._ 
u . ^ , ^ _ **Hvrnrme\hn Cr^ Sm&hdl. Tributary *7--£-'-£€J*--(&fcK 
E X P L A N A T O R Y . 
NOTE —Never use the blank 3a except when it is intended to store the ^ ater to be appropriated In such ca^t* 
the total quantity of water to be stored should be given in acre feet The legal subdiusions of the land co\ered bv 
the reservoir should be named and the periods of time during which the v% ater is to be stored and released should be 
given in the space b°low If the water Is released from the reservoir into the natuial channel of the stream the \ oint 
where it is diverted from such stream should be described in blnnk NO and the data j .nen in blauks N-1" inchifeue 
should be relative to the works used to divert the water from the natural channel \li other work* should be do 
scribed under Explanatorv except where the water is not stored In the natural channel of the streHin supph lug it 
In such cafes the point of diversion Is the place where the water is taken f-om the supphirg Houice and should be 
described In blank No 7 and blanks 8 to 17 inclusive should be used to describe dUertiug works 
The following additional /acts are set Jorth in order to more clcarh define the full purpose of the 
proposed appropriation 
^^ 
V Signature of Applicant 
Application to Appropriate Water. 
State Engineer's Endorsements. 
Dates O ' 0 0 ^ 3 , 7 f t , 
l i t ^ Y U u ^ 1 ^ 7 Application received at State Engineers office 
VLJU^^U^ X.\
 11 ^O 7 Application examined ^W. 
CL A J^I^ 3>l l 1 *}o 7 Application returned for correction by *rrvC±jLjL 
Reason for returning application Q > * & X W L P V 7 -O-^vXnuJlcL li'-w ^jlMjLtX^ * A \ » (XX 
C U ^ O *<zt^c 7 Corrected application t£**+~«l by (2* <2>cx-2>oL^^<3-X 
(X^^ct He, *?0 7 Corrected application examined and -2-uJi-cL 
Application rejected and returned to applicant • » • • • > • • • m •• '"•"•"• " •• •• • "••• 
Reason for rejecting application • « "»— 
i*+ , I 9o& application app'o ed and returned to applicant v u nrryjD^SL 
Ih ippucutii u is appro c I on cund lion aid it 1 lienb\ icquircd that actual construction oil 1 
/( t t t > \ 11 itl and It rut \ oiup <./ 11 U_A_J6OI I
 T J *\ f C 
State En otm ci 
0ates
 State Engineer's Memoranda 
Vio^-Aju *| 1 4 0 7 Fee for filing applic ittou paid 32 jo 
Q ^ JL*%jft o 7 Co<t of publishing notice deposited * 7 S o 
O c t 1 a . I ^ c 7 Publico ion beg 111 an I u> compUttd Y"Lovr * Jf l ^ o 1 
\otiCC publnJied /y/ Onnruun»<j ^ ^ - c ^ J L u ^T * 
Application protest1 1 \ — — — 
Fee/or recording and approi nig application paid $250 
Time for completing ork* extended 10 LLtuiAAJlnr tO t%4-6 
*^-^<- // y —Certtjicate of appropriation issued (No / c 7 "^'• ^ 
/ hereby certify that the Joregotng ts a true copy of the apphcaticn made by-~~ 
-^-appropriate water and of the endorsements thereon 
as shown by the records of my office 
_ , , btate Fti£tueer 
ball Lake City, Utah, /oo 
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Rules and Regulations. 
Map*, profile and drawing* shall nci oinpnin the written proof of appropriation of water and the written 
iroof of completion of works Maps shall uc<nmpmiv the written pmof of application of water to a beneficial use 
licv muat IH lu actoiduuc** with tin* rules and tegulatlon* published in pamphlet form by the State Engineer. 
No proof of appropriation will he marked '"received" until the fees ha \e been paid and the maps, profiles and 
Irawlngn submitted 
Erasures must not be uiudt* on proofs of appioprlntlon returned for correction 
Proofs of appropriation returned for correction must be resubmitted within the time allowed by the State 
.nglneer from date of return « adorned hereon 
Hie engineer who prepuien the maps eti tuuMt bo one of the disinterest* d witnesses to Inspect the work and 
nuke a sworn statement relative to the mtttuiM of f he proof of tin* vppi >pi latlou Hut such sworn statement shall 
n»t be made until ' iltcr pi oof of .ippropibttlon lm* b««n*"i»mlu< 1 t « thi Mate I n.rln* M s ottlrv and a<*ccpt« d a* 
H i l l i o l e n t . 
\ t lea*t one mcnsim inent of the m tual Jlow or quantity of w nt< r upproprlat< d should be glren In No '2i or 
It Is desirable tha t a series of h\u h measurement* be made ;uid the insults given under "General Remarks " 'I he 
nethod of measurement should IK* gh< n as bv m* rer uelr, et< MI(I1< l< at da ta must t>e given of all measurements 
o enable the State Engineer to calculate the How 
In No 24 only such lands as are under actual Irrigation or cleared and In condition to successfully produce 
irdluary agricultural crops on the application of water should be Included It muat be described by metes and 
I O U I U I H 
List of Fees Required by Law for the State Treasury 
For examining and fillug proof of appropriation . . . $1 00 
For examlolog and filing maps, profile aud drawings . . . . 6 00 
For Issuing certificate of appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
c 
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IRRIGATION. 
Proof (it \ppt opriation of Water. 
State of Utah, 
County of Emery _ 
/; J o h n I \ Mon$e -> beingfiist duly swoin, do heieby ceitify that I am 
thepexzox, (wtoneeVKTAv; of George M. Mi l la r 
mho oR%)1£VRi made an application to appiopi late watei fiom C e d a r Cresell„ 
>n* nvei system 01 diamage aiea in Emery County foi uiigatwn 
pmposes, that said appluation is filed m the State hngmeei^ Ojjice as No 1 4 0 8
 f that I 
hau < ompleted the woi I neussai y to <u tomplish the dtietsiou and peifed the appiopi uition of 
'in(t) ui afcontaine with the said application, that the follou ing statement ot Jacts is submitted 
in pi oof of tin (omptetiott of said woi k and the ajipiopi latum of said watei that I made tin said 
stati went and that <a<h and all of the items' < untamed theiem aie tine 
la\\ UntsnWheieof, F have heieunto set my hand this S ^ t h day of J u l y 79(10 
// Signatui e of A]ypi opi uitoi 
Subs( / itied and sworn to befoie me this 2^Xi\ A 'ley of July 19(10 
/
 * ^ - ^ Notaiy Public 
STATEMENT 
7 Name of appiopi i atoi u John Vf Monsen 
J Post ofjue addie^ of appiopi uitoi is Funt in^ton , Utah. 
/ Ike i ivei system oi dian ag* a tea to it huh the due< t HOUKC of supply belongs is* 
'i The dn ect SOUK e of supply is C e d o r C r e e l . _
 tli the aboie named i uti 
system {diamage aiea) 
r> The "point of division" of natei or ^W?/rr<n* fi^uyrnc^^ j)f ApuHX^. tv situated at a point 
Z^S /rr lr JVC*/- <Xr><*. 2oa/m*jC tout} of t/,*, <S<>€A.t*, "+<. C*3-ro<r r "* v5V
 r& „,, sj T~>/>'6S >F 9 f J J- A r 
wh4e£ boorr •&. r ^ p ep-H/. 36? f ee t ^^m U\e s . - r - ^ c * $or ef 
•&*v. 3r£, Up-.±&- £ . ,-#-.& s . , B.L.-B &~ H. , a id -pciM ©£ t^v^r^i on W 
£^t Afeet EHM S03 f e ^ South £rer< BB^e ^opner. 
0 7he duelling uoiLs constat of 
Dam, hcad^ate and rating flu^e. Canal, 
7 Aame of (anal, dttdii ])ij>e hue, < tiiidnil 01 othu d nifin/ hnnml iif named) is 
Cedc'r Ctee1* Con^l 
1
 The \ m <J wtion of tin hm'mg h i inH till V |_j \ / Q 
1<r > it , v I cil { i 
9 7he natuie of the divei ting channel is eaith uoody uon (ymft'£ft 
Main CrfPft "ETWS'T&Sl 
10 The length of the diveiting channel is S o u t h B r a n c h 6 3 G 1 . 5
 A feet J
 Train Canal 5 f ee t 
7 7 The top width of the dive i ting channel is {if a ditch) r o u t l l T r e n c h 4 feet 
Hair Canal 3 f ee t 
1J J he bottom width of the divei ting channel is {if a ditch) f o u t h B r a n c h P . feet 
Tlain Uattal 2 .5 t e n 
7? The effective depth of the divei ting channel is {if a ditch) °OUt}' B r a n c h 3 / " ^ 
7^ 77^ width of the divei ting channel is (if a flume) feel 
7 7 The effedi ve depth of the divei ting channel is (if a flume) feet 
76 7 he diametei of the divei ting channel xs (if a pipe) 6*5 f e ^ t o f 6 " P i p e W # I l n t / ^ s 
*Len\e blank 
16a. The water is rtnfrr used each year from. ..Af..<X.Y.G>.fy....L$'!?.. to &.Gjk.o.to.&r...t<r./$. , inclusive 
ty. The grade oj the diverting channel is .y.a.?.l.$HP ^s>.^.i.^.G.r^io.^ Za/D.?*~ feet per mile 
18, Construction of works was commenced AP.X.4.1 2J>t.h _ S$8tX 
jg. Construction oj works was completed. Q.C.tpber .1st JOO.8... 
20. Works was first used to divert and carry water ft* ««P.P**.. . .1.81.. . 1 8 8 2 j 9 0 
2J. Thefiow oj water appropriated is dk&...^^A^:M^.»7:..&:f.*r.. JL<?, *£.. cubic Jcct per second 
(22. J The quantity of water appropriated is aac feci 
2J. 7 he method employed in measuring the water was Bftt.ing..„CllU}^...^.<?.<?.fc
 r*i.6.l.b.<>i: ?/.#.tT?& 
*2j. Description oj land irrigated is as jollo-vs -....,.. 
25. Total area of laud irrigated +A.:)..*.y*S. acres 
26. Character oj the soil is Sajldy..A9M 
27. Character of the subsoil is CJLay 
28. Kwds oj cropsproducca\are Alfalfa. ^ snal1 . gra ins .^ .pota toes . , A . .Corn^berr ies . 
GENERAL REMARKS. 
\ 
V&e w^t^g wag £ 4 w t dlv-ertgd g g ^ G e a a r C - s e e k a t t4*e &H y&±nt 
ef 'd iyars- ion , r i s 753 geet Wwt e&& %&€ fe^t BOM^J fHrem *4*e G*fr Clog. 
...e-£.....8.<5>0_,1.3 Typ . .16 .5., R;8-F.. but owlnr to f loo r indur ing the Past 
ggesgrt dain :waeJ^iXt a4 44*e new pelii t ^£ d i v e r a i ^ . 
Cedar Creel;, i s . a very u n c e r t a i n s t r eam, in the spr ing d u r i n g t h e 
leripd pf...jiieltinc..j3npY/,.for about four weeks the flow i s approximately _ 
.,? to 15 cubic fee t per second, no water being allowed to pass the daw, 
a t the., present season ,or during Ju ly and August the flow w i l l average 
Trow2 to 4 second ...feet, no water a t any season of the year panr^s the 
dnm except t ha t r e s u l t i n g from excess ive ra inn or cloud bur^tr?. 
jf..'h.Sr.... .Gr..e*r.r7 &./.. *YO-3 C.o n7 j-fe r «.<. c c--"" '>? '&&/ cX >7 cC /-/Ysit n^^tC d o C+>ry 
tror\ +..±. cn/asf*r>y.tJ}<-.c.*.riaJ ^ r 6 t y M » <r>p ^"c.6 r^^r^ 'S.'*, /9oef/ anaC &QrnJ>/£.L<zoC 
O.CrtroO^^ / £** 'J0*}, t+ ^m4. J^mr* ** > l~h +•" a *$ •+ /r<* Ww *«.« «. * 0 -<» eL> rm. + <.' A T , tC ftrmr*- Cj <, *«*X.^s 
Z>e- tr.&r.X.e,.*'.. ify9t%.r.a./9..rj-&J=..*..<6r-....'.*. . .K.ie-.i/i-.. . . ./ .^^ Al^ro^ ./»<;.;; . ^ .C?e.<.o.4.6.r.....<.!T/.V^a<s/«-J'./"<^3 
. / 
J C A ^ L . > /s** ' /* . r < r.^.<.y...«..$:.'...^.,.. <t * -* •—-v . «v-. * «:, ^ - T - *r~ .—?--.: 4**-<,-.--^-o—>>?*• 
VSee Uules and Regulations on the back hereof. 
16a. The water is ttrtoe used each year from ..frf.O.T'.Q£.. ../..£$. to Q..G>kotic-r../j:/l , inclusive 
IJ. The grade of the diverting channel is ..V-QiFAiftUIP £.pjH.(..£..0.r*A0.*.$ Z.oa..?.2~ feet per mile 
tS. Construction of works was commenced A P . £ . i l . .I5t:fi ,.../^&QX 
jg. Construction of works was completed. Q.Q.%.Pfter . 1 s t jgo3... 
20. Works was first used to divert and cam water March. I s t... 18.9.2 JOO 
2 J . Thcfow of water appropriated is '$&...r^£A&r&*+-*?*Xi. -..$.: ?..*?.. «....£• *£ cubic feci per second 
22. The quantity of water appropriated is - arte feet 
2j. The method employed in measuring the water was B.ft&.i££....£ lW^. . . /V<?<».£:
 r.*!.<?,/J)*J: ?./.».rr?c 
Desertfiiiojipj land Irrimttr,! /< ,;v inline* ._ 
" > > w 
Reservibir, 
Area under water (inundated) 1,54 acres?, 
cawoity
 6tin acre feet. 
Maximum height of dam 10. feet 
Initial Sta. on centre line of dam bears N.18°04'TiIt 520,2 
feet from s.W. Corner of Gee. 19,Tv/p. 16 S. H, 9 E.f S.L.B.& 
V/ater in stored in natural chanr>?l of dry wash. 
9t 
ice 
i. 
«, 
»f d4g*rs4cn, r4rg 76^ geet free* attdr 3£S fee t south fyem *fre Sr^-fre*. 
...ftf 600. 15 Typ ..._ 1-6- 5-. -H;8-.E, frut owing to floodo during the paat 
Jfear.....^.....^ «44e unBU-j^ab^e ggr .a- £«?* a^.jjfoe 
j»¥ec«nt da3^_,wM....M^ft.. ..**. ***? **9Vf-.^3>int ?*! .^ l1 :Verphi^L • 
C^dar^CrseliLis a_ very uncertain stream, in the spring during the 
period P£.jneltin£ snow for about four weeks the flow is approximately 
\?j to 15 cubic feet per second, no water being allowed to pass the dam, 
at the present seasonjOr during July and August the f1ow will av erage 
.from 2to4secondfeet, no water at any reason of the year pa^s;?s the 
(Inmexcept.that resulting from excessive rains or cloud hursts. 
_ / ^ c - C r < ? *17&/..JVCL.J ..<;.9.!7T.*,..»:.uc6«'»'. /?} '&&/ eX r> <*L f-/>%st iA.**<£ 60 C+yry 
>YO.£&r <£ X4.r-<o<? £•*?<£- *rr*'ij +.&*•*) J*-a.J*r> ~+ 'G&*.; t'ntler ^ / / ' C A d M ^ /*o /4o& L $ o 
..rror\ +.±_...fin{.aj?fi.r?y..-t/j}A....C:.«.riA/.tra..t ^ t ^ H y 0 9 s-<.6rU*r/y /S'^^/^o^^ <*r)c/C Gom^/ct^c* 
O.<sl?ob **** / ££ / ^ a ^ , £+ *jm± J) o r* rrtL-t) A.// air If* / r , i y f v , H I « - « C i-<* <£•> r* m + C~ *r> *C firm**, Cjts r*j-C, 
7~$G- yr.<<*.%.cs. &f*/*r.a/9.r.!^£*<&. /..£ u-A..^..c^... fronj /tfjircJ} *S' *s>...Qct„QAx.£.Ji£'J±.riaj&/MJ.'<.x-
J 
£ °~ *rb-....y.*.!*•.£.... p.»r.. f.Xr.Lf...&.$..•..<?..? , ...^•hJerrr*—*r—^-*-^-» r - r v v r ^ J c - r / ^ ^ x tf *> ...*.$B.fZvrr*ffcr*M*i—r^f. 
•See Itules and Regulfttlone on the back hereof. 
16a The water is *Hrc used eachycai from Sfa.*?>& ' $"> to Ootod>cr /S« , mclusuc 
17 Ihe grade oj the diverting channel is V a r i Q U g J " o ^ $ £}>-*?>*$ 2.00?*^ feet per vale" 
iS Construction of works was commenced A p r i l l ^ t h /L0<31 
JO Construction oj works was completed O q t o b e r 1 s t
 / y ( ,B 
20 Workswasfrst used to divcit and can y water M a r c h 1 s t 1 8 8 2
 J0Q 
2 J ThcJJow oj uatcr appropi idled is "£5" — ' * * 7 io * ^ J ?*. J 2 S cubic J1 ft pt > <cn nd 
22 'lhc quantity of watet appropuated is
 anc /rc/ 
2j The method employed in measuring the water was H Q t i n £ f l U T t e /"/<? a £" /r <" $ <>*• p/wc 
*y.i DsisT-tAtm,, „t L.*iA ..•, , .„,./„,/ , *„ii — .— -
l e s i m n r F a t a point which bears n .P l ° 15 ' T3. 1450 f e s t fron the 
place of he r inn ing , conta in ing ^5.IP a c r e -
Mq0 be^inninf nt P Domt N.A7° 00*73,1130 fee t from the S.Y/, Cor 
S c . 19 Twp.iq S.V H.9fcE. Q.L.D.& H. thence S.38° 50<E. 1087 f e e t 
t enc* S 54° 15fE 485 f e e t , thence S . l ° 40'W. AAq f e e t , thence S.22° 
jA'E ~787 f e e t , thence S.330 50«F. G^5 f e e t , thence S. 6 0 ° 3 0 ' T \ SPG 
Pet t *enc- N 87° 15» E. PS? f e e t , thence S,18° 20 'E . 307 f e e t , thence 
< f>3° 10 «E ~705 fee t thence <5.16° 15'W. 1067 f e e t , thence 11.71° 30'W. 
L30 fee t ' thence 11,51° 50 «W. 569 f e e t , thence 11.50° 30 «Y/. <)70 f e e t , 
'nenoe N.6° 20 *V, 2176 f e e t , thence N.3P° 20 >W. 1327 f e e t , thence 
.64° 1 0 T . 451 fee t to p lace of be r inn ine c o n t a i n i n r 114,75 a c r e s , 
3Wre wa4^r \fae_£i*-s^_ d ive r t ed , fipew- Sa4ar G^aa; * t t4*e_ eW poi^ t 
»f dJ^^rsirQn, v-lg 755 £ w * qfeg* _aft4_B33 feet &ett%& ft^m *4*e fc.^-S^*1. 
of &oo, *o TtHL^  1£_5...„ fl_. *L r „bu-t Jiwlnfc. _t ° &•*+$* ^durlnp * h e pas t 
year the P-Vwte rerktor-od ttoat eiAre unsu i t ab l e for a dan a*H 4r&e 
^^a&en-t dan v/ae^ bui-lt a-t ^ e nev point Q£ d lvernio/ i . 
Cedar Cr°el; i r a very u n c e r t a i n s t ream, in the spr ing d u r m r the 
period of n e l t i n n snow for about four weeks the flow i s approximately 
T to 15 cubic fee t per second, no water b°1nr allowed to pass the dam, 
at the present season^or during Ju ly and Avrv-t the flow uil"1 average 
from p to 4 °econd f e e t , no wat^r nt <iny ~on°on of tlr» vear pn^*-^ t n o 
d-m except t ha t resu l t ing fron e v c e ° ^ i / ^ r a m <m pioud U'r^t*-, 
/h& CtXT7*l 'raj C,Grjf±ri<.c<~«T /yy /&#/ c\ r> <t f/Y^L u.<S*4C d o C+yry 
>V<*.C&r ct-Vcyr- r?<p >L/><z. 'rr <? <*~6 cry J ca-Jar? <- /3&X ( •> ir r #. i Mf c*.t ->
 0
 A
 O / J- O 3 t ? c. 
notK ++ Cr}/awf<T?p tfyc ca.rtaJ hr<t-i oc9%^9 arp ^"c6r^^r^ /S >, /9oS/ arf^C Oorr? */<- <L- <S 
/*}&- >r<?<,-te,s Oy*/*ra/* ri ^^-*<£- '4 * * 4 ^ C C /ran? /Yfarot, '< t» Oe£op't.r''i'Ar'r>e/u<i''c 
4 
- 5 < v * ~ ^ * - ^ r - ^ r - - y W ' — i ^ H ^ w ^ - ^ - w ^ i i ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ J^i r - r^fr r -^ . 
•See Uules and Hcgulutlons on the back hereof 
State of Utah, 
County of livery: 
Audraw Jofta.nss.a
 % and £.?£...*?..•.. J £ wr.in.G..; having 
both been duly sworn, each for himself says that he ts personally acquainted with the works constructed by 
J Qta . . .F . . . .JlQnS.e.n. for lnC diversion and appropriation of water from 
C.Sdar.-.CX.e.vlh /// river system or drainage area 
in wDS-EY county for irrigation purposes; that said works have been 
fully completed and used to the extent and in the manner particularly set forth in the foregoing statement of 
facts; that he has read said statement and that each and all of the items therein contained are true. 
In Witness Whereof, each has hereunto set his hand this <?9t n j(ty 0f JU1.Y io\r^ 
C ^ / * ^ ^ 
_ ^ ~ ^—-^ SiiiCuturc of Witness. 
y ^ ^ Signature 07 Witness* 
Subscribed and sworn to before inc this /-.v.y.M day of J u l y ,/l /ghH.. 
f y ' Notary Public. 
J <• / / / / /> • (J 
S t a t e E n g i n e e r ' s E n d o r s e m e n t s , 
D a t e s 
..; \V14/./^ /jfc? 7 Application received at State Engineer's ojjicc. 
...- ' ..- /'v, / /^/. Application approved and ...if:..?/- < . V..'\f..'. /^../.'.//.<'.\ allowed for completing works 
Time far completing works extended to '.(.('..ff'-.. /.(?. /Qjf..<?... 
*"'<7- / /V/<?.. I'roofoj(appropriation received at State Engineer's office. 
CSses?. /'& /^ /C?...l>roaJ of appropriation examined txx&t-
£&y. //,/.//#. Proof of afp ropriatiou returned for correction by ~J.I/< 
'. C Correctedprooj of appropriation received by 
Corrected proof of appropriation examined and 
S..'"<.'•. v /*/'<' .\ fops, profiles and drawings received at Stotr Engineer's office, 
fr i"<f? //r, /'/ /"Maps, profiles and drawings examined and 
£ ' 4Ctf- //Z/.?/^ Maps, profiles and drawings rctut ned /<" rot > ret ton bv ,/•'*<-c t 
Corrected maps, profiles and ihazciu^s reeeiz-ed by.. 
Corrected maps, proflcs and drawings examined ami 
,&.&<?>. //y ///'^Certificate of appropriation issued (No ) 
S t a t e E n f c lnee r ' s M e m o r a n d a . 
i '..<< '.<? • 4 / s'//? Ecc for examining and filing proof of appropriation received $i.co. 
\..y'/.c? * ^ /.ff/.</..Ecc for examining and filing maps, profiles and drawings received Sj.oo. 
<f<?.Zs..{././&2. ..Ecc for issuing certificate of appropriation received St.oo. 
TabM 
TU PI ICATt) 
Se& / % o . > / - a- 33'/7 Gsr/./f^a^n 
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATION OF WATER 
^ C E R T I F I C A T E ISTO. i o ? B 
S T i ^ T E O F TTTAJEI 
A P P L I C A T I O N ISTO I . : 5 
_ ^ _ J I _ iL P 
^ P R I O R I T Y 
_ W A T E R D I V I S I O N ^ ' 7 4 v TU+OJL^&S. 
*P$Os IB,** 
TKHbereaB, /£ /ws 6^7? ma<2« fo appear to the satisfaction of the undersigned, btate Engineer of the State of Utah, tJtat the appropriation of 
G r_ii_ ? n ILi v ti. JT Water Diiision, made by 
been perfected in accordance with the application therefor, dated J * v G 
water from the 
J
 » 19^n
 f and recorded in the office of the State Engineer,, on 
- page ±n\ in Bookl^AJ>f the record of applications to appropriate water, Hdberetore, Be it known that I,_ _, State'Engineer 
l£**ofthe State of Utah, under and by authority and direction of the provisions of Chapter 108 of the Session Laws of Utah of1905, as amendedVby 
* Chapter 156 of the Session Laus of Utah ,1907, on" Water Rights and Irrigation,"do hereby certify that the said J i n ?« V. s r V c r" [ 
-of- - m i r v * - c n Er , - y ^County, State of Utah, is entitled 
< *Wr *° ^^ use °f— T ;o -a five— t e r - h s ( ^ . 5 ) _cubic feet of water per second, subject to the following restrictions, to-wit: 
r-^±*i ^ ^ wait;- i s a i v e r z e d f r n Ceaar Cre^iC, i r Unary C j u r ; \ , £• ^ t ^ r i - ./hich l i a c ^~c 
a*at f r u n -ne s c x t h q u a i t e r corner cf S e c t i o n 1C, T^ r - s h i j l o o ^ : l i , F-r^ts c e t a £ i , ~ - l I 
p o i n t , « S J ISc 
: 1 
l i v e r t i n r ; w^rks c o n s i s t cf a d i v e r t i n g d a n , n e a ^ ' - r f , r A * i r ^ f 1 -u. • 
i f-eiv viae ir. ^ 3 Qw;iua, n a v r ^ an <*fi<*j-ive a e p ; n cf 2 . 5 f.1-*',, 
: o p t 2 f j i i y i a j i r ^ -e o o t i o a , . iLvr . h ~ ' J l t i u . i v i i s . - - , oi o : 
e l u s i v e , 02 t$ac . ., u jar, tu i r rx^a ' - i i*»j»*35 a c r u s wi 1 »r.d, c i J5v . r i : : a - >. i - j . _ j n c : 
B i - i - . ; : , - - ~ I - - * - ' — - - : « u : s S . - i ° i j ' S . l - i o } ; 3 - - : : . ~~ . .- . - .w i 4 /= : - • . . . 3 
fla^s^i 9 t r i a t , S^l-> LcK2 jaS2 ^'JQ m e r i d i a n , t n i ' i O - S . T - I ^ l C ' Z . l - , t \ ; , i u , i . w . S. 5-°C- f 3 . :2 -*~ 
f 3 j t t : . . j r c j S . ~ l ° I 7 " 2 . 9 ' . ' t ^ i * , , , i ncs S . 3 ° i 3 « B . 4 5 r r f e e t , - , . - - . a }, •~ . o ^ 1 J.** 11 f - c : , . . * 3 . 
;, •» to-w v a -
A^c: 
'-oflktappropriatwn is _./«9 , a;/r/ ///<? ;>>/ /o; //// number of the right /s JVO^_^^ fi^ 
I n THflttnC59 TMlbCrCOt, J^a^aA^r<ei twia^^^^^a77^7l>^ affixed the seal of my office this_ 
nj — -:"^ ^AD19 —_ 
-day 
STATE CMOINCCfl 
IH'IM.ICATK) 
CERTIFICATE! OF APPROPRIATION OP WATER 
STATJS OTP U T A H ^ ^ 
CERTIFICATE N<>. "H APPLICATION NO. _ PRIORITY N O 
_ W A T E R TJMVISION 
mnbercne, U has hem made to appear to the .sat is fat lion of the ihrtiTersigned, State Engineer of the State of Utah, Oiat the a ppropriatifn of 
water from the Water Division, made by . has\ 
been perfected in accordance with the application^ here for, dated 19 , and recorded in the office of the State Engineer on\ 
page in Book _ of the record of applications to appropriate water; TOlberefore, Be it known that 1, __, State Engineer^ 
of the State of Utah, under and^hn^aiithoritij and direction of ttie provisions of Chapter 108 of tlie Session Laws of Utah of 1905, as amended by 
Chapter 15G of the ScssiofTLaws of Utah ,1907,on " If 'alt r /it^/tts and Irrigation,"do hereby certify that the said _ — 
_ of . i n County, State of Utah, is entitled 
to the 1'tse of eubie feet of water pet set and, stit>/crt to the following restrictions, to~wit: 
T> : \ : ' i .. ' » ' • : r r J J » t D^ O: : l • : , l . a • > . I I L - 1 , „ i v ; . ' j r v , i l r c v - . ^ l . ! . " ', . : •-•; t* i. *Md, ' W / i >,,,<• o ] . * i t . # 
j a n r u - f u - t , : ' t . ;s b:t.«» c o n s * ." ' Jc tcd :>} ;,u i a t . i j ; ~ i:.i.. I ) f e o t n i ^ h i : . -M • ..'- i»* L . .: . ?.••! of Dry W,.i»;i. T.*:e ». k* i •; 
i »id du i i n n -*~ f ' i J ' - U I »* ^ c'*v no.u s d u n ; , , i . , A. y ;/. t'i t)rj vl j^ f cl r ^ / i i,' a P n \ , i r c ' t t--*in Lo .vor>: * i l h ^lion l i ' i : , ' * 
g. The i n i t i a l s t a t j on ol the curit-r l i : i - ~; vi : l-:ii ou.idi i^ dun u.art, M. ) J°D'l • K. r;JJ .-2 f:o*: d i s t a n t from the *-i *h-
l corr.er o] Sc t l iun IV, To.vnt.hi], Jo sotui . , it...* ,u .• u ^ - t , Sa l t L^K-• L:-. ' . u *.!»!.. 
Th; UJ «'v : M
 tJ ,* * J J - t u ' • ; : . : • ' i -• J M ...a, : i ->r. u . : l i . / • ; . : : •. . ' • : : - » . - ". 
The date of the appropriation is' J • : *' '«, /.'M'' . and the priority number ofthe right is ,/VV>. •. •'//. 
Ill HlHitnCDB MbcreOf, / hare heiettnto set my hand and a//L\ed the s>eut oftyy office this -' i' day 
oj D i- .7 />. /.9 : D 
BTATC CNGINCCR 
TabN 
Claim No j£L ^ 7<^ > 
Filed Z2Z€t*'iJ// /<£ 70~~~ 
Rec by s-*<^fc<?- _ 
Fee RecjX # ^ >S//J/ 
Platted &**.%,/170 SJT*. 
STATEMENT OF WATER USER'S CXAltA^^^'*'^^^'^" 
TO DIUGENCE RIGHTS 
STATE OF UTAH 
Claim to surface water by nght of use prior to March 12, 1903, is hereby made and filed with the 
State Engineer, and submitted in accordance with Utah Water Laws 
1 Uses Claimed 
Irrigation 0 Domestic 0 Stockwatenng Q Municipal Jg) Power Q Mining Q Other Uses Q 
2 Name of Claimant Huntington-Cleveland Irr iga t ion Co.
 I n t e r e s t Claimed— l 0 ° % 
8 Post Office Address. liuI]£in£t5n_« _Uta!? 8 4 5 2_8 - - - - -
4 The quantity of water claimed is IP „ _ — cf.s _ .. acre-feet 
6 The water is used for I r r i g a t i o n _
 f r o m - _AprU 15 _ _ ^ O c t o b e r 15 
(Mtjor PmrpoM) (Mo«tJk) (D*r> <MontM (D«r) 
other use period Domestic & Stockwater_ing from ^January 1 ^ December 31 
6 Name of spring, spring area, or stream, from which water is diverted _Cedar Creek 
7 The point of diversion from the spring, spring area, or stream is in _ _ e r . y _ County, 
Situated at a point S. 220 f t . and Wr g 9 0 f t : from the HE Cor« of Sec. 8, J17S t _ _ 
R9E, SLB6cM 
8 The water is diverted by means of _ * f t : . x J \ J t . j open in^in^ . J O ft_. _vide J: lurae 
_
 a
_tro£s Cedar Creek 
9 Priority Claimed 1885 
Date when work on diverting system was first begun _ ^ " — - — _ - . . . 
Date when water was first used „.. .. i 4 ^ ** J 8 8 8 
10 If water is stored, give name of reservoir 
Maximum capacity of reservoir in acre-feet Height of dam. 
Area inundated in acres .. Legal subdivisions of area inundated 
Date commenced Date completed- Water first used_ 
Penod of Storage from —to — — 
If reservoir is off-channel give capacity of feeder canal „ — _ c.iA 
Is reservoir drained each year? YES Q NO D Maximum number of fillings per year „ 
11 Where water is claimed for irrigation purposes give total acres and the legal subdivisions of land by 
40 acre tract ungated prior to the ye*r 1903 SEE ATTACHED „S.H£ETS _ „ 
12. Where water is claimed for power purposes, describe type of plant, size and rated capacity in h.p.: 
13. Where water is claimed for mining purposes, the water is used in _ Mining District 
at the Mine, where the following ores are mined: 
14. Where water is claimed for atockwatering purposes, number of stock watered: Horses 
CatUe„L?5?. Sheep — 
16. Where water is claimed for Domestic and Municipal purposes: 
If for Domestic use: Number of families, or persons supplied . :ApP.K?^^ t . e>y. . l? 0 . . .^im l^l . . . i n t h e 
If for Municipal use: Name of city, or town supplied towns of . C l e v e l a n d d ^ ^ L ± J ^ . ^ e s i" 
the area. 
16. Where water is claimed for a purpose not above enumerated: 
Nature of use Extent of use 
17. Water measurement was made by _ _. 
On day of—. , 19-
REMARKS: 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF. £frL £.£L 
.id^jL K.../*/?*- 5r£ 7-xZaZ.. 
(To be used if claimant is an 
Individual) 
_ being first duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says 
that he la the claimant whose name appears hereon, that he ha^ read the foregoing statement of his 
claim and knows the contents thereof, that he has signc/Ttjie same, and that the answers set forth there-
in are true to his best knowledge and belief. f 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this./£~~day oi.^t/j? &£/!„ 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
_ „ 1 9 J ^ -
tz&A^... 
that he la t h e 
(To be used if claimant is a 
corporation or an estate) 
_ being first duly sworn, upon oath deposes and say a 
..of the above claimant, that he makes this certifica-
tion on behalf of said claimant, that he has read the foregoing statement of claim and knows the contents 
thereof, and that he has signed the name of said claimant to said statement, that the answers set forth 
therein are true to his best knowledge and belief. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this jday of_ 
._, 19. 
Notary Public 
Huntington Cleveland^ ' I r r iga t ion Company 
Dil igence Claim on Cedar Creek 
9.7 a c s . in NEkSWi, 20.0 a c s . in NWfcSVfc, 17.9 a c s . in SE^SE*;, 29.7 a c s . in SW^SEk, 
39 .2 a c s . in SE*.SWk, 40.0 a c s . in SWkSWi, S e c 32; 7.9 a c s . in SE^SE^, 17.0 a c s . 
in SW^SEl, 24.4 a c s . in SE^SW^, 19.0 ac s . in SW^SW}., Sec . 3 3 ; 1.4 a c s . in SW^ SWfc 
S e c 34 , T15S, R10E, SLB&M; 3 .8 a c s . in SE^NE*;, 28.0 a c s . in SW^NEi, 29.0 a c s . 
in NEiSEt, 16.5 a c s . in NW\;SE\;, 29.2 a c s . in SE^SEk, 34 .4 a c s . in SW^SEk, Sec . 
13; 40.0 a c s . in NE^NE*;, 20.3 a c s . in NW^KEi;, 40.0 a c s . in SE^NEi, 7.9 a c s . in 
SWkNEk, 31.9 a c s . in NEkSEi, 16.0 a c s . in SE^SEi, Sec. 24; 26 .2 a c s . in NE^SEk, 
11.0 a c s . in NWkSEk, 32.0 a c s . in SE^SEk, 13.8 a c s . in SW^SE*;, S e c 25; 25.0 
a c s . in NEVNEk, 4.7 a c s . in NW^NE*;, 7.7 a c s . in SE^NE^, 8.9 a c s . in NE^SE^, 
17.7 a c s . in NW^SE*;, 32.9 a c s . in NE^SWl, 21.6 a c s . in NWksWi;, 28.6 a c s . in 
SEiSEi , 38.5 a c s . in SW^SEl;, 36.6 a c s . in SE^SWi;, 13.2 a c s . in SWi;SW^ Sec . 36 , 
T16S, R9E, SLB&M; 11.8 a c s . in SEkSEi;, 20.0 a c s . in SWfcSEk, 7.6 a c s . in SE^SWi, 
29.9 a c s . in SWfcSW*;, Sec. 4; 13.2 a c s . in SE^SW*,, 4 .1 a c s . in SW&Wk, 40.0 a c s . 
in NEteEk, 38.9 a c s . in NW\;SE\;, 11.2 a c s . in NE^SWi, 37.8 a c s . in SE^SEk, 39 .6 
a c s . SWkSEk, S e c 7; 37.3 ac s - in NEkSEk, 19.6 a c s . in NWkSWk, 2.5 a c s . in SEkSE^, 
31 .3 a c s . in SW&Wk, Sec. 8; 4.0 a c s . in NE^SE^, 30.7 a c s . in NW^SEk, 32 .8 a c s . 
i n NEfc>W\;f 34 .4 a c s . in NWfcSWt, 37 .1 a c s . in SE^SE*;, 40.0 a c s . in SW^SE^, 40.0 
a c s . in SE&Wk, 40.0 a c s . in SW^SW ,^ Sec. 9; 16.3 a c s . in SE^SWi, 28.5 a c s . in . 
SWlSWk, Sec . 10; 8.6 a c s . in NE^NWi;, 13.7 a c s . in NWi^ Wk, S e c . 15; 34.7 a c s . in 
NW^NE*;, 38.7 a c s . in NE&Wi, 40.0 a c s . in NW^NWi, 36.3 a c s . i n SE^NEi, 37.3 a c s . 
in SW^NEi. 37 .4 a c s . in SE^Wi;, 38.0 a c s . in SVkNWfc, 35.4 a c s . in NE^SE^, 26.2 
a c s . in NW\;SEk, 18.0 a c s . in NE^SW^, 9.7 a c s . in NW&Wi;, 18.4 a c s . in SW*;SE*;, 
22 .0 a c s . in SWfcSWt, Sec . 17; 40.0 a c s . in NE^NEk, 34 .5 a c s . in NW^NEi, 14.4 
a c s . in SE^NEk, 0.40 a c in SWfcSEk, 13.8 a c s . in SEbiWi, 19.8 a c s . in SW^NW ,^ 
22 .4 a c s . in NE^SEk, 22.4 a c s . in NE^SW ,^ 27.0 a c s . in NWkSW*;, 15.8 a c s . in 
SEfcSEk, 4 .4 a c s . in SW&Ek, 38.6 a c s . in SE^SWi;, 35.7 a c s . in SWfcSW*; S e c 18; 
22 .6 a c s . in NEkNE^, 36.0 a c s . in NWlNEk, 35.6 a c s . in NEiNW*;, 32 .8 a c s . in 
NWfcWk, 34.4 a c s . in SE^NE*;, 37.9 a c s . in SW^NEi, 38.7 a c s . in SE^NVfi, 39 .2 
a c s . in SWfaWk, 40.0 a c s . in NE&Ei, 40.0 a c s . in NW^SE ,^ 40 .0 a c s . in NE^SW^, 
40 .0 a c s . in NWiSW ,^ 39.0 a c s . in SElSEi, 39.9 a c s . in SW^SE^, 40 .0 a c s . in 
SEfcSWi, 40.0 a c s . in SWi;SWk, Sec. 19; 6.2 a c s . in NW^NE*;, 4 .0 a c s . in NEiNWk, 
29.6 a c s . in NW N^Wi;, 13.7 a c s . in SE^NE*;, 29.2 a c s . in SWiNEk, 31 .7 a c s . in 
SE^NVft, 34.3 a c s . in SWiNWk, 27.2 a c s . in NE^SE^, 26.2 a c s . in NW^SEk, 39 .4 
a c s . in NE^SW*;, 39.8 a c s . in NWkSW*;, 36.8 a c s . in SE^SEk, 33 .7 a c s . in SW^SE^, 
33.2 acs. m SE^ SW*;, 29.4 acs. in SW^SWk Sec. 20, 9.2 acs. in NE^E*;, 32.0 acs. in • 
SE^NE*;, A.7 acs. in SE^ NW*;, 22.2 acs. in SW^ NW^ ;, 19.A acs. in NE^ SE*;, 34.1 acs. in 
NE^SW^, 26.8 acs. in NW^SWi, 20.8 acs. in SE^SE^, 13.4 acs. in SE^SW^, 34.8 acs. 
in SWkSW*;, Sec 21, 6.1 acs. in NWi;NWk, 12.3 acs. in SE^NWk, 13.9 acs. in SW^ NWfc, 
9.3 acs. in NE^SEk, 14.8 acs. in NW*;SEk, 28.0 acs. in NEkSWi, 10.2 acs. in NW^SW^, 
19.7 acs. in SEfcSE*;, 14.2 acs. in SW\;SEt, 19.2 acs. in SE&W};, 20.9 acs. in SWfcSW*. 
Sec. 22; 26.1 acs. in SEkNWk, 23.0 acs. in SW^NW^, 38.4 acs. in NWi;SEi;, 40.0 acs. 
in NEfcSW*;, 35.7 acs. in NWkSW^, 39.9 acs. in SW^SEk, 33.0 acs. in SEt;SWk, 33.7 acs. 
in SWi;SWk, Sec 26, 19.2 acs. in NW^NE^, 19.5 acs. in NEkNW*;, 29.2 acs. in NW^ NWi;, 
10.1 acs. in SE^NEk, 36.2 acs. in SW^NE^, 18.4 acs. in SEkNW*,, 20.1 acs. in SW^ NW*;, 
22.0 acs. in NE*;SE*;, 20.1 acs. in NW^SE^, 23.5 acs. in NEkSW*;, 32.5 acs. in NW*;SWi, 
36 .2 a c s . in SE^SE*;, 39.2 a c s . in SW^SE*;, 36.0 a c s . in SE^SW*,, 39.0 a c s . in SWi,SW*;, 
Sec . 27; 9.05 a c s . in NE^NE*;, 30.6 a c s . in NWiNE*;, 36.4 a c s . in NE^NWi, 40.0 a c s . 
in NW N^W*;, 25.7 a c s . in SE^Ei;, 39.0 ac s . in SW*;NE*,, 40 0 a c s . in SE^NWi, 40.0 
a c s . in SWkNWk, 21.0 a c s . in NE*;SEk, 22.6 a c s . in NW^SE*;, 40.0 a c s . in NE^SW};, 
40 .0 a c s . in NW S^W ;^, 40.0 a c s . in SE^SE*;, 31-3 a c s . in SW^SE^, 39 .0 a c s . in SE*;SWi, 
37 .2 a c s . in SW^SW\;, Sec . 28; 25.4 a c s . in N E t e i ; , 16 6 a c s . in NW^Ei, 29.2 a c s . 
in NE&W*;, 39 .4 a c s . in NW N^Wi;, 39.0 a c s . in SE^NE^;, 37.2 a c s . in SW^NE^, 30 .0 
a c s . In SEblWi, 32.6 a c s . in SW*JJW*;t 39.0 a c s . in NE&Ek, 28.6 a c s . in NWfcSEfc, 
26 .5 a c s . in NE&Wi, 33 .8 a c s . in NWkSW ,^ 38.0 a c s . in SE&Ei;, 39 .0 a c s . i n SW^SEi,, 
7 .4 a c s . in SE^SW*;, 39.9 a c s . in SWfcSWk, S e c 29; 35.0 a c s . in NE^NE*;, 36 .0 a c s . in 
NW^Ei, 37.3 a c s . in NE^ NW*,, 15.0 a c s . in NVfcNWk, 26.9 a c s . in SEitfE*;, 3 6 . 1 a c s . in 
SWfcNEfc, 33.6 a c s . in SE&Wk, 16.6 a c s . in SWkNWfc, 10.7 a c s . in NEiS£};, 37 .2 a c s . in 
NWiSEk, 23.7 a c s . in NE^SW*;, 22.3 a c s . in NVfcSW*;, 35.6 a c s . in SE&E*;, 36 .0 a c s . in 
SWkSEt, 17.2 a c s . in SE&W*;, 33 .4 a c s . in SW&Wi;, Sec . 30; 15.6 a c s . in NE^NEi;, 15.8 
a c s . i n NE^NW};, 19.6 a c s . in NE^ NWfc, 28.8 a c s . in NW N^Wk, 17.6 a c s . in SEfcNEk, 30.0 
a c s . i n SWkNEt, 20.9 a c s . in SE^NWi;, 10.6 a c s . in SWbW*;, 9 .3 a c s . in NEkSEk, 38.4 
acs. in NWfcSE*;, 40 .0 a c s . in NEfcSWfc, 18.A acs in NW S^Wk, 14.6 acs. in SE*;SE*;, 39.2 
a c s . in SW^SE^, 40.0 a c s . in SE^SWi;, 38.7 a c s . in SW S^W*., Sec . 3 1 , 23.53 a c s . in 
NE^NEi;, 22.68 a c s . in NW^NE*,, 20.1 a c s . in NE^NW ,^ 37.7 a c s . in NW&Wi, 17.78 a c s . 
in SEiNEi;, 10.11 a c s . in SW^Ek, 5.3 a c s . in SE^SW^, 25.2 a c s . in SW^NWi,, 10.98 
a c s . in NEkSEk, 25.12 a c s . in NWfcSE*;, 30.3 a c s . in NEiSWi, 23.7 a c s . in NW^SWi;, 
3 9 . 0 a c s . in SE&E*;, 30 .0 a c s . in SWfcSEk, 30.3 a c s . in SEkSWk, 13.3 a c s . in SW&W*;, 
S e c . 32 ; 7.0 a c s . in NW&E*;, 13.85 a c s . in NE^Wk, 33 .1 a c s . in SE^NEk, 39 .3 a c s . 
in SWfcNE*;, ^30.89 a c s . in SEkNWi;, 21.08 a c s . in SWiNW ,^ 38.6 a c s . in NE^SE^, 32 .9 
a c s . i n NW*;SE*;, 21.66 a c s . in NElSWk, 28.95 a c s . in NW^SWi, 19.2 a c s . in SE^SWi, 
40.0 acs. in SWfcSW};, Sec. 33; 40.0 acs. in NE^NEk, 3X-3 acs. in NW^NEk, 38.7 acs. 
in NE^NW};, 30.2 acs. in SE^NEi, 36.7 acs. in SW^NEk, 33.6 acs. in SE^NW^, 24.6 acs. 
in SWi;NWi, 24.2 acs. in NC^SE*;, 36.9 acs. in NW^SEi;, 39.6 acs. in NE^SWi,, 38.5 acs. 
in NW^SW*;, 12.6 acs. in SE^SEk, 10.6 acs. in SW\;SE^, 37.6 acs. in SEfcSWfc, 39.5 acs. 
in SW^SWk, Sec. 34; 10.6 acs. in NE^NEk, 27.2 acs. in NWfcNEk, 24.8 acs. in NE^NWi, 
40.0 acs. in NW^NW*;, 14.7 acs. in SW^NEk, 39.0 acs. in SE^NVk, 25.1 acs. in SW^NW*;, 
18.2 a c s . in NE S^Wk, 27.5 a c s . in NWkSVfk, 1.3 ac s . in SEkSWk, 3 2.2 a c s . in SW S^Wk, 
Sec . 35; 8.0 ac s . in SE^SEi, Sec. 36 , T16S, R10E, SLB6H, 19.7 ac s . in SEiNEk, 7.07 
a c s . in SW^NEk, 40.0 a c s . in NE^SEk, 26.0 ac s . in NWkSEk, 40.0 ac s . in SE&Ei;, 39 .4 
a c s . in SWkSEfc, 6.0 a c s . in SEkSWk, Sec. 20; 3.07 acs . in NW^SEk, 14.3 ac s . in 
NEiSWk, 11.3 ac s . in NWkSWk, 10.9 a c s . in SEiiSW*;, 9.08 acs . in SUlSUk, Sec. 21; 
9 .02 a c s . in NWfcNWk Sec . 28; 24.7 a c s . in NEkNE ,^ 40.0 acs . in NW^NEi;, 23.9 a c s . 
in NE&Wk, 34.8 a c s . in SE^NE^, 40.0 acs . in SWkNEi;, 33.0 a c s . in SE^NWk, 12.5 a c s . 
in NEkSEk, 40.0 ac s . in NWtSEk, 38 .5 acs . in NEkSW};, 7.03 a c s . in NWiSW ,^ 32 .2 a c s . 
in SW^SEk, 37.7 a c s . in SEkSW*;, 35.3 acs . in SWi;SWk Sec. 29, 17.4 ac s . in NE^NE ,^ 
3 4 . 1 a c s . in SE^NEk, 40.0 a c s . in NEiSEk, 33 .8 a c s . in NWkSEk, 40.0 a c s . in SEi;SE^, 
40.0 a c s . in SWtSEk, 32.7 a c s . in SE*;SW*;, 13.1 ac s . in SViSWk, Sec. 31; 20.2 a c s . 
in NW^NEk, 31.6 ac s . in NE^Wi;, 36 .5 acs . in NW N^Wi;, 30.0 a c s . in SE^ NW*;, 40.0 ac s . 
in SWkNW*;, 16.8 a c s . in NW S^Wi;, 12.5 acs . in SW*;SW*;, Sec. 32 , T16S, R11E, SLB&M; 
3 5 . 1 a c s . in NEtyEk, 38 .0 a c s . in NW N^E*;, 28.8 ac s . in NEkNWk, 35.7 a c s . in SE^NEt, 
31 .3 a c s . in SW^NEk. 7 .2 a c s . in NEkSEl, 13.7 ac s . in NWkSWk, 13.8 a c s . in SW^SEk. 
12.6 a c s . in SEkSWk, 23.3 a c s . in SWfcSW*;, Sec. 1; 21.2 acs . in SE^SEk, 0.7 ac . in 
SWkSEi, 1.02 a c s . in SE^SWk, 29.29 acs . in SW S^Wi;, Sec. 2; 16.63 a c s . in SEkSEk, 
Sec . 3 ; 5.5 a c s . in NE^NEi, 10.9 a c s . in NEfcSEk, 23.6 acs . in SE^SEk, 9.0 ac s . in 
SWkSEk, Sec . 9; 8.5 a c s . in NW N^Wt, 10.3 ac s . in SW^NWi, 14.1 a c s . in NE^SEk, 20.6 
a c s . in NWkSEk, 9 .0 ac s . in NEkSWk, 37.0 ac s . in NWkSWfc, 8.9 a c s . in SEkSEk, 29.8 
a c s . in SW^SEk, 9.9 a c s . in SE^SW*;, 38 .8 a c s . in SW S^Wi;, S e c 10; 32 .2 a c s . in 
NEkNEk, 12.8 a c s . in NW^NEk, 13.9 a c s . in NE^ NWk, 18.7 acs . in NW^ NW*;, 26.8 acs . 
in SEkNEk, 28.0 a c s . in SW^NEk, 16.6 acs . in SE^ NW ;^, 8.8 acs . in SW^ NW^ ;, 32.4 
a c s . in NE*;SEk, 16.7 ac s . in NWfcSE*;, 4.6 ac s . in NE S^Wk, 33.1 a c s . in NW*;SWi, 
24.9 a c s . in SEkSEk, 28.6 a c s . in SW^SEk, 32 .4 acs . in SEkSW*;, 40.0 ac s . in SW S^Wi;, 
Sec . 11; 29.0 a c s . in NE^NEk, 34.5 a c s . in NW N^E*;, 27.4 acs . in NE^ NW ,^ 34.5 acs . 
in NWkNWk, 26.6 a c s . in SE^NEi;, 40 .0 a c s . in SVfcNEk, 31.7 a c s . in SE^NWk, 25.2 
a c s . in SW N^Wk, 33 .9 a c s . in NEkSEk, 37 .0 ac s . in NWkSEk, 38 .2 a c s . in NEkSWk, 
27 .2 a c s . in NWkSWk, 38 .0 a c s . in SE&Ek, 32.3 a c s . in SV^SEk, 23.6 a c s . in SEkSWk, 
34 .9 a c s . in SW S^Wk, Sec. 12; 21.11 a c s . in NE^NEk, 14.44 a c s . in NW N^Ek, 36.6 a c s . 
i n NEkNWk, 3 4 . 7 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 1 3 . 5 8 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 2 4 . 4 8 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 3 5 . 6 
a c s . i n SEkNWk, 3 7 . 3 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 0 . 2 6 a c s . In NEkSEk, 2 6 . 7 3 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 
4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 3 9 . 4 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 39.A a c s - i n SWkSEk, 
3 9 . 4 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 3 8 . 1 a c s . in SWkSWk, S e c . 1 3 , 17.A a c s . i n NEkNEk, 1 7 . 1 a c s . 
i n NWkNEk, 5 . 2 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 3 . 1 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 2 9 . 4 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 2 0 . 6 a c s . 
i n SWkNEk, 1 6 . 2 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 2 5 . 9 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . 
i n NWkSEk, 3 8 . 2 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 3 8 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 3 7 . 8 a c s . 
i n SWkSEk, 2 8 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 2 0 . 1 a c s . i n SWkSWk, S e c . 14 ; 1 8 . 6 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 
1 0 . 4 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 1 9 . 2 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 1 9 . 4 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 8 . 4 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 
2 5 . 1 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 3 1 . 8 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 3 3 . 3 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 3 . 5 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 
3 7 , 4 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 3 2 . 6 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 18 .9 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 3 2 . 0 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 
3 8 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSEk, 1 0 . 0 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 6 . 2 a c s . i n SWkSWk, S e c . 1 5 ; 1 2 . 7 a c s . i n 
NEkNEk, 2 3 . 2 a c s . i n NWkNEk, S e c . 2 2 ; 3 9 . 3 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 3 0 . 2 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 3 9 . 5 
a c s . i n NEkNWk, 1 3 . 3 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 3 5 . 0 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 9 . 8 
a c s . i n SEkNWk, 2 . 3 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 9 . 6 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 3 5 . 4 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 3 8 . 6 
a c s . i n SEkSEk, 2 5 . 9 a c s . i n SWkSEk, S e c 2 3 ; 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n 
NWfcNEk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 7 . 4 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 4 0 . 0 a c s - i n SEkNWk, 3 5 . 7 a c s . 
i n SWkNEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 9 . 8 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 3 7 . 8 
a c s . i n NWkSEk, 3 5 . 2 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 8 . 4 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 
1 2 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSEk, 3 7 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSWk, S e c . 2 4 ; 1.2 a c s . 
i n NEkNEk, 1 4 . 4 a c s . i n NWkNEk, S e c . 2 5 ; 1 3 . 6 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 1 .2 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 
S e c . 2 6 , T 1 7 S , R9E, SLB&M; 1 0 . 7 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 2 4 . 9 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 2 0 . 0 a c s . 
i n SEkSEk, 3 . 3 a c s . i n SWkSEk, S e c 1 ; 9 . 1 a c s . i n NWkNWk, S e c . 2 ; 3 7 . 7 a c s . i n 
NEkNEk, 2 3 . 7 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 7 . 6 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 2 0 . 8 a c s . 
i n SEkNEk, 1 8 . 3 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 3 9 . 5 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 4 . 9 
a c s . i n NEkSWk. 2 1 . 4 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 6 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 3 5 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSWk, 
S e c . 3 ; 7 . 2 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 3 7 . 5 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 3 7 . 0 a c s . 
i n SEkNEk, 4 . 0 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 3 5 . 7 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 3 3 . 2 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 8 . 9 
a c s . i n NEkSEk, 2 2 . 1 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 3 0 . 2 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 1 2 . 2 a c s . i n NWiSWk, 
2 7 . 8 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSEk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 3 6 . 4 a c s . i n 
SWkSWk S e c . 4 ; 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 3 3 . 5 a c s . i n NWkNEk, 3 1 . 6 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 
3 . 5 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 3 5 . 0 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 3 3 . 2 a c s . i n SWkNEk, 2 7 . 3 a c s . i n SEkNWk, 
2 8 . 3 a c s . i n SWkNWk, 3 7 . 9 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 2 1 . 7 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 2 5 . 2 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 
3 5 . 3 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 3 5 . 3 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 3 7 . 3 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 3 9 . 1 a c s . i n SWkSEk, 
3 5 . 9 a c s . i n SEkSWk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSWk S e c 5 ; 1 9 . 7 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 2 1 . 7 a c s . i n 
NWkNEk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 7 . 7 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 2 2 . 3 a c s . i n SEkNEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . 
i n SW^NEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SE^NW*;, 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n SW^NWk, 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n NE*;SEi, 3 3 - 3 a c s . 
i n NW*;SEk, 2 4 . 3 a c s . i n NE*;SWk, 3 8 . 3 a c s . i n NW^SW*;, 3 5 . 9 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . 
i n SW*;SEk, 3 7 . 9 a c s . i n SE^SW*;, 3 3 . 5 a c s . i n SWfcSW*;, S e c 6 ; 3 4 . 6 a c s . i n NE^NEi, 
2 1 . 0 a c s . i n NWi^Ek, 2 7 . 5 a c s . i n NE^NW ,^ 8 . 5 a c s . i n NWkNWk, 2 1 . 6 a c s . i n SElNEi, 
0 , 3 0 a c . i n SW^NE*;, 4 . 0 a c s . i n NE^SEk, 2 . 0 a c s . i n NWfcSEk, 1 4 . 7 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 
29*3 a c s . i n NW^SWi;, 2 9 . 1 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 3 1 . 8 a c s . i n SW&Ek, 3 8 . 8 a c s . i n SE^SWi;, 
3 4 . 3 a c s . i n SWfcSWk, S e c . 7 ; 3 9 . 5 a c s . i n NE^NEk, 2 0 . 4 a c s . i n NWiNEk, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n 
NEkNWk, 1 6 . 4 a c s . i n NW^NW^, 3 1 . 0 a c s . i n SE^NEi , 6 . 0 a c s . In S W ^ E k , 1 3 . 5 a c s . i n 
SE^NWi;, 2 6 . 4 a c s . i n SW^NW*;, 2 6 . 5 a c s . i n NE^SEk, 1 1 . 0 a c s . i n NW^SEk, 7 .9 a c s . i n 
NEkSWt, 6 . 0 a c s . i n NWlSW*;, 3 2 . 0 a c s . i n SE^SE*;, 1 8 . 5 a c s . i n SW^SEi;, 2 4 . 3 a c s . i n 
SE^SW*;, 3 3 . 6 a c s . i n SW&Vk, S e c 8 ; . 3 . 1 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NW^NEk, 3 3 . 8 
a c s . i n NEiNW*;, 1 9 . 7 a c s . i n NW^NWi;, 3 6 . 3 a c s . i n SE^NE*;, 2 2 . 5 a c s . i n SW^NE*;, 10 .4 
a c s . i n SE^NWi;, 5 . 3 a c s . i n SW^NW*;, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n NE*;SEk, 3 1 . 4 a c s . i n NW^SEi, 2 1 . 6 
a c s . i n NE^SWk, 1 8 . 4 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 6 . 0 a c s . i n S E i S E k , 3 7 . 0 a c s . i n SWiSEi , 3 5 . 8 
a c s . i n SE^SW*;, 3 4 . 7 a c s . i n SW^SW*;, S e c . 9 ; 4 . 6 a c s . i n SE^NE*;, 9 . 1 a c s . i n SW-kNEk, 
7 . 2 a c s . i n SE^NW*;, 1 0 . 8 a c s . i n SW^NWk, 1.5 a c s . i n NEkSEk, 2 2 . 3 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 
9 . 0 a c s . i n NEkSWk, 1 7 . 5 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 5 . 8 a c s . i n SW&Ek, 7 . 0 a c s . i n SEkSV*,, 
S e c . 10 ; 1 2 . 5 a c s . i n NE^NEk, 3 . 0 a c s . i n NW^NE*;, 3 1 . 7 a c s . i n SE^NE*;, 3 1 . 6 a c s . 
i n SWkNEk, 8 . 8 a c s . i n SE^NW^, 3 1 . 2 a c s . i n NE^SE*;, 2 0 , 7 a c s . i n NW^SEi;, 3 . 0 2 a c s . 
i n NE^SWi, S e c . 1 1 ; 3 5 . 3 a c s . i n NElNEl , 3 4 . 0 a c s . i n NWkNEi, 3 0 . 3 a c s . i n NEfcNWi, 
2 7 . 4 a c s . i n NWkNWt, 3 5 . 5 a c s . in SEkNEl, 2 0 . 2 a c s . i n SWkNE*;, 3 4 . 9 a c s . in SE^NWi, 
3 1 . 1 a c s . i n SWiNWi, 3 9 . 8 a c s . i n NE^SEi , 2 7 . 3 a c s . i n NWkSE*., 3 8 . 1 a c s . i n NEi.SWi;, 
3 7 , 8 a c s . i n NWkSWi, 2 6 . 2 a c s . i n SEiSEk* 3 0 . 5 a c s . i n SW^SEk, 3 9 . 1 a c s . i n SEkSVffc, 
9 . 0 8 a c s . i n SW&Wk, S e c . 1 2 ; 8 . 0 a c s . i n NE^NWk, 0 . 6 0 a c i n S E b w f c , 1.0 a c s . i n 
SW^NW*;, 1 6 . 0 a c s . i n NWkSWk, 3 . 0 a c s . i n SWfcSWk S e c 1 5 ; 5 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNEk, 3 9 . 9 
a c s . i n NWkNEV;, 3 4 . 7 a c s . i n N E ^ W k , 1 4 . 1 a c s . i n NW^NWk, 3 5 . 5 a c s . i n SW^NEk, 3 9 . 5 
a c s . i n SE&Wk, 2 4 . 6 a c s . i n SW^NW*;, 2 . 0 a c s . i n NE^SEk, 2 5 . 0 a c s . i n NWkSEk, 3 2 . 7 
a c s . i n NEkSWfc, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NW^SWk, 2 2 . 0 a c s . i n SE^SEk, 1 6 . 0 a c s . i n SWfcSEk, 1 4 . 6 
a c s . i n SEkSWk, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SW&W*; S e c 16 ; 3 4 . 4 a c s . i n NE^NEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NW^NEk, 
3 9 . 2 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 3 6 . 6 a c s . i n NW^NW ,^ 1 4 . 9 a c s . i n SW^NEk, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SE^NWi, 
3 4 . 2 a c s . i n SW^Wk, 3 4 . 5 a c s . i n N E & E k , 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NE&Wk, 3 7 . 3 a c s . i n NWiSWk, 
3 9 . 5 a c s . i n SE^SEk, 1 6 . 2 a c s . i n SW^SEk, 3 3 . 4 a c s . i n SEkSW*., 2 7 . 9 a c s . i n SW^SWk, 
S e c . 1 7 ; 2 8 . 0 a c s . i n NEtNEk, 1 3 . 6 a c s . i n NW^NEk, 1 1 . 4 8 a c s . i n NEkNWk, 1 6 . 5 6 a c s . 
i n NW^NWk, 3 8 . 8 a c s . i n SE^NEk, 3 3 . 0 a c s . i n SWiflE*;, 2 8 . 0 a c s . i n SE^NWl, 1 5 . 8 8 a c s . 
SWkNWk, 2 5 . 9 a c s . i n NE^SEk, 3 5 . 6 a c s . i n NE^SEi;, 3 5 . 6 5 a c s . i n NE^SWk, 3 5 . 1 4 a c s . 
i n NW^SWk, 9 . 8 a c s . i n SWkSEk, 3 . 2 a c s . i n SE^SWk, 3 9 . 3 a c s . i n SWi;SWk S e c 1 8 ; 
17.2 acs- in ^E^NEi;, 1.4 ac s . in NW^NEi, 25\2 a c s . in NW N^Wi;, 39 .4 a c s . in SE^NE*;, 
30.3 a c s . in SW^NEi, 15.6 a c s . in SW^Wk, 14.6 a c s . In NE&Ei;, 26.4 a c s . in NW^SE*;, 
31.3 a c s . in NE^SW ;^, 23.7 acs in NW S^W ;^, Sec 19, 28 2 a c s . in NE^NEk, 35 1 acs 
in NWiNEfc, 13.6 a c s . in NE^NWi;, 34.3 acs in NWkNW*;, 18 9 a c s . in SE^NEk, 26 6 ac s . 
i n SWi^E*;, 39.0 a c s . in SE^NWk, 35 .6 a c s . in SWkNWk, 31.6 a c s . in NE^SE*;, 22.5 a c s . 
i n NWfcSEk, 39 .4 a c s . in NE^SWk, 32-5 a c s . in NWkSWfc, 14.2 a c s . in SE&E*., 23.6 a c s . 
in SWfcSEi, 40.0 a c s . in SE&W*;, 37 .2 a c s . in SV^SW*;, Sec . 20; 34 .0 a c s . in NE^NEk, 
12.6 a c s . in NWkNEk, 27.4 a c s . in NE^NW ;^, 29.8 a c s . in KWkNWi, 22.7 a c s . in SEkNE^;, 
8 .5 a c s . In SW*#E*;, 18.8 a c s . in SE^NW*;, 38 .2 acs in SWblW*;, 17.0 a c s . in NE^SEfc, 
27.6 a c s . in NW^SE*;, 21.9 a c s . in NE&W*;, 39 .2 a c s . in NWfcSWk, 1.1 a c s . in SE^SEk, 
15.6 a c s . in SWi;SE*;, 6 .4 a c s . in SE^SWk, 27.8 a c s . in SWkSWk, Sec . 2 1 , 1.2 a c s . in 
NW^NEk, 7.4 a c s . in NE^NW*;, 25.8 a c s . in NW N^Wk, 20.2 a c s . in SWkNW*,, Sec . 28, 24.2 
a c s . in NE^NEk, 22.5 a c s . in NW^NEk, 8.2 acs in NE^NW ,^ 14.6 a c s . in NW N^W*;, 33.3 
a c s . in SE^NE*;, 1.7 acs in SW^NEk, 1.1 acs in SE^NV/k, 23 2 a c s . in NE^SE*;, 12 4 
a c s . in NW*;SE*;, 4 .2 a c s . i n SW^SE*;, Sec . 29, T17S, R10E, SLB&M, 12.9 a c s . in NEiNWk, 
23.2 a c s . in NW N^W*;, 3 .4 a c s . in SE^NWk, 18.3 acs in SWkNWk, S e c 5 , 39 .6 acs m 
NEkNE^, 40.0 a c s . in NW^NEk, 37.6 a c s . in NEkNWk, 34 7 a c s . in NW^NW ,^ 5.91 a c s . in 
SEkNEi, 32.9 a c s . in SW^NEk, 40.0 a c s . in SEkNWk, 35.0 a c s . in SW^NWk, 19.5 acs in 
NWkSEk, 39 .0 a c s . i n NEtSWi;, 35.0 a c s . in NWfcSWk, 13.4 a c s . i n SWfc>Ek, 23-2 a c s . in 
SEkSWk, 34 .8 a c s . i n SW^SWi, Sec . 6; 39 .9 a c s . in NE^NWi, 22.9 a c s . in NW&Wk, 31.4 
a c s . i n SEkNWt, 26.4 a c s . in SWiNWk, 27.4 a c s . in NWkSWk, S e c . 7 , T17S, RUE, SJLB&M, 
11.3 a c s . in NWfcSE*;, 9 .5 a c s . in SEkSEk, 14.0 a c s . in SWkSEk, 0 .01 a c . in SEkSWk, 
S e c . 2 1 ; 13.9 a c s . in NWfcNE*;, 0 .4 a c . in NE^NWk, Sec. 28, T17S, R10£, SLB6cM, 
i* 1 
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SSfr** 
N THE ....SEVENTH..... JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FQR THE 
COUNTY OF EMERX..- STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF T H E GENERAL DETERMINATION \ STATEMENT O F WATER 
OF RIGHTS T O T H E USE OF ALL WATER BOTH SURFACE I USER'S CLAIM 
AND UNDERGROUND WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF THE ( CODE NO. SERIAL NO. 
SAN RAFAEL RIVER I N SANPETE AND EMERY COUNTIES 
IN UTAH. 
_ S 1 113/4 
MAP NO 3 0 h 
NOTE This bUnk u sent to you in accordance with Utah Law. The information called for herein will be used to coo-
MCUOO with the adjudication of wmtcr right* oo the above mentioned drainage area. Ail questions applicable to your claim 
•BUM be answered fully, and one copy of dus form must be Hied with the Clerk of the District Court at 
C a s £ . i . e . .Dal .e , Utah, within sixty {60) day* from d&tc of service of d* attached Notice A copy shall be 
filed with die State Engineer, Sate Capitol, Salt Lake dry. Failure to Hie die attached Statement of die Water User's 
Claim with die Clerk of die District Court widuo tbe time Mated will forever bar and estop you from asserting any right 
to ©Se use of water from said drainage area. 
i. Name of ciaimim ..Jlun.Uma.Qn .^ X?Xv\X0itOrrisatlQ.n...CQAPAtiy. 
..„ - £..Q..„J&QX_327 ! « « « * OaimetLEuXI 
2- Addres, .^untliif.trr^.XtcliJ&225 . 
"J. Name of particular spring, spring area, stream, wdl, tunnel or drain from which water is diverted is 
Cedar. Crack in Emery „ .. County. 
4. Priority date claimed 1&8.S Date when water was firtt used 
Date when work oa diverting system was first begun Date when diverting system was completed 
„ Nature of work ^^. 
i. Class of Right (Indicate by X ) : 
(O—X-Rigk* t o «*"**<* water initiated by beneficial use before 1903 Claim No. -237-6 
(b) .Right to underground water initiated before 1935 Claim No. 
(c )„ . Right decreed by court, cite title of case 
(d) Application filed. State Engineer's Office No. Cere of App. No. 
(e) Right acquired by adverse use prior to 1939 . , 
Nature (Indicate by X ) , Amount, and Annual Period of Use (by month «k day): 
(0~.X.lrrigatioQ Sec Ft. HLjQ from A p r i l J* ) «Q,Qclj0h<»r...l5 (both dates lad.) 
<b)-X.S<ockwateriog Sec Ft. I l l C froq,..Jftnn/irxl... t o J Q c C C n t b e x J i l (both dates iocL) 
( c ) . ^ X D o m e s t k Sec F u _ I n n . from J j M i n a r « . . l t o J P e c e m b e . r . , 3 1 (both <Utes iocL) 
(d) Municipal Sec Fc from ,, .L ,,, , to (bod* date* ind.) 
(e) Sec Ft. from. to (bod* date* lad.) 
7. Direct Flow Appropriation (must be described wida reference to U. S. Government Survey Corner) 
(a) Point of diversion from spring spring area, stream, well, tunnel, drain .^^.«L50..jEt.^.^Si„IL_3!xO..Xt-
^.fxQn..HE.Xor>..JSen^...^...Ii;ST.JlQ£^...ST.Br;H. 
(b) Description of spring area 
(c) Point of rediversioa or point of return to natural channel 
(d) II flow is intermittently diverted, list by number or description, all rights involved . 
Where water is used for irrigation purposes: 
(a) Area irrigated in legal subdivisions of land by 40-acre tract. (All sources of wmtcr for same land or lands must 
be described in esLch instance by name or daim OAimber)^Cl4llw«-^C>ad---FaX^-P-UrpOsl«.~D«.CCriX>edl 
_ c«e~afctacl*fcd—8haat 
( b ) D o you get water under a d i tch o w n e d by several users If so, give names of all users and 
div i s ions of interest , ... ,, . _ _ _ ^ . . ••,..••• 
W h e r e water is used for S t o c k w a t e r i o g : 
( a ) N u m b e r of each kind of stock watered ^ . Q Q S - J S a i J j t i j ? . . 
h ) A l l sources of water for same stock. ( D e s c r i b e by name or d a i m number) . 
IC Whe4e w i t«r is used for D o m e s t i c : 
( a ) N u m b e r of f s n u l i * , or their equiva lent _ „ . 2 . 9 . Q . J j E H i X J . e . a Al l sources of water for same use . 
( D e s c r i b e by name or claim n u m b e r ) _ _ . . . _„ , , _ 
t l Where water it used foe Municipal Purpose* 
(a) "Name of cttjr or town supplied .. .. . „ Population 
Number, of families .. ~ ~ Quantity of water 
12 Where wtter «t used for a purpose not above enumerated 
(a) Nature of Use _ „ £*<cnt of Use 
13 Appropriation for Storage Purposes 
(a) Name of reservoir „ «. „ 
(b) Location of reservoir by legal subdivistont described by 40-acce tracts 
(c) Maximum capacity of reservoir *a acre feet _ ..„ Year construction commenced 
Completed _ Water first used IJ reservoir located on or off stream 
(d) Period of Storage from to (both dates m<l ) Period of use from 
to (both dates ind ) Maximum area w acres inundated Max depth in feet 
Average depth in feet Is reservoir dra«»ed each year Maximum number of fillings per 
year Is reservoir used for ecpializing purposes If feeder canal is used, giv« maximum 
carrying capacity in sec ft_ _ 
14 Diverting Works 
(a) Surface water diverting dam Material composed of _ 
Max, length _ _ Max. height.. Max width at bottom Max width 
at top .. 
(b) Underground water diverting works Is well flowing or pump Depth of well 
Diameter of well _ „ Length of drain .. Width of drain Depth of drain 
Diameter of drain., „ _ Length of tunnel _^ Width of tunnel Height of tunnel 
Type of pump Capacity of pump 
(c) Surface and underground water conveying works Length of duch to first place of use Width of 
ditch at top _ WiduS of ditch at bottom „ Depth of water Grade of 
duch pet 1000 (t_ . Material through which ditch passes Maximum length of 
pipe line to first place of use„ _ „ „ Diameter of pipe line Grade of pipe hoe per 
1000 feet 
15 The undersigned hereby enters his appearance and waives service of summons or other process 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF 
SS (To be used if claimant is an individual) 
_ being lust duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says chat he it the claimant 
whose name appears hereon, chat he has read the foregotag statement of his data and knows the contents thereof, that 
he has signed the tame, and chat the answers set forth thereto are true to his best knowledge and belief 
Signature of Claimant 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this .. day of _ — 19 
NOTARY PUBUC 
STATE OF UTAH \ 
(SS (To be used if claimant is a corporation or an estate) 
COUNTY OF J 
_ „ ^ being first duly sworn, upon oath deposes and says that he is the 
_ _ of the above daimant, that he makes this certification on behalf of said 
datmant, ttHat he hat read the foregoing statement of dasm and knows the contents thereof and that he has tigned the name 
of said claimant to said statement, that the answers set forth therein are true to his best knowledge and belief 
Subscribed and sworn to before me uSis _ „ „ day of — 19 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
luwrTNCioN-n i vrJ-Arm TKRKAITON COMPANY 
CEDAR CRELK 
CLAIMS USfD FOR PURPOSr OESCRIBFD 93-222, 243, ^ 3 , 254, 303, 104, 309, 
330, 928, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 1138, 
1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219 on* 5 5 acs 
in NEkNE?i, 10.9 a c s . in MF^SF ,^ 23.6 a c s . in SF^SC'n, 9 .0 a c s . in SK^SF1', Sec. 9, 
8 .5 a c s . inntf-fNtff, 10.3 acs . in SWtfJW ,^ 14.1 a c s . in NF>-SF ,^ 20.6 acs . m 
NWkSEJt, 9 .0 acs . in NF^ SWV, 37.0 ac s . in TV."1 ' , 8 .9 a c s . in SrVSFV, 29.8 acs 
in SWsr'c, 9 0 acs in SPVSWV, 38.8 acs . in S^St*', Sec. 10; 7.1 acs in 
NtfiNVS;, 7.1 acs inSrVNVV, 8 8 *ic*. in M^'K'V, 3.7 ACS in NFl,.S!V, 11.4 acs 
in NWV>L!<f 4 .6 ncs . in NE'-tSWS, 33.1 ac s . in HWSsSVt, 24.9 a c s . in Srl SF'i;, 
28 .6 ac s . in SVAsSEk, 32 4 acs . in SEV.SWS;, 40 .0 a c s . in St/VSWc, Sec. 11; 
15.Q a c s . in SCVSWk, 31 2 acs in S^SWV, <Vc 12, 12 33 a c s . in Nr!j!lCkt 6 07 
a c s . in NV^Ndi, 36.6 acs in NEkNU'k, 34.7 acs in NWKT'r, 13.58 acs in 
SF^NEk, 24.48 acs in SWkNEk, 35.6 acs in SrkNVk, 37 3 acs in StMP\ , 
30.26 a c s . in Nr'iSF'c, 26 73 ncs . in Ntf<SrV, 40 0 ac s . in NCkSW1::, 39.0 acs 
in Ntf<SWk, 3Q.4 a c s . in srV^r!', 39.4 a c s . in SV^Sdr., 39.4 a c s . in SF^SW ,^ 
38.1 a c s . in SWkSWk, Sec. 13; 17.4 ac s . in NF^NEk, 17.1 a c s . in N^VNEk, 
5 .2 a c s . in NEkNW1*, 33.1 acs . in N^Ntf*, 29.4 acs . in SEkNEk, 20.6 acs . in 
SWkNEk, 16 .2 a c s . in SftNWk, 25.9 a c s . in Stf(Ni*ct 40 .0 a c s . in NEfcSnH, 4 0 . 0 
a c s . in HVkSEk, 38.2 a c s . in NEkSV**;, 40 .0 ac s . in NWkSWk, 38 .6 a c s . in SEkSTk, 
37.8 a c s . in SWkSEk, 28.6 ac s . in SEkSWk, 20.1 a c s . in SW S^Wk, Sec. 14: 18.6 
a c s . in NEVNEH, 10.4 acs . in W^hkt 19.2 ac s . in NEH;NV\, 19.4 acs . in N^NV1* 
8.4 a c s . in StiiHfk, ?5 .1 a c s . in S^iNEh;, 31.8 a c s . in SEkNWk, 33.3 a c s . in 
SV^NWk, 33 .5 a c s . in NEkSEk, 37.4 a c s . in NV^SEk, 32.6 a c s . in NEkSWk, 18.9 a c s . 
in N\*tSW f^ 32 .0 acs . in SE^Ek, 38 .0 a c s . in SUV5f*t, 10 .0 a c s . in SFkStft, 6.2 
a c s . in SWW<, Sec. 15; 3 .0 ncs . in NdrNF?/, Sec. 16:12.7 a c s . in NEV.lOk. 23 .2 
a c s . in Nt*tNrk, Sec. 22; 39.3 a c s . in NF^NF>., 30.2 ac s . in NVJ^ NEk, 39.5 a c s . in 
HEkNWk, 13 .3 acs . in NWkWk. 39.0 a c s . in SEkNEk, 35.0 acs . in SVftNrk, 9 8 a c s . 
in S&tMh, 2 .3 acs . in SWkNVk, 3<*.6 a c s . in NtfrSEk, 35.4 a c s . in Ntf<SFk, 38 6 
a c s . in SEkSEk, 25.9 a c s . in StftSEk, Sec. 23; 40.0 acs . in NEVNEk, 36.0 ac s . in 
NV^NEk, 39 .0 acs . in NEkNVk, 37.4 a c s . in NWkNVfc, 40 .0 a c s . in SFVNEk, 35.7 a c s . 
in Stf-sNEk, 4 0 . 0 acs . in SF>i;NWK, 39.0 a c s . in SVkNWk, 39.8 a c s . in Nfc^SEk, 37.8 
a c s . in NtfiSEk, 35.2 a c s . in NEfcStf*. 39 .0 ac s . in NV^S^i, 8 .4 a c s . in SEkSEk, 
12 .0 a c s . in SWkSEk, 37 .6 a c s . in SEkSVk, 39.0 ac s . in SVkSWk, Sec. 24- 1.2 ac s . 
in NE^NEk, 14.4 acs in NW^Ek, Sec. 25: 13 .6 acs . in NEkNE ,^ 1.2 acs in trV*Ek, 
Sec. 26, T17S, R9F, SLB&M, 26.5 a c s . in SFV4SE*st 18.5 acs in SWVSEk, 15.1 acs 
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CLAIMS USED FOR TURPOSC DLSCR1BLD: 93-222, 2*0, 253, 254f 303, 30*., 309, 
330, 928, 9S0, Q51, 1134, 1136, 1J17, 
1138, 1139, 21*0-2210, 2217-2219, 
^1-3866 on* 0 15 ac. in Nf^Sr^, 1 0 
ac. in NWkSEk, 9.7 acs. in NEkSWk, 20.0 acs. In NWkStk, 17.9 acs. in SCkSLk, 
29.7 acs. in SWkSFk, 39.2 acs. in SEkSWk, 40.0 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 32; 
7.9 acs. in SEkSEk, 17.0 acs. in SWkSEk. 24.4 acs. in SEkSWk, 19.0 acs. 
in SWkSWk, Sec. 33; 1.4 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 34, T15S, R10E, SLE&M, 3.8 
acs. in SEkNEk. 28.0 acs. in SWkNEk, 29.0 acs. in NEkSEk, 16.5 acs. in llWkSE,:, 
29.2 acs. in SEkSEk, 34.4 acs. in SWkSEk, Sec. 13; 40.0 acs. in NEkKEk, 
20.3 acs. in NWkNEk. 40.0 acs. in SEkNEk, 7.9 acs. in SWkNEk, 31.9 acs. 
in NEkSEk, 16.0 acs. in SEkSEk, Sec 24; 26.2 acs. in NEkSEk, 11.0 acs. 
in NWkSEk, 32.0 acs. in SEkSEk, 13-8 acs. in SWkSEk, Sec. 25; 25 0 acs. 
in NEkNEk, 4.7 acs. in NWkNEk, 7.7 acs. in SFkNEk, 8.9 acs. in NEkSEk, 
17.7 acs. in NWkSEk, 32 9 acs. in NEkSWk, 21 6 acs. ir NWkSWk, 28.6 acs. in 
SEkSEk, 38.5 acs. in SWkSEk, 36.6 acs. in SEkSWk, 13.2 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 36, 
T16S, R9E, SLB&M; 11.0 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 3, 11.8 acs. in SEkSEk, 20.0 acs 
in SWkSEk, 7.6 acs. in SEkSWk, 29.9 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 4; 12.5 acs. in NEkNEk, 
30.7 ace. in NWkNEk, 40.0 acs. in NEkNWk, 40.0 acs. in NWkNWk, 39.7 acs. in 
SEkNEk, 21.5 acs. in SWkNEk, 34.7 acs. in SEkNWk, 27.8 acs. in SWkNWk, Sec. 5; 
13.2 acs. in SEkNWk, 4.1 acs. in SWkNWk, 40.0 acs. in NEkSEk, 38.9 acs. in 
NWkSEk, 11.2 acs. in NEkSWk, 37.8 acs. in SEkSEk, 39.6 acs. in SWkSEk, Sec. 7, 
37.3 acs. in NEkSEk, 19.6 acs. in NWkSWk, 2.5 acs. in SEkSEk, 4.8 acs. in 
SWkSEk, 1.2 acs. in SEkSWk, 31.3 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 8; 4.0 acs. in NEkSEk, 
30.7 acs. in NWkSEk, 32.8 acs^ in NEkSWk, 34.4 acs. in NWkSWk, 37,1 acs. in SEkSEk, 
40.0 acs. in SWkSEk, 40.0 acs. In ^ EkSWk, 40.0 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 9, 16.3 
acs. in SEkSWk, 28.5 acs. in SWksWk, Sec. 10; 8.6 acs. in NEkNWk, 13.7 acs. in 
NWkNWk, Sec. 15; 34.7 acs. in NWkNEk, 38.7 acs. in NEkK^k, 40.0 acs. in NWkNWk, 
36.3 acs. in SEkNEk, 37.3 acs. in SWkNEk, 37.4 acs. in SEkNWk, 38.0 a<_<;. in 
SWkNWk, 35.4 acs. in NEkSEk, 26.2 acs. in NWkSEk, 18.0 acs. in NEkSWk, 9.7 acs 
in KWkSWk, 18.4 acs. in SWkSEk, 22.0 acs. in SWkSWk Sec. 17; 40.0 acs. in NEkNEk, 
34.5 acs. in NWkNEk, 14.4 acs. in SEkNEk, 0.4 acs. in SWkNEk. 13.8 acs in SEkNWk, 
19.8 acs. in SWkNWk, 22.4 acs. in NEkSEk, 22.4 acs, in NEkSWk, 27,0 acs. in 
NWkSWk, 15.8 acs. in SEkSEk, 4.4 acs. in SWkSEk, 38.6 acs. in SEkSWk, 35.7 
aca. in SWkSWk, Sec. 18; 22.6 acs. in NEkNEk, 36.0 acs. in NWkNEk, 35.6 acs. in 
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Urkmh. 32.8 a c s . in NWS;NV^ , 34.4 ncs. in ^r1 NrV, 37 9 ac s . in SlMlFk, 38.7 a c s . 
in SE'tNtft, 39.2 a c s . in SWVwV,, 40.0 acs . in NrVST ,^ 40.0 a c s . in N^Srk, AO 0 
acs . in NEVSW ,^ 40 .0 a c s . in Ntf-SUV, 39.n a c s . in SF,<sr,-f 39 ,^ acs . in SWiSEk, 
40 .0 a c s . in SFliSt*t, 40 .0 acs . in Stf<SVk, Sec. 19; 6 2 a c s . in NU^EV., 4 . 0 a c s . 
in NdtKWK, 29.6 a c s . in NW^ NWH;, 13.7 a c s . in srW**, 29.2 a c s . in SW^NE's, 31.7 
a c s . in SEkNW**, 34.3 a c s . in SVAtNWk, 27.2 acs . in NI^SFk, 26.2 ac s . in wi^SE't, 
39.4 a c s . in NFkSWk, 39.8 acs . in NW S^V ,^ 16.ft a c s . in SElt;SEk, 33.7 a c s . in 
S^SE^t, 33.7 ac s . in SEkSWk, 29.4 acs . In Sl^W1*, Sec. 20; 9.2 ac s . in NEkNEfe, 
32 .0 acs . in SF^Ntft. 4 .7 acs . in S&ti&u 9 2 . 2 a c s . in SW^ NW**, 19.4 ac s . in 
NE**S&, 34.1 a c s . In NE^ SW1:;, 26.8 a c s . in NW"*SW<<, 20.8 a c s . in SF>.SE ,^ 13.4 a c s . 
in SE^SWk, 34.8 a c s . in SV^ SWV., Sec. 21; 6.1 acs . in Nl*<NWJj;t 12 .3 acs . in 
SE**NWK, 13.<> a c s . in S\^N\^, <).3 acs . in l\\^D<t 14.8 ac s . in NWkSCV, 28.0 acs 
in NF^ SW**, 10.2 a c s . in N^<St^, 1^.7 a c s . in Sr^SE1., 14 2 a c s . in SVfWSEk, 19.2 
a c s . in SE S^W1*, 20.9 acs . in SUkSW1*, Sec. 22. 26.1 acs in SEkNVk., 73.0 a c s . 
in SW*sNWk, 38.4 ac s . in N^SEV., 40.0 acs . in NE'-SWS;, 35.7 a c s . in MW^ SUV, 33.9 
a c s . in SWkSEJi, 33 .0 a c s . in SEkSW**, 33.7 acs . in SWkSWk, Sec. 26; 19.2 a c s . 
in NWWi, 19.5 a c s . in NF^NV ,^ 29.2 a c s . in W s^NVftj, 10 .1 a c s . in SEkNE**, 36.2 
a c s . in SWtNE**;, 18.4 a c s . in S#*tWk, 20.1 acs . in SWtylWk, 22 .0 a c s . in NFfcSEk, 
20 .1 a c s . in NV^SEk, 23.5 ac s . in NE S^Wk, 32.5 a c s . in NW^ SW**, 36.2 ACS. in 
SE^SEk, 39.2 a c s . in SVftSE ,^ 36.0 Acs. in SI*V?V*s, 39 .0 a c s . in SW*cSlAc, Sec. 27; 
9.05 a c s . in NE^NEk, 30.6 ac s . in NlftNEfc, 36.4 a c s . in NEkNW**, 40 .0 a c s . in 
NW**NW*<, 25.7 a c s . in SEkNEk, 39.0 a c s . in S^MFA, 21 .0 a c s . in NEkSEk, 22.6 a c s . 
in NlkSE**, 18 .0 a c s . in NE^SVfy, 10 .2 a c s . in NWVSVfc, 40 .0 a c s . in SE^SE**, 31.3 
a c s . in SW^SE ,^ 39.0 ncs . in SHkSWK, 37.7 acs . in SW^Stfi, Sec . 28; 75.4 a c s . in 
NEkNEk, 16.6 a c s . in N\l"tNEVct ?Q.7 a c s . in HUtNW1*, 3^.4 ac s . in WsNlV, 37.2 a c s . 
in SVMEJf, 30 .0 a c s . in SEkWA;, 37.6 a c s . in SWV.NWk, 37.10 a c s . in Nr^SEk, 28 .6 
ac s . in NW S^Ek, 26.5 a c s . in NCtSWV, 33.8 acs in NtffSU^, 38.0 a c s . in SEkSF1-*, 
39.0 a c s . in SW^SE'c, 7.4 a c s . in SE!tSW*t, 39.Q a c s . in SVS;SWV,f Sec. 29, 35.0 a c s . 
in NEkNE"*, 36 .0 ac s . in NW^ NEH;, 37.3 ac s . in NEkNW^ ;, 15.0 a c s . in NW^ HWS:, 26.9 
a c s . in SE*tNE*s, 36.1 a c s , in SV^ NEH:, 33.6 acs . in SEkNV ,^ 16 .6 a c s . in StfjW*, 
10.7 a c s . in NE S^E-4;, 37.2 ac s . inNV^SEk, 23.7 a c s . inNEkSW ,^ 22 .3 a c s . in 
NW S^Wk, 35.6 a c s . in SEkSEk, 36.0 a c s . in SW<SE ,^ 17.2 a c s . in SEkSW ,^ 33.4 a c s . 
in StftSWk, Sec. 30; 15.6 a c s . inNE&NEU, 15.8 ac s . inNW^NEk, 19 .6 a c s . in 
NE'iNW ,^ 28.8 a c s . inNW H^W**, 17.6 a c s . in SE^NEk, 30.0 acs . in SW**;NEk, 20.9 a c s . 
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in SZhMh, 10 .6 ac<* in SWS;NWV, 9 3 acs lnNr^SC1*, 38 A acs In NWjSr't, A0 0 
a c s . in NdiSW1-;, 18.A acs inNV S^WS;, 1A G acs In Sr'sSEk, 39 2 acs in SWVSE**, 
A0 0 a c s . in SE S^W1*, 38 7 acs in SWkSW1*, Sec 31; 23 53 a c s . in NEltNE ,^ 22.68 
a c s . in NW**NEk, 20 .1 a c s . in N£?i:NW<t, 37.7 acs in NViNWk, 17.78 a r s . in SEkNE^, 
10.11 a c s . in SV^NEk, 5.3 acs . in SEHtftft, 25.2 acs . In S\hMh, 10 98 a c s . in 
NEkSE1*, 25.12 a c s . in NW S^F1*, 30.3 acs . inNCVSWV, 23 7 acs . in NV^ SW1*, 39 0 
a c s . in SEJtSEk, 30 .0 a c s . in SV&SEk, 30 3 acs in SEkSVk, 13 .3 a c s . in SV i^SW'j:, 
Sec. 32; 7 .0 ac s . in N\A:NE*tt 13 85 acs in NHjNW'-t, 33 1 a c s . in SnkNF't, 39 .3 a c s . 
in SWfNEJt, 30.89 a c s . in S E W « , 21.08 acs in SWW<, 38 6acs . in NCkSE**, 32.9 
a c s . in NtftSE1*, 21.66 a c s . in NEkSW1*, 28 95 acs in KW^ SWk, 19.2 acs in SF'jSWi;, 
AO.O a c s . in SWJtSWk, Sec 33, A0 0 acs in WJtUTk, 31 3 acs in NV^Nl't, 38 7 acs 
in NE^ NW1*, 30.2 acs in SE^NC'i, 36 7 acs in S^iNE^, 33 6 acq in SF'iN^-s, 2A 6 
a c s . in StftNVfr, 2A.2 a c s . in NEkSEk, 36 9 acs in NWkSEk, 39.6 ac s . in NE^SVk, 
38.5 a c s . in NWkSW1', 12.6 acs in SE^SE :^, 10 6 acs in SW^SEk, 37 6 acs in 
SE*tSW*t, 39.5 a c s . in SWkSW*£, Sec. 3A; 10 6 acs in NEkNEk, 27.2 acs in NtfsNE1*, 
2A.8 a c s . in NEk;NWk, AO.O acs . in NWkNW^ , 1A 7 acs in SU^HE1*, 39 .0 acs in 
SEkNtf*, 25 .1 a c s . in SWkNW*t, 18.2 acs . in KZkS\h, 27.5 acs . in NW S^Wk, 1.3 a c s . 
in SEkSW*£, 32 .2 a c s . inSW*tSW*i, Sec. 35; 3 .0 acs . in SEkSEk, Sec. 36, T16S, RIPE, 
SLB&M; 19.7 a c s . in SE><NEk, 7.07 a c s . in SW N^Ek, AO.O acs . in KEkSdi, 26 .0 a c s . 
in mhSZht AO.O ace . in SE^SE**, 39.A acs . in Sl&SEk, 6 0 a c s . in SE^SV^, Sec . 20, 
3.07 a c s . in NtftSE^, 1A.3 a c s . in NE^ SWS;, 11 3 acs in NW S^Wk, 10 .9 ac* in 
SdiSW**, 9.08 a c s . in SV&SVft;, Sec. 21; 9.02 acs in NlftNtft, Sec. 28; 2A.7 a r s . 
in N E W * , AO.O a c s . i n NV^NEk, 23.9 acs . in NEWk, 3A.8 a c s . in StfsNE1*, AO.O 
a c s . in S U ^ d i , 33.0 acs in SEkNW*t, 12.5 acs in KZkSIk* AO.O a c s . in IKkSEk, 
38.5 a c s . in NEkSWk, 7 .03 a c s . in Ktf<SVk;, 32 2 acs in SWiSEk, 37.7 acs . in 
SEkSW ,^ 35 .3 a c s . in StftSWi;, Sec. 29; 17.A acs in NEkHE1*, 3A.1 a c s . in SE^NC'i, 
AO.O acs in NE^SE^, 33.8 acs in WhSZk, AO 0 acs in SEkSE^, A0 0 acs in SW S^E i^, 
32.7 acs in SEl<SV?k, 13 .1 acs in SW S^WS:, Sec 31, 20 2 acs in NVkNE ,^ 31 6 
a c s . in NEkNtft, 36.5 a c s . in Ntf-tNW**, 30.0 acs SE^NVk, A0 0 acs in SVMWk, 
16.8 a c s . in NVfrSW1*, 12 .5 a c s . in SWkSWk, Sec 32, T16S, R11E, SLB&M, 35 1 a c s . 
in NE^NEk, 38 .0 a c s . in NWiNE**, 28.8 acs in NFkNVk, 35 7 acs in SEkNEk, 31 3 
a c s . in SW^NEk, 7.2 a c s . in NEkSEk, 13.7 ac s . in NVfeWk, 13.8 a c s . in SWkSEk, 
12 .6 a c s . i n SdsSWk, 23 .3 a c s . in SWkStft, Sec 1, 21.2 acs . in SEkSCk, 0 7 a c s . 
in SVIkSEk, 1.02 a c s . in SE^ SW**, 29.29 acs . in Stf-iSWk, Sec 2, 16 63 acs in 
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SEkSE^, Sec. 3; 32.2 acs. in NE^NEk, 12.8 acs. in NW^ NE-V., 13.9 acs. in NEkNWk, 
11.6 acs. in NWkNWk, 26.8 acs. in SEkNEk, 28.0 acs. in STA:NEk, 1A.5 acs. in 
SEkNWk, 28.7 acs. in NEkSEk, 5.3 acs. in NWkSEk, Sec. 11; 29.0 acs. inNEkNEk, 
3A.5 acs. in NW^NEk, 27.A acs. in NEkNWk, 3A.5 acs. in NU^NW1*, 26.6 acs. in 
SEkNEk, 40.0 acs. in SV&NEk, 31.7 acs. in SEW-c, 25.2 acs. in SV^ NV/k, 33.9 
acs. in NEkBEk, 37.0 acs. in NWkSEk, 38.2 acs. in NdiSVk, 27.2 acs. in NtftSW,, 
38.0 acs. in SEkSEk, 32.3 acs. in SWjSEk, 7.7 acs. In SEkSWk, 3.7 acs. in 
SWkSWk, Sec. 12; 8.78 acs. in NEkNEk, 8.37 acs. in NtfcNEk, Sec. 13. T17S, R9E, 
SLB&M; 10.7 acs. in H&iHVk, 2A.9 acs. in NEkSEk, 20.0 acs. in SEkSEk, 3.3 
acs. in StftSE1*, Sec, 1; 9.1 acs. in WfcHW1*, Sec. 2; 37.7 acs. in NEkNEk, 23.7 
acs. in N^NE**, AO.O acs. in NEkNWk, 37.6 acs. in NWkNWk, 20.8 acs. in SE'xNEk, 
18.3 acs. in SW-iNE1*, 39.5 acs. in SE^NWk, AO.O acs. in SWkNWk, 3A.9 acs. in 
NEkStfi, 21.A acs. in NWkSVJk, 6.6 acs. in SE'iSU'j;, 35.0 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 3: 
7.2 acs. in NWkNE1*, 37.5 acs. in NEkNWk, 39.0 acs. in NVkNWk, 37.0 acs. In 
SEkNEk, A.O acs. in StftNEk, 35.7 acs. in SEkNWk, 33.2 acs. in SVkNWk, 38.9 
acs. in NEkSEk, 22.1 acs. in NWkSEk, 30.2 acs. in NEkSWk, 12.2 acs. in NW^ St*-., 
27.8 acs. in SE^SE^.AO.O acs. in SWkSEk, 39.0 acs. in SEkSWk, 36.A acs. in 
StftSW**, Sec. A; 39.0 acs. in NEkNEk, 33.5 acs. in NV^NEk, 31.6 acs. in N E W * , 
3.5 acs. in NW^NWk, 35.0 acs. in SEkNEk, 33.2 acs. in SV^NEk, 27.3 acs. in 
S E W < , 28.3 acs. in SW^ NVft, 37.9 acs. in NEkSEk, 21.7 acs. in NWkSE't, 25.2 
acs. in NEkSWk, 35.3 acs. in NWkSWk, 37.3 acs. in SEkSEk, 39.1 acs. in SVJ<<SEk, 
35.9 acs. in SE^SW1*, AO.O acs. in SVkSWk, Sec. 5; 19.7 acs. in NEkNEk, 21.7 
acs. in NWkNEk, 39.0 acs. in NEkNWk, 37.7 acs. in NVkNtfx, 22.3 acs. in SEkNEk, 
AO.O acs. in SWkNEk, AO.O acs. in SEkNWk, 39.2 acs. in SWkNWk, 39.2 acs. in 
NEkSEk, 33.3 acs. in NWkSEk, 2A.3 acs. in NEkSWk, 38.3 acs. in NWkSWk, 39.7 
acs. in SEkSEk, 33.5 acs. in SVkSEk, 37.9 acs. in SEkSVk, 33.5 acs. in SWkSWk, 
Sec. 6; 3A. 6 acs. in NEkNEk, 21.0 acs. in N\«kNEk, 27.5 acs. in NEkNWk, 8.5 
acs. in NWkNWk, 21.6 acs. in SEkNEk, 0.3 acs. in SWkNEk, A.O acs. in NEkSEk, 
2.0 acs. in NWkSEk, 1A. 7 acs. in NEkSWk, 29.3 acs. in NWkSWk, 29.1 acs. in 
SEkSEk, 31.8 acs. in SWkSEk, 38.8 acs. in SEkSWk, 3A.3 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 7; 
39.5 acs. in NEkNEk, 20.A acs. in NWkNEk, 36.0 acs. in NEkNWk, 16,A acs. in NWkNWk, 
31.0 acs. in SEkNEk, 6.0 acs. in SWkNEk, 13.5 acs. in SEkNWk, 26,A acs. in SWkNWk, 
26.5 acs. in NEkSEk, 11.0 acs. in NWkSEk, 7.9 acs. in NEkSWk, 6.0 acs. in 
NWkSWk, 5.5 acs. in SEkSEk, 9.2 acs. in SEkSWk, 33.6 acs. in SWkSWk, Sec. 8; 
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3 .1 a c s . in NE^NEk, 40 .0 acs . in NWkNtft, 33.8 a c s . in HEH:HWk, 19.7 a c s . in 
NWWi, 36.3 acs . in SE^NE't, 22.5 a c s . In SWW-i, 10.4 a c s . in SEW-*, 5.3 
acs . in SWW*, 36.0 a c s . in NE^SEk, 31.4 a c s . in NW^SE'i, 21.6 a c s . in NEkSWt, 
18.4 ac s . in NTtoW ,^ 6.0 acs . in SEkSEk, 20 .3 a c s . in SW^SEk, 17.2 a c s . in 
SE*tSVSi, 9 .0 a c s . in SWiSWk, Sec. 9; 7.2 a c s . in SE'tNU j^, 10.8 a c s . in SWiJWt, 
9 .0 acs . in NEkStf<, 17.5 acs . in NVfetf1*;, Sec. 10; 12.5 a c s . in NEk:NEl-s, 3.3 
a c s . in NV^NEk, 31.7 acs . in SE!<NEl<, 31.6 a c s . in StftNEk, 8.8 a c s . in S E W < , 
31.2 ac s . in HEkSEk, 20.7 acs . in NW^SEk, 3.02 a c s . in NEkSW ,^ Sec. 11; 
35.3 acs . in NE^ NE**, 34.0 acs . in NW N^EV, 30.3 a c s . in NEkNW ,^ 27.4 acs . in 
NV&Ntfi;, 35.5 acs . in SE^NEk, 20.2 a c s . in SW^NEk. 34.9 ac s . in S E W i , 31.3 
a c s . in SWW<, 39.8 a c s . in NE S^E**, 27 .3 a c s . in NW*tSE*£, 38.1 a c s . in NE^ iSWk, 
37.8 a c s . in NtfcSVfr:, 26.2 a c s . in SE^SE^, 30.5 a c s . in SWkSE ,^ 39.1 acs . in 
SE^SW ,^ 9.08 acs . in SW S^Wk, Sec. 12; 6.4 a c s . in NU*tNWk, Sec. 17; 12.5 a c s . in 
HFkHZk, 13.6 acs . in NW N^Ek, 11.48 a c s . in NE^ NW1*,, 16.56 acs . in HVT'.NWt, Sec. 18, 
T17S, R10E, SLB&M; 12.9 acs . in NE^ NW ,^ 23 .2 ac s . inNW^m^t, 3.4 acs . in SEW^i, 
18.3 acs . in SV?km&, Sec. 5; 39.6 a c s . in NEkNEk, 40 .0 a c s . in NVtoCk, 37.6 
a c s . in NEkNtf«, 34.7 a c s . in Ntf-iNWh;, 5 .91 a c s . in SE^NEk, 32.9 a c s . in StfsNEk, 
4 0 . 0 a c s . in SEJiNtf-t, 35 .0 a c s . in SWHiNW^ , 19.5 a c s . in NW S^E*t, 39 .0 a c s . in 
NE S^Wk, 35.0 a c s . in NWkSW ,^ 13.4 a c s . in S\t<SVkt 23.2 a c s . in SEkSWk, 34.8 a c s . 
i n SVkSWk, Sec. 6; 39.9 acs . in NEkNtft, 22.9 a c s . in NV&NUk, 31.4 acs . in SE^NV ;^, 
26.4 acs . in SWkNWk, 27.4 ac s . in NWkStft, Sec. 7, T17St R11E, SLR&M; or a t o t a l 
acreage of 13,911.64 a c r e s . 
""NTINGTON-CLrVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE 
CLAIMSUSED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 93-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1130, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, «l-44 on 
2.3 acs. in SF'tNl't, 9 1 acs In SU^Nr1-, 1/. 9 acs. In MhSFk, 3.2 acs in VMl's, 
6.8 nee. In SH-tSW1/, Sec. 10, 8.0 acs. in Nr'-m"^ Sec. 15, T17S, RlOr, SI r.&M, 
or a total acreage of 44.30 acres. 
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED 03-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-45 
on 2.3 acs. in SE^NEk, 1.5 acs in NEkSE**, 7.4 acs. in W^SE1*, 2.6 acs. in 
StftSEk, 0.2 ac. in SE^ SW**, Sec. 10; 12.0 acs. in NEkSVfr, Sec. 11, T17S, R10E, 
SLB&M, or a total acreage of 26.00 acres. 
RUSSELL ALLRED 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED- 93-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-269 
on 11.3 acs. in HE^SEk, 9.5 acs. in SE^SE1*, 14.0 acs. in SW^SE^, 0.1 acs. in 
StfiSWH;, Sec. 21; 13.9 acs. in NV^Ndi, 0.4 ac in NEkNW^, Sec. 28, T17S, R10E, 
SLB&M, or a total acreage of 49 20 acres 
ARON HANSEN 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 93-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-3866 
on 40.0 acs. in SE^NW!<f 40.0 acs. in SWkNWt, 22.0 acs. in NEkSWk, 5.0 acs in 
NtftSt^ ;, Sec. 28; 39.0 acs. in SE^NCk, Sec. 29, T16S, R10E, SLB&M, or a total 
acreage of 146.0 acres. 
REX VAN WAGONER 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 93-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-155, 
3866 on- 24.# acs. in W-faSU1** Sec 28, 
1.90 a c s . in nrkSlk, Sec. 29, T16S, R10E, SLB&M, or a t o t a l ac reage of 26.70 a c r e s . 
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IN THE SCVENTBL JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF FJ^ RY .. STATE OF UTAH 
I N T H E M A T T E R O F T H E G E N E R A L D E T E R M I N A T I O N \ S T A T E M E N T O F W A T E R 
O F R I G H T S T O T H E USE O F ALL WATER BOTH SURFACE ) U S E R S C L A I M 
AND UNDERGROUND WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF THE f CODE NO SERIAL N O 
SAN RAFAEL RIVER I N S A N P E 1 E AND CMCRY COUNTIES ? 9 3 2 6 7 
I N UTAH. 1 
/ MAP NO 22a 
NOTE This bhnk is sent to you in accordance with Utah Law The information called for herein will be used in coo 
ncction with the adjudication of water nghts on the above mentioned drainage area All questions applicable to your claim 
must be answered fully, and one copy of this form must be filed with the Clerk of the District Court at 
f d - S t l e D a l e , Utah, within sixty (60) days from date of service of the attached Notice A copy shall be 
filed with die State Engineer, State Capitol Salt Lake City Failure to file the attached Sutement of the Water Users 
Clum wiili the Clerk of the District Court within the tune stated will forever bax and estop you from asserting any right 
to the use of water from said drainage area 
1 Name of Claimant V o l t ^ $fc*t<»S ? U ^ 1 C o m p l y 
1 3 6 E A S Q . I S m p X S * P & i V , C l u p B J , d g , Interest Claimed F u l l 
2 Address S a l t Lake City , . Utah 84111 
3 Name of particular spring spring area, stream well tunnel or drain from which water is diverted is 
Cedar Creek
 m Emery 
County 
i Priority date chimed P r i o r t o 1 ^ 0 3 Date when water was first used 
Date when work on diverting system was first begun Date when diverting system was completed 
Nature of work 
•5 Class of Right (Indicate by X) 
(a) X. R ght to surf-ice wnicr initiated by beneficial use before 1903 Claim No 
(b) Rif,ht to underground water initiated before 1935 Claim N o 
(c) Right decreed by court cite title of case 
(d) Application filed, State Engineers Office N o Cert of App N o 
(c) Right ncquired b> adverse use prior to 1939 
( Nature (Indicate b) X ) Amount and Annual Period of Use (bv month & day) (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e ) 
X Irrigation * Sec 
X. Stock* atenn& Sec 
Domestic Sec 
Municipal Set 
Sec 
Ft 
Ft 
Ft 
Ft 
Ft 
3.8 
Xnc#. 
from 
from 
from 
from 
from. 
March X 
Jterch 1 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
November 
NOYPiflfrer 
30 
30 
(both dates tncl ) 
(both dates incl ) 
(both dates incl ) 
(both dates uul ) 
(both dites mil ) 
D rect Flow Appropriation (must be described with reference to U S Government Survey Corner) 
(a) Point of diversion from spring spring area stream, well runnel dram S * 6 0 f t * 5c W* 2 8 0 f t . 
from t h e NV C o r . S e c . 24 1 T L 6 S , . R8H,. SLB&M. 
(b) Descrif (ion of sj rin^, area 
(c) Point of redivcrsion or point of return to natural cinnnel 
(d) If flow is intermittent!) diverted list b> number ox description all rights involved 
Where waier is used for irrigation purj oscs 
(a) Area irrigated in legal subdivisions cf land by 40-acre tract (All sources cf at r f >r same land cr hn Is i s: 
be dcscntc l in ea h instance b) name tr c lam n u n l w ) 9 3 ~ 2 6 7 ? 1 3 . 0 ^ r r . ft) W<rV\ r -~^ T ) • 
2 0 . 6 PCS. NEV.NUV, 14 .4 r>cs. In HlMJt*', r . 0 i * n "i 1 ' ' 2 r . ^ - "~ T 
11 .90 s e n , StfdKfV, 1 6 . 4 a c g . I,T^SFV, 3 9 . 0 a c a . l ^ r S f ' , ^0 0 o c o . 11 '*<• «< 
1 3 , 0 a r a . NtfxSNV, 4 . 9 a c a . SEV^C^, 1 1 . 3 ACA. SU^SJ1*, 2 2 . 0 acs si» cr« , 
1*8 acfl. S^sSW* S e c . 3 0 , T l f % R9Zr SLBcVM, or n t o t r l - n ^ r of ? ? n 1 
* 1 c - f^f l^ /60 . ac re s (Morale Dec ree - 1907) 
(b) Do >ou get w-itcr under a ditch owned by xveral users If so, give names of all userj and 
divisions of interest 
9 VC here water is used for Stockwatcnog 
(a) Number of each kind of stock watered 145 cattla 
(b) All sources of water for same stock (Describe by name or claim number) 
10 Where water is u*ed for Domestic 
(a) Number of families or their equivalent All sources of water for same use 
(Describe by name or claim number) 
11 Where water is used for Municipal Purposes 
(a) Nunc of city or town supplied 
Number of families 
12 Where water is used for a purpose not above enumerated 
(a) Niturc of Use 
Population 
Quantity of water 
Fxtent of Use 
13 Appropriation for Storage Purposes 
(a) Nime of reservoir 
(b) Location of reservoir by legal subdivisions described by 40 acre tracts 
(c) Maximum capacity of reservoir in acre feet Year construction commenced 
Completed Water first used 1$ reservoir located on or off stream 
(d) Penod of Storage from to (both dates mcl ) Period of use from 
to (both dates mcl ) Maximum area in acres inundated Max depth in feet 
Avenge depth in feet Is reservoir drained each >ear Maximum number of fillings per 
\cir Is reservoir used for equalizing purposes If feeder canal is used give maximum 
carr>mg capicity in sec (t 
14 Diverting \ \ orks 
(a) Suihcc water diverting dam Material conij oscd of 
M»\ length Mnx height Mix wi hh at bottom Max width 
at t j 
(b) Underground water diverting works Is well flowing or pump Depth of well 
Diameter of well Length of dram Width of dram Depth of drain 
Diameter of drain Length of tunnel Width of tunnel Height of tunnel 
Iy (c of pump Capacity of pump 
(c) Surface and underground water conveying works Length of ditch to first place of use Width of 
ditch at top Width of ditch at bottom Depth of water Grade of 
ditch per 1000 ft Material through which ditch passes Maximum length of 
pipe line to first place of use Diameter of pipe line G n d e of pipe hoe per 
1000 feet 
15 The undersigned hereby enters his appearance and waives service of summons or other process 
S T A i r OI UTAH 
COUNT* Of 
(SS (To be used if claimant is an individual) 
being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and SJ>S that he is the claiman 
whose name apj cirs hereon, that ht has read the fo 
he has signed the same and that the answers set forti 
Subscribe i an 1 sworn to before me this 
m and knows the cortt.nts thereof, that 
st knowledge affd belief 
day of 
Signature of Cluinint 
19 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
S l \ l l OI IIIAI! \ 
( SS (To be used if claimant is a corporation or an csn ic ) 
COUNTS oi Sal t Lake ) 
J K \ e n m n C J L O n bong first dul) sworn upon oath deposes «n i sivs tl it U is the 
P r e s i d e n t
 nf the alyo^cjaimaniv .thait>e nuktsAihis <ertf t r i |j half «f snJ 
claimant tint he has read the foregoing statement of c\\tm ahtHcnows i f i \ n i|( n I I tl f I i V. i 1 il 
of slid ( l i mam i siid statement tint the insvtrs s t f vih.<ita_f<|ftT"a| ** i ^ t i ' v I \ ! J el if 
Subsenl ed I s\\ >rn t > before me this 5 th 
/ NOTARY PUBLIC 
o 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR 
EMERY COUNTY 
PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN 
SAN RAFAEL RIVER DRAINAGE AREA 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR BfERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
****** 
IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL DETERMINATION 
OF THE RIGHTS TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, 
BOTH SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN THE 
DRAINAGE AREA OF THE SAN RAFAEL RIVER 
IN SANPETE, EMERY, GARFIELD AND WAYNE COUNTIES IN UTAH 
****** 
NOTICE TO ALL WATER USERS WITHIN THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED DRAINAGE AREA: 
Attached hereto is your copy of the Proposed Determination of Water Rights in the San Rafael River 
Drainage Area, Huntington Creek Division as prepared by the State Engineers Office in the above-entitled 
cause. This Proposed Determination will be on file at all times with the Clerk of this Court in Castle 
Dale , Utah and additional copies thereof may be obtained from the Office of the State Engineer of Utah in 
Salt Lake City, Utah upon payment of the actual cost of printing. 
Pursuant to Section 73-4-11, U.C.A., 1953, you are hereby notified that any claimant dissatisfied 
with said Proposed Determination must file with the Clerk of the above-entitled Court a written objection 
thereto duly verified on oath within ninety (90) days from and after the date of service of this Proposed 
Determination upon you. A copy of said Protest should also be filed with the State Engineer. 
Dated this day of , 19 . 
Dallin W. Jensen 
Michael M. Quealy 
Assistants Attorney General 
Attorneys for State Engineer 
STATE ENGINEER 
1636 West N<?rth Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
i 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR BtERY COUNTY 
STATE 
IN THE MATrER OF THE GENERAL DETERMINATION OF 
DIE RIGHTS TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH 
SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN THE DRAINAGE 
AREA OF THE SAN RAFAEL RIVER IN SANPETE, 
EMERY, GARFIELD AND WAYNE COUNTIES IN UTAH 
Dee C. Hansen, State Engineer of the State of 
Utah, respectfully represents to this Court as 
follows: 
1. That the area comprising this general 
determination proceeding includes all the water 
sources, both surface and underground, within the 
San Rafael River Drainage Area in Sanpete, 
Emery, Garfield and Wayne Counties 
2. That on the 12th day of May 1941, the 
Court ordered the State Engineer to make a deter-
mination and adjudication of all rights to the 
use of water within the Drainage area of Ferron 
Creek and its tributaries. 
Tiiat on the 28th day of May 1953, the 
Court issued an order, enlarging the drainage 
area to include the rights the claimants to the 
use of water, both surface and underground, 
within the drainage of the San Rafael River and 
its tributaries in Utah. That on the 28th day of 
July 1980, the Court issued an order clarifying 
this enlargement and ordered that the title of 
this action be amended to read, "In the matter of 
UTAH 
) PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF WATER 
) RIGHTS BY THE STATE ENGINEER 
) HUNTINGTON CREEK DIVISION 
) BOOK 1 
) 
the General Determination of the Rights to the 
Use of all the water, both surface and under-
ground, within the drainage area of the San 
Rafael River in Sanpete, Emery, Garfield and 
Wayne counties in Utah." 
3. The proposed determination herewith sub-
mitted is the Huntington Creek Division (Book 1) 
of said drainage area and encompasses that 
portion of Sanpete, and Emery Counties that drain 
into Huntington Creek. 
4. That the State Engineer has followed the 
provisions and requirements of Chapter 4 of Title 
73, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, in the preparation 
of this proposed determination of water rights; 
that the State Engineer has examined the Court 
Decrees relating to said water rights and 
searched the files of his office for evidence of 
water rights in this area and has considered the 
water user's claims filed herein; and has 
completed his hydro- graphic surveys and is now 
prepared to make and does herewith submit to the 
Honorable Court this Proposed Determination of 
all the Rights to the Use of Water, both surface 
and underground within the drainage area of the 
Huntington Creek Division of San Rafael River 
Drainage area in Sanpete and Emery Counties, in 
Utah. This area will be known on the records of 
the State of Utah, Department of Natural 
Resources, Division of Water Rights as Code 93. 
5. In recommending this Proposed Determina-
tion of Water Rights to the Court, the State 
Engineer has adhered to the principle of water 
appropriation as set forth by the Constitution 
and Statutes of Utah and the decisions of the 
Supreme Court of Utah wherein it is declared 
that beneficial use shall be the basis, the 
measure and the limit of the right to the use of 
water. 
6. That diligence rights from surface water 
sources are those which were initiated by bene-
ficial use prior to 1903, and were obtained and 
establisned thereafter in accord with the intent 
of the appropriator and the laws of the State of 
Utah then existent, that diligence rights from 
underground sources are those which were 
initiated and fully attained by beneficial use 
prior to March 22, 1935. All other rights to the 
use of water must have been initiated by an 
application filed in the office of the State 
Engineer, wiiich right may be either pending or 
perfected. In the latter instance, the right is 
represented Dy a certificate of appropriation 
issued by the State Engineer and details of such 
right are included in this proposed determina-
tion. Pending applications are simply permits to 
put tJie water to beneficial use within a 
specified time or an extension thereof. In some 
special instances, the water user has claimed and 
has substantiated a right based upon an adverse 
use and the details of such right are also 
included herein for confirmation by the Court. 
7. The State Engineer, or his duly 
appointed Water Commissioner, may authorize 
temporary changes, when conditions merit such 
changes, without notice or upon such notice and 
upon such conditions as the State Engineer shall 
determine, and upon condition that the variance 
shall not establish any right against storage or 
any other beneficial use both present and 
future. Such headgates, diversion and measuring 
devices must be installed as deemed necessary by 
the State Engineer, and such maintenance of the 
natural channel and diversion canals should be 
effected as directed by the State Engineer. 
8. In the instance of irrigation, the field 
headgate requirement of the land has been consid-
ered to be 4.0 acre-feet per acre calendar year, 
regardless of the source of supply. Annual rain-
fall is about 8.0 inches of which nearly 3.8 
inches come during the frost-free period. 
Consumptive use or evapotranspiration from the 
land and crops is considered to be a total of 2.0 
acre-feet, per growing season of which precipita-
tion furnishes .3 acre-feet, giving a net 
consumptive requirement of 1.7 acre-feet per 
acre. The balance of 2.3 acre-feet per acre 
reflects the application losses that are con-
sidered reasonable for this area at this time. 
This allowance for application losses varies 
depending upon economics and the development of 
the area. Conveyance losses vary with lengths of 
canals and ditches and with soils. It is 
recommended that the Court reserve the right to 
change this allowance for application losses in 
tue interest of full development of the area. 
Transmission allowances for canals in excess of 
one mile in length are not included in this pro-
posed determination, but is under consideration 
and investigation by the office of the State 
Engineer and will hereafter be the subject of a 
supplemental report to this Court. 
9. In determining the amount of water 
required for stockwatering purposes, all stock 
have been converted to "Equivalent Livestock 
Units." One equivalent livestock unit is equal 
to 1 horse or cow, 5 siieep, goats or swine, or 25 
chickens turkeys, other fowl or small animals. 
Once the conversion is made, the equivalent live-
stock unit is rounded up to the nearest whole 
number. The acre-foot award is then computed on 
the basis of 25 gallons per day per equivalent 
livestock unit. Wherever an award ftas been made 
for winter stockwatering on other than a natural 
source, a return of any unconsu/ned water to the 
natural source is both contemplated and 
required. 
10. For domestic or household use, a water 
allowance of .45 acre feet per year, (401.76 
gallons per day) for each family has been made. 
11. 71ie irrigation period of use from April 
1 to October 31 as set forth herein for the 
diligence rights is determined to be adequate 
during most years. However, the proposed deter-
mination recognized tliat there are years when 
water has been and can be beneficially used for 
irrigation purposes prior to April 1 and/or 
subsequent ot October 31 and during those years 
the water users owning such diligence rights 
shall be entitled to divert water prior to April 
1 and/or subsequent to October 31 only when they 
can beneficially use the same for irrigation 
purposes. 
12. This proposed determination is intended 
to cover all existing rights and those pending 
applications initiated in the office of the State 
Engineer within the area hereinbefore partic-
ularly described. Any contemplated appropria-
tions of water by existing applications filed in 
the office of the State Engineer and subject to 
inclusion in a final decree conditional upon 
compliance with the terms of the application and 
upon compliance with the provisions of the laws 
of the State of Utah relating thereto and upon 
proof of appropriation being made to the State 
Engineer, or a water user's claims filed in lieu 
thereof. At the end of the periods as 
hereinafter mentioned, the status of said 
applications sliall be reported by the State 
Engineer to the Court for inclusion in such 
supplemental report or decree as the Court may 
determine and order. 
13. It is recommended that rights to the use 
of water within the area included in this 
proposed determination be decreed to the various 
parties as set forth herein. It is further rec-
ommended that the court require the State 
Engineer, at periodic intervals, to report to the 
Court, any adjustments, including changes in 
ownership, action taken on pending applications, 
and such other matters as time may indicate to 
the Court to be just and proper for inclusion in 
a supplemental order or decree. 
14. Section 73-1-10, Utah Code Annotated, 
1953, provides that perfected water rights shall 
be transferred by deed in substantially the same 
manner as real estate, except when they are 
represented by shares of stock in a corporation, 
and sliall be recorded in the County Recorder's 
office and a certified copy transmitted by the 
County Recorder's office and a certified copy 
transmitted by the County Recorder to the State 
Engineer for filing. Prior to their issuance of 
a certificate, applications to appropriate may be 
15. In all matters whatsoever pertaining to 
this Proposed Determination of Water Rights, the 
services, assistance and advice of the office of 
the State Engineer are and shall be available to 
the Court. 
Dated: 12/1/82 
Pc^e 172 
Ci'l^'S USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: See WUC 116, page 119. 
' ' •"^S^XKWAfEmNGM^ * * PE#RI#6D*6F #Us'E*r66/21 '16*09/30 
Gen*rv Mountain Allotment 
Diversion any, each, or a l l claims; total yearly diversion under a l l claims mentioned 11.28 a c r e - f e e t . 
WUC: 93-267 NAME: U.S. Fuel Company INT: 100$ FLOW: 3.8 c fs * 
TYPE OF RIGHT: Diligence PRIORITY: 1902 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 22a 
POINT OF DIVERSION: (1) S 60 f t . W 280 f t . from Ni corner, Section 24, T 16S, R 8E, SLBM 
REMARKS: 
•Flow has been computed allowing 1 cfs ^>er 60 acres of land. 
Group No. 1 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 267,904 
"'^/ IRRIGATION • - - - N O T T I V E A S T ' Q U A ^ 
* NE NW SW SE • NE NW SW SE * NE NW SW SE * NE NW SW SE * Totals 
Sec 19 T I6S R 9E SLBM * : ; : * : : : * : : 13.0: * : : : * 13.00 
Sec 30 T 16S R 9E SLBM * : : 5 .0 : * 20.6: 14.4: 11.9: 26 .0* 30 .0: 13.0: 1.8: 22 .0* 16.4: 39 .0: 11.3: 4 .9* 216.30 
or a Total of 229.30 acres. PERIOD OF USE: 03/01 TO 11/30 
Diversion any, each, or a l l claims; tota l yearly diversion under a l l claims mentioned 917.20 a c r e - f e e t . 
Group No. 2 
CLA|&s USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 267 
,
*/#Hf6&WATERING:'"4#5#E^ PE*Rf66 *6f #USET63/6l"TO*flVJO 
Annual water allowed 3.07 acre- feet . 
WUC: 93-904 NAME: U.S. Fuel Company INT: 100$ FLOW: 
TYPE OF RIGHT: A1408, Cert . 107B, a3317, Cer t . 0406 PRIORITY: 06/04/1907 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 22a 
POINT OF DIVERSION: (1) S 60 it. W 280 f t . from Ni corner, Section 24, T 16S, R 8E, SLBM 
CLAIMS USED FOR"pURPOSE-DESCRlBEDr"267"904 
' 'Hi IRRI GAT f ON •'---NORT H #EAST "QUARTER--4---NORTH 'WEST -OUARfER--4---s6(jfH "WEST #QUARf E*R--*---SOuf H *EAS#f *0UAR#f ER--f ' # *Sect fon 
* NE NW SW SE * NE NW SW SE * NE NW $W SE * NE NW SW SE * Totals 
Sec 19 T 16S R 9E SLBM * : : : * : : : * : : 13.0: * : : : * 13.00 
Sec 30 T 16S R 9E SLBM * : : 5 .0 : * 20 .6: 14.4: 11.9: 26 .0* 30 .0: 13.0: 1.8: 22 .0 * 16.4: 39 .0 : 11.3: 4 .9* 216.30 
or a Total of 229.30 acres. PERIOD OF USE: 03/01 TO 11/30 
Diversion any, each, or a l l claims; total yearly diversion under a l l claims mentioned 917.20 ac re - fee t . 
WUC: 93-3145 NAME: U.S. Bureau of Land Management INT: 100* FLOW: 
TYPE OF RIGHT: Di l igence PRIORITY: 1860 SOURCE: Middle Fork Cedar Creek MAP: 22 
POINT OF DIVERSION: Stockwatering d i rec t ly on reservoir located In NEiNEi Sec 26, T16S, R8E, SLBM. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH IN AND FOR 
EMERY COUNTY 
PROPOSED DETERMINATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN 
SAN RAFAEL RIVER DRAINAGE AREA 
HUNTINGTON CREEK DIVISION 
Code No. 93 
Book No. 1 
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CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: See WUC 1137, Claims Groups 10/16,36,37, page 64. 
For PURPOSE, see WUC 1137, Claims Groups 10/16,36,37, page 64. 
WUC: 93-530 NAME: Smith, Carl & UriI da INT: 100% FLOW: 
TYPE OF RIGHT: Diligence PRIORITY: 1875 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 30b 
POINT OF ?I VERS fON: Stockwatering directly on stream from a point in SEiNEi Sec 8, T17S, R9E, SLBM, 
to a point in SEiNE{ Sec 8, fl7S, R9E, SLBM. 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 530 
*' tit STOCKWATER I NG: *50#Equiva I en t *L i vestock #Un i ts PER f 66 * OF * USE:* '6 f/6f *f6* 1*2/3 f 
Annual water allowed 1.41 acre-feet. 
WUC: 93-531 NAME: Gordon, Clive & Vera INT: 100$ FLOW: 
TYPE OF RIGHT: Diligence PRIORITY: 1902 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 30b 
POINT OF DIVERSION: Stockwatering directly on stream from a poirt in NE4SF| Sec 8. T17S. R9^ SLBM, 
to a point in S 330 ft. W 636 ft. from, t\ corner, Sec 8, T17S, R9E, SLBM. 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 531 
''mcTrcVrATERING: * 6 0 * ^ P E R I O D ' C F *USE : *6l#/6l *f6*l"2/31* 
Annual +d^er allowed 1.69 acre-feel. 
WUC: 93-^22 NAME: Brasher, Erma INT: 100? FLOW: 
TYPE Of- Rll-HT: Diligence PRIORITY: 1902 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 30b 
POINT Cr DIVERSION: Stockwatering directly on stream from a point in S 400 ft. W 610 ft. from E T corner, Sec 8, T17S, R9E, SLBM, 
to a point in NE^NEi Sec 17, T17S, R9E, SLBM. 
CLAIMS USED FOR PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 532,537 
"###sf6>CKWATERING: #86*Equ i valent'u vestock*Un i ts PERl66#OF *USE : *6{/6f'fo'f 2/31* 
Diversion any, each, or all claims; total yearly diversion under all claims mentioned 2.41 acre-feet. 
WUC: 93-5?-- NAME: Peck, Carl I Ruth C. INT: 100? FLOW: 
TYPE OF RIGHT: Diligence PRIORITY: 1875 SOURCE: Cedar Creek MAP: 30b 
POINT OF DWERSION: Stockwater I ng directly on stream from, a point in NWiNWi Sec 16, T17S, R9E, SLBM, 
to a point in NW|NW} Sec 16, T17S, R9E, SLBM. 
CLAIMS USED FL- PURPOSE DESCRIBED: 534 
*
-###ST0CKKATERING2 *50-Equ iva lent livestock'On its PERIOD* OF* vill' 01 /6\ #To"l2/3l' 
Annual water allowed 1.41 acre-feet. 
TabQ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR EMERY OCXJNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AXA^TAK A A A~A 
IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL DETERMINATION ) 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH SURFACE ) 
AND UNDERGROUND, WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF ) 
THE SAN RAFAEL RIVER IN SANPETE, EMERY, GARFIELD, AND ) 
WAYNE COUNTIES IN UTAH. ) 
NOTICE 
RECEIPT AND WAIVER 
*-A-A-A-A-A-AA-A-A 
To all Water User's within the above-described drainage area: 
There is hereto attached and herewith served upon you a copy of the Proposed 
Determination of Water Rights for the San Rafael River Drainage Area as prepared 
by tne State Engineer in the above-entitled cause. This Proposed Determination 
will be on file at all times with the Clerk of this court in Castle Dale, Utah 
and additional copies tliereof may be obtained fron the office of the Division of 
Water Rights in Salt Lake City, Utah, upon payment of the actual cost of the 
printing thereof; and you are notified that any claimant dissatisfied with said 
Proposed Determination must file with the Clerk of the above-entitled court a 
written objection thereto duly verified on oath within ninety (90) days from and 
after the date of service of this notice upon you. 
Dated this 
^ 
id 
_day of Prr 19 7 g 
Dallin W. Jensen 
Michael M. Quealy 
Assistants Attorney General 
Attorney for State Engineer 
Dee C. Hansen 
State Engineer 
1636 West North Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
The undersigned, being a water claimant within tht, above-described drainage 
area and a party to this proceeding, hereby acknowledges receipt of the Proposed 
Determination of Water Rights for the San Rafael River Drainage area as prepared 
by the Division of Water Rights of the State of Utah. 
/ Book 1., ttmtington Creek Division. 
Book 2., San Rafael River Division. 
Book 3., Cottonwood Creek Division. 
Book 4., Ferron Creek Division. 
Book 5., Supplement, Pending Applications 
Disallowed Claims k Indexes. 
And the undersigned waiyes any futher service in connection therewith and 
consents to the entry of a final decree in this ceuse unless a formal protest is 
'n^de"by the undersigned claimant to the above-entitled court within ninety (90) 
days from and after date hereof. 
Dated this ' ^ ^ dfr of / ^ c , 19 /„ <T • 
/I o-
ZU\ 
/~7 ( V, St 
TabR 
FiLEO 
ROBERT G. PRUITT, I I I 
P r u i t t , G u s h e e & F l e t c h e r 
1850 B e n e f i c i a l L i f e T o w e r 
S a l t L a k e C i t y , U t a h 8 4 1 1 1 
T e l e p n o n e : 5 3 1 - 8 446 
A t t o r n e y s f o r P r o t e s t a n t 
U n i t e d S t a t e s F u e l Company 
VI THE ScVcHTM JtfOlCJAc OSTfcCT COURr 
OF UTAH tM AXQ : JR CMESr CO. 
: i fR G 1934 
BRUCE C. FUNK.
 C;:rk 
By — . .Deputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR EMERY COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL 
DETERMINATION OF RIGHTS TO THE 
USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH 
SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, 
WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF 
THE SAN RAFAEL RIVER IN 
SANPETE, EMERY, GARFIELD AND 
WAYNE COUNTIES OF UTAH 
PROTEST OF PROPOSED 
DETERMINATION OF WATER 
RIGHTS IN SAN RAFAEL 
RIVER DRAINAGE AREA, 
HUNTINGTON CREEK DIVISION 
CODE NO. 9 3 BOOK NO. 1 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, 
P r o t e s t a n t 
UNITED STATES FUEL COMPANY, by a n d t h r o u g h i t s 
a t t o r n e y R o b e r t G . P r u i t t , I I I , h e r e b y p r o t e s t s a n d f i l e s 
w r i t t e n o b j e c t i o n t o t h e P r o p o s e d D e t e r m i n a t i o n of W a t e r 
R i g h t s i n t h e S a n R a f a e l R i v e r D r a i n a g e A r e a , H u n t i n g t o n 
C r e e k D i v i s i o n , a s p r o p o s e d i n Book N o . 1 , C o d e N o . 9 3 , s e r v e d 
upon t h e P r o t e s t a n t . 
T h e i t e m s o b j e c t e d t o i n t n e p r o p o s e d D e t e r m i n a t i o n 
i n c l u d e , w i t h o u t l i m i t a t i o n , t h e f o l l o w i n g : 
1 . The p r o p o s e d D e t e r m i n a t i o n o m i t s P r o t e s t a n t ' s 
w a t e r r i g h t s r e p r e s e n t e d b y U n d e r g r o u n d W a t e r C l a i m (UWC) 
N o . 4 1 4 8 . 
2 . The p r o p o s e d D e t e r m i n a t i o n o m i t s P r o t e s t a n t ' s 
w a t e r r i g h t s r e p r e s e n t e d by C e r t i f i c a t e INO. 2 1 5 - : . 
C 1 • 
3- The proposed Dete rmina t ion omits P r o t e s t a n t ' s 
water r i g h t s r ep re sen ted by C e r t i f i c a t e No. 2195. 
4. The proposed Dete rmina t ion i n a c c u r a t e l y s t a t e s 
t h e q u a n t i t y of water held by P r o t e s t a n t under Water User 
Claim No. 93 -511 . 
5. The proposed Dete rmina t ion l i s t s t he r i g h t s 
of j u n i o r a p p r o p r i a t o r s , i n c l u d i n g , bu t wi thout l i m i t a t i o n , 
t h o s e j u n i o r r i g h t s of tne Bureau of Land Management r e p r e s e n t e d 
oy No. 93-1128, which a re adverse to t h e s e n i o r r i g n t s of 
P r o t e s t a n t . 
A b r i e f d e t a i l i n g the p a r t i c u l a r f a c t s and c i r cums tances 
suppo r t i ng t he grounds for t h i s p r o t e s t w i l l be f i l e d witn 
the Court and the S t a t e Eng inee r . 
This p r o t e s t is made and v e r i f i e d by t h e unders igned 
under oatn on t h i s 2nd day of March, 1984. 
ROBERT G. PRUITT, 111 
At torney for P r o t e s t a n t 
Uni tea S t a t e s Fue l Company 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me t h i s 2nd day of 
March, 1984. 
^ < - ( L , ^CK^c 
Notary Pub l ic 
Residing in S a l t Lake County , Utah 
My Commission Expi res : 
"- -</- rc-
v ± *» 
CERTIFICATE OF PERSONAL SERVICE 
T n i s i s t o c e r t i f y t h a t I d e l i v e r e d a t r u e and c o r r e c t 
copy of t h e f o r e g o i n g t o t h e O f f i c e of t h e S t a t e E n g i n e e r , 
1636 Wes t N o r t n Temple , S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 8 4 1 1 6 , t h i s 2nd 
day of M a r c h , 1984 , 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
T h i s i s t o c e r t i f y t h a t I m a i l e d a t r u e and c o r r e c t 
copy of t h e f o r e g o i n g t o C l e r k of t h e C o u r t , S e v e n t h J u d i c i a l 
D i s t r i c t C o u r t i n and fo r Emery C o u n t y , S t a t e of U t a h , C a s t l e 
D a l e , Utah 8 4 5 1 3 , p o s t a g e p r e p a i d t h e r e o n , t h i s 2nd day of 
M a r c h , 1 9 8 4 . 
_ - ^ , C U / 
'J 
t 
3 IT 
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IN THE SEVENS JU&CJAL DISTRICT COURT 
OF UTAH iN ANO ^CR EMERY CO 
AUG 1 4 1989 
BRUCE C. FUNK cie* 
_Deout< 
A. JOHN DAVIS, III, #0825 
OLIVER W. GUSHEE, JR., #1277 
PRUITT, GUSHEE & FLETCHER 
1850 Beneficial Life Tower 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 531-8446 
Attorney for Protestant 
United States Fuel Company 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF EMERY COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE GENERAL ) 
DETERMINATION OF RIGHTS TO THE ) 
USE OF ALL THE WATER, BOTH ] 
SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND, ] 
WITHIN THE DRAINAGE AREA OF 
THE SAN RAFAEL RIVER IN SAN PETE, 
EMERY, GARFIELD AND WAYNE 
COUNTIES OF UTAH 
SUPPLEMENTAL PROTEST 
OF PROPOSED DETERMINATION 
I OF WATER RIGHTS IN SAN 
) RAFAEL RIVER DRAINAGE 
) AREA, HUNTINGTON CREEK 
) DIVISION, CODE NO. 93, 
) BOOK NO. 1, 
I UNITED STATES FUEL 
) COMPANY, Protestant 
> #lte£ 
United States Fuel Company ("U.S. Fuel"), by and through its 
counsel of record, Pruitt, Gushee & Fletcher, hereby protests and 
files written objection to the proposed determination of water 
rights in the San Rafael River Drainage Area, Huntington Creek 
Division, as proposed in Book No. 1, Code No. 93, served upon 
Protestant. This Protest supplements, and is in addition to, the 
Protest of U.S. Fuel filed in this matter and dated March 2, 
1984. 
U.S. Fuel specifically objects, without limitation, to the 
Statement of Users Claim of Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation 
Company, found at page 215 of the Proposed Determination of Water 
Rights in the San Rafael River Drainage Area, Huntington Creek 
Division, Code No- 93, Book No, 1. In its statement, Huntington-
Cleveland specifically claims an irrigation water right in the 
amount of 10 CFS from April 15 to October 15 together with stock 
watering and domestic rights from January 1 through December 31 
with a priority date of 1885. 
Huntington-Cleveland's statement of claim is erroneous and 
deficient for the following reasons: 
1. Huntington-Cleveland is attempting to claim flows in an 
amount vastly greater than historical flow in Cedar Creek. Flow 
records maintained by U.S. Fuel, measuring flows at various 
points on Cedar Creek, indicate historical average flows of less 
than 4 CFS, with peak flows generally under 10 CFS. 
2. Huntington-Cleveland's statement of claim does not 
adequately describe where it claims the water from Cedar Creek is 
being used for irrigation purposes. In paragraph number 8 of its 
Statement of Water User's Claim, Huntington-Cleveland simply 
refers to the reader to an attached sheet which lists the water 
users claim numbers for all of the water rights claimed by 
Huntington-Cleveland (apparently in the Huntington Creek 
Division) followed by a general listing of properties allegedly 
irrigated. This attachment does not delineate the lands 
irrigated by the 10 CFS in Cedar Creek claimed by Huntington-
Cleveland. 
2 
3. U.S. Fuel has put to beneficial use all of the water in 
Cedar Creek from all sources above and at the Cedar Creek Ranch 
diversion. The only water available for diversion by Huntington-
Cleveland from Cedar Creek at its junction with the Cleveland 
Canal would be return flows from the ranch and any natural stream 
gain from springs and ground water below the ranch. Therefore, 
assuming arguendo that Huntington-Cleveland has actually put this 
return flow and gain to beneficial use, such amount should be 
considered the basis, maximum measure and limit of Huntington-
Cleveland rights in the waters of Cedar Creek. Accordingly, 
pursuant to Section 73-l-4(1)(a), Utah Code Annotated, as amended 
(1988), Huntington-Cleveland should be deemed to have forfeited, 
by its nonuse, any rights to the waters of Cedar Creek in amounts 
exceeding such return flows and ground water gain below Cedar 
Creek Ranch. 
4. U.S. Fuel's rights consist of both diligence rights 
with priorities from 1875 to 1902 and certificated rights from 
1907. U.S. Fuel or its predecessors in interest continuously 
diverted and put to beneficial use, the majority of the flow of 
Cedar Creek, without any complaint, inquiry or protest by 
Huntington-Cleveland until June 29, 1989. 
This protest is made and verified by the undersigned under 
oath on this *-/ day of August, 1989. 
PRUI^^gU^IEE £TTl>5TCHER 
~ . . Attorneys for Protestant 
0++ ' United States Fuel Company 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this Q day of August, 
1989. 
Residing at: 
<^f/rfr/rtif, Utah 
PUBI 
Commission E x p i r e s : 
H7-<te 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT on this C( day of August, 1989, I 
mailing a true and correct copy of the foregoing, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
Office of the State Engineer 
Utah Department of Natural Resources 
1636 West North Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Division of Water Rights 
453 S. Carbon Avenue 
Price, Utah 84501 
John Mabey, Esq. 
Assistant Attorney General 
Natural Resources Division 
124 State Capitol 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Huntington-Cleveland' Irrigation 
Company 
55 North Main 
Huntington, Utah 84528 
TabT 
F I L E D 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL OiSTRJCT COURT 
JUN 101992 
Deputy 
John W. Anderson, #0095 
A. John Davis, #0825 
PRU1TT, GUSHEE & BACHTELL 
1850 Beneficial Life Tower 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801)531-8446 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, EMERY COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
UNITED STATES FUEL ) 
COMPANY, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
H U N T I N G T O N - C L E V E L A N D ; 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, ; 
Defendant. ] 
> COMPLAINT 
) Civil No. :'A)^^ 
Plaintiff, United States Fuel Company ("U.S. Fuel") hereby complains of Defendant 
Huntington-Cleveland Irrigation Company ("Huntington-Cleveland") as follows: 
PARTIES. JURISDICTION AND VpNUE 
1. U.S. Fuel is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Nevada 
with its principal place of business in Hiawatha, Utah. 
2. Huntington-Cleveland is a private non-profit mutual water company organized 
001 
and existing under the laws of the State of Utah with its principal place of business in 
Huntington, Utah. 
3. In this action, U.S. Fuel seeks declaratory orders and a decree of the court 
concerning the uses, ownership, distribution, rights and responsibilities of the parties to 
certain waters arising out of and tributary to Cedar Creek, San Rafael Drainage Area, 
Huntington Creek Division. This court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action 
pursuant to the Provisions of Utah Code Annotated, Sections 78-33-1, 78-40-1, 68-3-1, Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure 57, and as a part of the court's jurisdiction pursuant to the 
Provisions of Utah Code Annotated, Section 73-4-24. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
4. U.S. Fuel is the owner of the water rights described on Exhibit "A" attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. (Hereinafter "U.S. Fuel's Water Rights".) 
5. The above described water rights are fully perfected under Utah law and have 
been continuously placed to use by U.S. Fuel and its predecessors in interest since before 
1903 in the case of the diligence claims and, with the exception of Water Right No. 91-251, 
no later than 1930 in the case of the water rights upon which the Utah State Engineer has 
issued Certificates of Appropriation. 
6. U.S. Fuel's water is used for industrial, municipal, domestic, irrigation and 
stockwatering purposes. Specifically, a significant amount of U.S. Fuel's water is used in 
2 
its coal processing operations and to meet the culinary water needs of its employees and 
families. U.S. Fuel's water constitutes the sole water supply for the town of Hiawatha, 
Utah. In addition, U.S. Fuel owns a ranch upon which it has historically and continuously 
used its water for irrigation and stockwatering purposes. The ranch has been in operation 
since the early 1880's and Cedar Creek water has been continuously diverted for use at the 
ranch since at least 1882. 
7. U.S. Fuel places a great deal of reliance on having secured a firm water supply 
and has invested a substantial amount of time, effort and money in developing its water and 
the uses to which its water is placed. The mining operations, the town's water supply, the 
ranch's water needs, the domestic needs of its employees and families, etc., all require a 
continuous and dependable water supply. Not only do these uses require a firm water 
supply, they clearly could not have been planned or developed if a dependable water supply 
had not been secured. 
8. U.S. Fuel and its predecessors have continuously used the water for the above 
referenced uses without meaningful protest or interference since before 1903 in the case of 
the diligence claims and before 1931, in the case of the Certificated Water Rights. 
Moreover, each of the water rights has undergone a great deal of public review and scrutiny 
before the water was actually placed to use. With respect to the Certificated Water Rights, 
each was publically advertised, subjected to public protest and State Engineer review, and 
3 
affirmatively approved. The State Engineer in each instance affirmatively concluded that 
unappropriated water was available for appropriation and confirmed it by actually issuing 
Certificates of Appropriation. Moreover, on subsequently filed change applications, the State 
Engineer affirmatively concluded that said change applications would not, under the 
conditions of approval, interfere with Huntington-Cleveland's water rights. Accordingly, 
each application, including change applications, have been extensively reviewed, subjected 
to the statutory review process and affirmatively acted upon by the Utah State Engineer. 
Huntington-Cleveland participated in or had the opportunity to participate in every public 
review process on U.S. Fuel's Water Rights and did not appeal or otherwise challenge any 
of the State Engineer decisions authorizing and approving U.S. Fuel's use of water. 
Thereafter, U.S. Fuel completed its appropriations submitted proof of appropriation and 
actually received Certifications of Appropriation validly issued by the Utah State Engineer. 
Until recently, Huntington-Cleveland has not challenged U.S. Fuel's use of water. 
9. Beginning June 29, 1989, Huntington-Cleveland began asserting an adverse 
claim to the waters being placed to use by U.S. Fuel. 
10. In U.S. Fuel's investigation of Huntington-Cleveland's claim, several factors 
became apparent, including: 
(a) Even if U.S. Fuel left the contested water in the stream and did 
not divert it for its own purposes, the water, nevertheless, 
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would not make it to Huntington-Cleveland's point of diversion 
and thus could not be used by Huntington-Cleveland under its 
water claim. If the contested water not used by U.S. Fuel, it is 
simply lost to the underground and not available for either of the 
parties uses; and 
(b) Huntington-Cleveland's claim to the contested water is by virtue 
of a diligence claim filed with the Utah State Engineer's Office 
on August 20, 1970. Huntington-Cleveland claims to have first 
diverted and placed the water to use May 1, 1888. Yet, 
Huntington-Cleveland was neither organized nor in existence at 
that time. It was organized October 27, 1931. Moreover, the 
claim is not properly sworn to and lacks the requisite factual 
support to constitute a valid diligence claim. In addition, there 
are no known records documenting water flows received by 
Huntington-Cleveland, the acreage to which the water was 
placed to use, etc. In sum, there is absolutely no documentation 
supporting Huntington-Cleveland's claim to water other than the 
mere filing of its notice of diligence claim. Such claim is both 
unsubstantiated and contrary to the open, continuous and fully 
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supported uses of water by U.S. Fuel. 
11. U.S. Fuel is informed and therefore believes that on or about May 13, 1992, 
Huntington-Cleveland, or representatives thereof, came onto to U.S. Fuel's land without the 
knowledge or consent of U.S. Fuel and (i) cut the lock U.S. Fuel maintains on its diversion 
structure in the Mohrland Tunnel, (ii) turned the U.S. Fuel water out of U.S. Fuel's 
distribution system and rediverted it into the stream, (iii) replaced U.S. Fuel's lock on the 
diversion box with one of its own, and (iv) and on or about May 5, 1992, vandalized U.S. 
Fuel's water distribution system by shooting holes in the pipes. All of Huntington-
Cleveland's actions were done in an apparent attempt to appropriate U.S. Fuel's water for 
itself and deny any such use to U.S. Fuel. 
12. Huntington-Cleveland's wrongful actions have denied U.S. Fuel the use of its 
water for its mining operations, the Town of Hiawatha's municipal water supply and fire 
protection, and the ranch irrigation and stockwatering needs. 
13. U.S. Fuel has returned the wrongfully diverted water to its authorized uses and 
made the necessary repairs to its vandalized pipe. U.S. Fuel has also attempted to amicably 
resolve the conflict with Huntington-Cleveland, but without success. 
14. On or about May 18, 1992, the Board of Directors of Huntington-Cleveland 
sent a letter to U.S. Fuel indicating that any use of water by U.S. Fuel's lessee on U.S. 
Fuel's ranch lands would be charged against said lessee's allocation of Huntington-Cleveland 
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water stock (a copy of letter attached as Exhibit "B"). Such claim constitutes yet another 
claim by Huntington-Cleveland which is contrary to and in derogation of U.S. Fuel's water 
rights. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Statutory Violations) 
15. U.S. Fuel hereby realleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 14 of this 
complaint. 
16. Section 73-1-14 U.C.A. makes it unlawful for anyone to interfere with, injure, 
destroy or remove any head gate or other appliance for the diversion or regulation of water. 
Violators of this statutory section are guilty both of a misdemeanor and liable in damages. 
17. Section 73-1-15 U.C.A. makes it unlawful for any person to obstruct or change 
an established water flow without first receiving written permission for the change. Vested 
rights in water courses are to be protected against all encroachments, and anyone violating 
the terms of said statutory section is guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to damages and 
costs. 
18. Huntington-Cleveland has violated the terms of Section 73-1-14 and Section 
73-1-15 by (a) turning U.S. Fuel's water out of U.S. Fuel's diversion facilities and into the 
stream, (b) vandalizing U.S. Fuel's water distribution system, and (c) interfering with U.S. 
Fuel's authorized use of water by installing a lock on the head gate maintained by U.S. Fuel. 
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19. As a proximate result of Huntington-Cleveland's conduct in violation of 
Sections 73-1-14 and 73-1-15, U.S. Fuel has been damaged in an amount which can not be 
presently estimated with precision but which U.S. Fuel believes may exceed $5,000. 
Accordingly, U.S. Fuel is entitled to compensatory damages from Huntington-Cleveland in 
a sum of $5,000, or in such greater amount as may be proven at trial. 
20. U.S. Fuel is entitled to an order of the court declaring: 
(a) That U.S. Fuel is entitled to maintain its lock on the head gate 
from which it diverts its waters into its water distribution 
system; and 
(b) That Huntington-Cleveland may not lawfully interfere with U.S. 
Fuel's use of water or adjust the head gate, or otherwise 
obstruct the flow of water being diverted by U.S. Fuel, without 
first obtaining the advance written consent of U.S. Fuel. 
21. U.S. Fuel is entitled to recover its costs and attorney's fees incurred in 
prosecuting this first cause of action. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quiet Title) 
22. U.S. Fuel hereby realleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 21 of this 
complaint. 
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23. As a water user having rightfully appropriated water under Utah law, U.S. 
Fuel is entitled to the peaceful use of its water for its authorized purposes without 
interruption or interference by Huntington-Cleveland. 
24. Huntington-Cleveland has both interrupted and interfered with U.S. Fuel's use 
of water by vandalizing its diversion facilities, by turning the water out of U.S. Fuel's water 
distribution system, and by interfering with U.S. Fuels continued use of such water. 
25. In addition, and by virtue of its letter to Mr. Baum of May 18, 1992, 
Huntington-Cleveland is claiming U.S. Fuel's water for its own and seeking to charge U.S. 
Fuel's lessee for use of U.S. Fuel's water. 
26. Finally, Huntington-Cleveland's is now claiming a right to use water under 
diligence claim 2376 (93-1134) which is both adverse and inconsistent with the rights being 
claimed by U.S. Fuel, under its water rights. 
27. Huntington-Cleveland's conduct, as alleged in the second cause of action, 
constitutes a threat to the tide of U.S. Fuel's water and the uses which are dependent 
thereon. 
28. U.S. Fuel is entided to an order of the court: 
(a) Quieting its tide to the waters of Cedar Creek as specifically set 
forth in its water rights; 
(b) A determination that U.S. Fuel's use of water does not interfere 
o . 1J 
with Huntington-Cleveland's use of water; 
(c) A determination that Huntington-Cleveland's claim to water 
under its water rights does not include any of the waters being 
claimed or being placed to use by U.S. Fuel; and 
(d) An order directing Huntington-Cleveland to cease and desist 
from further interference or disruption with U.S. Fuel's use of 
water. 
29. U.S. Fuel is entided to recover its attorney's fees incurred in prosecuting this 
second cause of action. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Adverse Possession) 
30. U.S. Fuel hereby realleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 29 of this 
complaint. 
31. Before 1939, title to water in Utah could be acquired by adverse possession. 
To acquire water by adverse possession there must be a showing of continuous, 
uninterrupted, hostile, notorious, adverse enjoyment under a claim of right for seven years. 
32. U.S. Fuel's use of water out of Cedar Creek has been open, continuous, 
hostile, uninterrupted, and adverse to that of Huntington-Cleveland for more than seven years 
before 1939 under a valid claim of right. 
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33. By reason of U.S. Fuel's use of water before 1939, U.S. Fuel is entitled to an 
order of the court: 
(a) That U.S. Fuel's use of water meets all the requirements of 
acquiring tide by adverse possession; and 
(b) That U.S. Fuel acquired any claim Huntington-Cleveland may 
have had to the subject Cedar Creek waters by adverse 
possession. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Forfeiture) 
34. U.S. Fuel hereby realleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 33 of this 
complaint. 
35. Section 73-1-4 U.C.A. provides in part that when an appropriator shall 
abandon or cease to use water for a period of five years, the right shall cease and thereupon 
such water shall revert to the public. The provisions of this section are applicable whether 
such nonused water is permitted to run to waste or is used by others without right. 
36. As a result of U.S. Fuel's uninterrupted, continuous and hostile use of the 
Cedar Creek waters, those waters have been unavailable to Huntington-Cleveland and have 
not been placed to use for a period of more than five years. 
37. U.S. Fuel is entitled to an order of the court declaring: 
(a) That Huntington-Cleveland has failed to use the waters being 
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placed to use by U.S. Fuel for more than five years and are 
forfeit; and 
(b) That U.S. Fuel is entitled to continue using its water consistent 
with the filings maintained therefore with the Utah State 
Engineer. 
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Statutory Adjudication) 
38. U.S. Fuel hereby alleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 37 of this 
complaint. 
39. There is now ongoing in the San Rafael drainage area, Huntington Creek 
Division, a general adjudication of water rights entitled Proposed Determination of Water 
Rights in the San Rafael River Drainage Area. The water rights of both U.S. Fuel and 
Huntington-Cleveland are listed therein. 
40. Huntington-Cleveland is claiming more water under its water right claims than 
it can beneficially use or has historically beneficially used. Such claims exceed the beneficial 
needs of the historical lands upon which the water is claimed to have been placed to use and 
is contrary to the express limitations on water use set forth in Section 73-1-3 U.C.A. 
41. Huntington-Cleveland did not fully perfect its claims to the Cedar Creek waters 
as necessarily required to assert a valid claim to those waters by diligence. 
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42. Section 73-4-24 U.C.A. empowers the district court to hear and determine 
disputes between competing water users and establish the rights of the respective parties. 
43. As a proximate result of the Huntington-Cleveland's recent but persistent 
disregard of U.S. Fuel's water rights, U.S. Fuel is entitled: 
(a) To a determination by the court that U.S. Fuel's use of water 
under its water rights does not interfere with or otherwise 
impair the water rights of Huntington-Cleveland; 
(b) To a determination by the court that the Cedar Creek waters 
being claimed by Huntington-Cleveland do not include any 
waters claimed by U.S. Fuel under its water rights; and 
(c) To an order of the court limiting Huntington-Cleveland's use of 
water out of Cedar Creek to those waters which naturally arise 
after U.S. Fuel's diversion and use of water under its water 
rights. 
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Estoppel and Laches) 
44. U.S. Fuel hereby realleges the facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 43 of this 
complaint. 
45. With the exception of water right No. 91-251, which was initiated in 1957, 
U.S. Fuel has openly and consistently used its water without objection or meaningful protest 
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from Huntington-Cleveland since no later than 1931. 
46. Since at least 1931, Huntington-Cleveland has stood by and watched U.S. Fuel 
make valuable improvements for the purpose of using its waters. Specifically, but not by 
way of limitation, U.S. Fuel has developed its mines and processing facilities, created a 
town, and operated its ranch in reliance upon having validly appropriated the requisite water 
to meet the needs of those uses. 
47. As a result of Huntington-Cleveland's failure to meaningfully challenge U.S. 
Fuel's use of water for more than sixty years, Huntington-Cleveland is now estopped from 
claiming any of U.S. Fuel's waters. Moreover, Huntington-Cleveland is guilty of laches in 
failing to assert its claim in timely fashion and in failing to challenge any of the State 
Engineer decisions approving U.S. Fuel's use of water. 
48. U.S. Fuel is entitled to: 
(a) A determination of the court that Huntington-Cleveland is 
estopped from claiming the waters being placed to use by U.S. 
Fuel under its water rights; 
(b) A determination of the court that Huntington-Cleveland is guilty 
of laches in failing to timely assert an adverse claim to the 
waters being placed to use by U.S. Fuel; and 
(c) An order of the court that Huntington-Cleveland can not 
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interfere or otherwise claim the water being placed to use by 
U.S. Fuel under its water rights. 
WHEREFORE, U.S. Fuel demands judgment as follows: 
1. As to the first cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) An order of the court declaring (i) that U.S. Fuel 
is entitled to maintain its lock on the head gate 
from which it diverts its water into its water 
distribution system; and (ii) that Huntington-
Cleveland may not lawfully interfere with U.S. 
Fuel's use of water or adjust the head gate, or 
otherwise obstruct the flow of water being 
diverted by U.S. Fuel without first obtaining the 
advance written consent of U.S. Fuel; 
(b) An award of compensatory damages in the sum of 
$5,000 or in such greater amount as may be 
proven at trial; 
(c) An order awarding U.S. Fuel its attorney's fees 
and costs in prosecuting the first cause of action. 
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2. As to the second cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) An order of the court quieting its title to the 
waters of Cedar Creek as specifically set forth in 
U.S. Fuel's water rights; 
(b) A determination that U.S. Fuel's use of water 
does not interfere with Huntington-Cleveland's 
use of water; 
(c) A determination that Huntington-Cleveland's 
claim to water under its water rights does not 
include any of the waters being claimed or placed 
to use by U.S. Fuel; and 
(d) An order directing Huntington-cleveland to cease 
and desist from further interference or disruption 
with U.S. Fuel's use of water. 
3. As to the third cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) A determination of the court that U.S. Fuel's use 
of water has met all of the requirements of 
acquiring Huntington-Cleveland's water by 
adverse possession; and 
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(b) An order of the court that U.S. Fuel has acquired 
any claim Huntington-Cleveland may have had to 
the Cedar Creek waters being placed to use by 
U.S. Fuel. 
As to the fourth cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) A determination of the court that Huntington-
Cleveland has failed to use the waters being 
placed to use by U.S. Fuel for more than five 
years and are forfeit; and 
(b) An order of the court that U.S. Fuel is entitled to 
continue using its water consistent with the filings 
maintained therefore with the Utah State 
Engineer. 
As to the fifth cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) A determination by the court that U.S. Fuel's use 
of water under its water rights does not interfere 
with or otherwise impair the water rights of 
Huntington-Cleveland; 
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(b) A determination by the court that the Cedar Creek 
waters being claimed by Huntington-Cleveland do 
not include any waters claimed by U.S. Fuel 
under its water rights; and 
(c) To an order of the court directing Huntington-
Cleveland's use of water out of Cedar Creek to 
those waters which naturally arise after U.S. 
Fuel's diversion and use of water under its water 
rights. 
As to the sixth cause of action, U.S. Fuel demands: 
(a) A determination of the court that Huntington-
Cleveland is estopped from claiming the waters 
being placed to use by U.S. Fuel under its water 
rights; 
(b) A determination of the court that Huntington-
Cleveland is guilty of laches in failing to timely 
assert an adverse claim to the waters being 
claimed by U.S. Fuel; and 
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(c) An order of the court that Huntington-Cleveland 
can not interfere or otherwise claim the water 
being placed to use by U.S. Fuel under its water 
rights. 
7. As to all causes of action, U.S. Fuel demands its costs of court and such other 
relief as the court deems just under the circumstances. 
DATED this ^ ^ay of June, 1992. 
BACHTELL 
John W^AfrdCTson 
A. John Davis 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Plaintiffs address: 
P.O. Box A 
Hiawatha, Utah 84527 
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EXHIBIT A 
US FUEL WATER RIGHTS 
wuc 
| Number | 
91-251 
91-316 
93-164 
93-267 
93-508 
93-512 
93-516 
93-520 
93-904 
93-964 
93-970 
93-1089 
93-3524 
93-3525 
Diversion 
Location 
Underground Water 
King No. 1 Mine 
Underground Water 
King No. 1 Mine 
Right Fork Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
1 North Boy Scout Spring 
Ben Johnson Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Unnamed Spring 
Cedar Creek 
Underground Water 
Mohrland Mine 
Cedar Creek 
Cedar Creek 
Priority 
Date 
10-11-57 
1910 
1875 
1902 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
06-04-07 
08-17-29 
04-10-30 
July 
1910 
04-10-30 
04-10-30 
Type 
of Right 1 
Certificate 
6085 
Certificate 
al812 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Diligence 
Certificate 
107B 
Certificate 
2158 
Certificate 
2195 
UGWC 
Certificate 
2195 
Certificate 
2195 1 
HUNTINGTON-CLEVELAND IRRIGATION COMPANY 
65 North Main 
Huntington, Utah 84628 
Telephone (801)687-2505 
May 1 3 , 1992 
U S Fuel company 
Hiawatha, Utah 84527 
ATTENTION: MR. MIKE BON 
Dear Mr. Bon, 
Huntington Cleveland Irrigation company corvee noticw thai if 
any one turns the water out of the Cleveland Canal, Cedar 
Creek feeder ditch, Mr. Jimmy Allred will be charged tor water 
diverted against his allocation of Huntington Cleveland 
Irrigation water stock for the year. 
Sincerely, 
HUNTINGTON CLEVELAND IRRIGATION CO. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TabU 
W $ 1 W ) M I N G FOR WATER IN THE 
?\S} . *#•*' Q T A T F n r TTTAW 
SF:P \ 7 t997 *• 
W A T t R BIGHTS 
SALT LAKE 
ST TE OF UT H 
DILIGENCE CLAIM 
^£1 Rec. by 
ran Rec, 
/ 
Receipt # 
Microfilmed 
Roli * 
Claim to surface water by right of use. prior to March 12r 1903, is hereby made and filed with the State Engineer, 
as prima facie evidence of a water right in accordance with the requirements of the Laws of Utah. 
WATER RIGHT NO. ' 1 7 ) o l ^ j Q •DILIGENCE NO. I M o Z l ^ 
I. PRIORITY DATE OF RIGHT CLAIMED: March 1. 1882 'FILING DATE: ^ l l 1V]2. 
2. OWNER INFORMATION 
Name: United States Fuel Company "Interest: % 
Address: P.O. Box A 
City: Hiawatha State: Utah .Zip Code: 84527 
3. QUANTITY OF WATER:. 
4. SOURCE: Cedar Creek 
2.5 cfs and/or ac-ft. 
•DRAINAGE: 
COUNTY: Emery 
which is tributary to 
which is tributary to 
POINT(S) OF DIVERSION: 
South 60 feet and West 280 feet from the NlA Corner. Section 24, Township 16 South. Range 8 East. 
SLB&M. 
Description of Diverting Works: A ditch running southerly and an earth and rock dam. 
at a point: 
5. FOINT(S) OF RFDIVERSION 
The water will be rediverted from 
Description of Diverting Works:_ 
6. POINT(S) OF RETURN 
The amount of water consumed is 
The amount of water returned is 
The water will be returned to the natural stream/source at a point(s): 
cfs or 
cfs or 
ac-ft 
ac-ft 
7. STORAGE 
Reservoir Name: 
Capacity: 
_ac ft. Inundated Area: 
feet. 
Storage Period: from_ to 
acres 
Height of dam: 
Legal description of inundated area by 40 acre tract:_ 
m m 33 
It! 
8. List any other water rights-which will supplement this application 
•These items are io be completed by Division of Water Rights 
Diligence 
9. NATURE AND PERIOD OF USE 
Irrigation: From March 15 
Stockwatering: From 
Domestic: From_ 
Municipal: From, 
Mining: From 
Power: From 
From Other: 
to October 15 
_to 
Jo 
_to 
_to 
_to 
to 
10. PURPOSE AND EXTENT OF USE 
Irrigation: 229.3 
Stockwatering (number and, kind): 
Domestic. 
acres. Sole supply of acres. 
Families and/or Persons. 
Municipal (name): 
Mining: 
Ores mined: 
Power: Plant name: 
Other (describe): 
Mining District in the Mine. 
Type: Capacity: kw. 
11. PLACE O F USE 
Legal description of place of use by 40 acre tractfs): SWMSWVi Section 19. SWV&NEKte. NEV4NWV4. 
NW%NW'/4. SWKNWVt. SEHNWV4. NEV4SWM. NWV4SWK. SWKSWK. SEKSWfr. NEV4SEV4. 
NWV4SEV4. SW%SE!/4. SEKSEK. Section 30. Township 16 South. Range 9 East. SLB&M. 
12. EXPLANATORY 
The following is set forth to define more clearly the full purpose of this diligence claim. (Use additional 
pages of the same size if necessary): The diversion and carrying works for this water right were begun in 
the spring of 1881 and water was diverted and placed to use in March. 1882 for the purpose of irrigation on 
the above-described lands. United States Fuel Company is successor in interest to these properties and the 
water right apputenant thereto. 
*********** *****************************************************************^ 
The claimant acknowledges the accuracy of the information contained herein, at the time of filing. 
STATE OF UTAH: 
COUNTY OF ^ >v>ewy_ 
ss 
<>, 
I, being duly sworn, do hereby certify that I am the claimant, or agent of the claimant, to a right to the 
us,e of water as set forth in the foregoing statement of facts. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
{Seal) 
My 
J?J..T ^ 4 
Signature of Claimant(s) 
day of G L u . J - . 19 H X-
Wx^O-ve .^ , , sJ-X V ^ V l ^ < 
Notary Public 
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f i * Amended * Receipt*. 
<i * DILIGENCE CLAIM MlCf0fl!mcd 
WATER RIGHTS *° " * 
SALT LAKE , ^ , ,
 r f 
Claim to surface water by right of use, prioi to March 12,1903, is hereby made and filed with the State Lngmeer, 
as prima facie evidence of a water right in accordance with the requirements of the Laws of Utah 
* WATER RIGHT NO 93 _ 1 1 3 4 * DILIGENCE NO D 2 3 7 6 
1 PRIORITY DATE OF RIGHT CLAIMED 1877 « TILING DAI E 
2 OWNER INFORMATION 
Name Huntington Cleveland Irr iga t ion Company - Interest % 
Address 55 North Mam 
City Huntington state Utah Zipcode 84528 
3 QUANTITY OF WATER- iQ- 0 cfs and/or ac ft 
4 SOURCE- Cedar Creek * DRAINAGE 
which is tributary to Huntington Creek , 
which is tributary to San Rafael River 
POINT(S) OF DIVERSION: COUNTY E m e r y 
South 180 f t . West 850 f t . from NE corner, Sect ion 8, TI7S, R9E, SLB&M 
(Current l o c a t i o n . See Attachment 1 for explanat ion . ) 
Description of Diverting Works 2 f t . x 5 f t . opening into a 30- foot canal 
5. POINT(S) OF REDIVERSION 
The water is rediverted from at a point(s) 
Description of Diverting Works 
6.POlNT(S) OF RETURN 
The amount of water consumed is cfs or ac-ft 
The amount of water returned is cfs or ac ft 
The water will be returned to the natural stream/source at a pomt(s) 
7. STORAGE 
Reservoir Name Storage Period from to. 
Capacity acft Inundated Area acres 
Height of dam feet 
Legal description of inundated area by 40 acre tract(s) 
8. List any other water rights which are appurtenant to this claim-
* Those Items are to be completed by the Division of Water Rights 
Diligence 
3. NATURE AND PERIOD OF USE 
Irrigation:* 
Stockwatering: 
Domestic: 
Municipal: 
Mining: 
Power: 
Other: 
10. PURPOSE AND EXTENT OF USE 
Irrigation: 19,532.46 
From March- 2 
From January 1 
From January 1 
From 
From 
From 
From 
.to November .14 
to December 31 
. to December 31 
.to 
.to 
-to 
-to 
.acres. Sole supply of. 
.acres 
Stockwatering (number and kind): 3,000 catt le 
Domestic: 300 Families and/or.. 
Municipal (name): 
Mining: 
Persons 
Mining District in the. .Mine 
Ores mined:. 
Power: Plant name: 
Other (describe): 
.Type: .Capacity: 
11. PLACE OF USE 
Legal description of place o( use by 40 acre tract(s): See Attachment 2. (Same as on 
93-1134 as amended by S t a t e Engineer) 
12. EXPLANATORY 
The following is set forth to define more clearly the full purpose of this diligence claim. (Use additional 
pages of same size if necessary): See Attachment 1, 
The claimant acknowledges the accuracy of the information contained herein, at the time of filing. 
ss STATE OF UTAH: 
COUNTY or S a l t L a k e 
I, being duly sworn, do hereby certify that lam the claimant, or agent of the claimant, to a right to the 
use of water as set forth in the foregoing statement of facts. 
Signature of ClaimAnt(s) 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ 
(Seal) 
My 
.dayof /Z^t^oZ , iq /<? 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
TAMI A- JENSEN 
L^@ ^PSouth Ttmpb #1100 
SaU L*k« Ctty. Utth 84010 
My CommUtlofl Expires 
STATE OF UTAH 
Notary Public 
ATTACHMENT 1 
Amended Diligence Claim No. 2367 
Amended Water Right No. 93-1134 
Huntington Cleveland Irrigation Company is a non-profit mutual 
irrigation company providing water to its shareholders. Attachment 
2 contains the description of the land serviced by the Company as 
of 1970 when this diligence claim was originally filed, as amended 
by the State Engineer. (See the Statement of Water User's Claim 
No. 93-1134 prepared by the State Engineer in connection with the 
San Rafael River Adjudication.) 
This diligence claim pertains to the waters of Cedar Creek. 
The 1885 priority date listed in the original diligence claim was 
based on the date that the Cleveland Canal was begun. The 
Cleveland Canal has intercepted the entire flow of Cedar Creek 
since its inception. However, it has recently been determined that 
the waters of Cedar Creek were intercepted prior to 1885 by another 
canal known as the "North Ditch." Construction of the North Ditch 
began in November, 1877. Both the North Ditch and the Cleveland 
Canal divert water from Huntington Creek west of Cedar Creek, run 
roughly parallel to each other across Cedar Creek to lands east of 
Cedar Creek. Since the Cleveland Canal is upstream from the North 
Ditch, once it crossed Cedar Creek, it has intercepted all of Cedar 
Creek from that point in time on to the present. 
The original point of diversion prior to 1885 was at the point 
where the North Ditch crosses Cedar Creek, which point is 
approximately North 2200 feet and West 600 feet from the Southeast 
corner of Section 8, T17S, R9E, SLBM. The point of diversion after 
1885 and to the present is where the Cleveland Canal crosses Cedar 
Creek, which point is approximately South 180 feet and West 850 
feet from the Northeast corner of Section 8, T17S, R9E, SLBM. 
The various canal associations in the area, specifically 
including those of the Cleveland Canal and the North Ditch, all 
merged in 1931 to form the present Huntington Cleveland Irrigation 
Company. As a result of this merger, the Huntington Cleveland 
Irrigation Company is the successor in interest to original owners 
of both the Cleveland Canal and the North Ditch. Because its 
predecessors in interest first began using the waters of Cedar 
Creek with the 1877 North Ditch, Huntington Cleveland Irrigation 
Company hereby amends its original diligence claim to reflect that 
earlier priority date of 1877. 
A t t a c h m e n t 2 
IHIWI T N C I O N - O r v n MIII iniucA'f u in coiir/viY 
CEDAR CUE! K 
CLAIMS US1D TOR 1'URPQSE n r s C R H T D : 9 3 - 7 7 2 , 2 4 3 , 7 M , n 5 4 , 3 0 3 , 304 , 3 0 9 , 
310 , 9 2 8 , 9 5 1 , U 3 / « , H 3 f s 1 1 3 7 , 1 1 3 8 , 
111*1, 2 1 9 0 - 2 7 1 0 , 2 2 1 7 - 2 2 1 9 o n : 5 . 5 a c s . 
i n NE^NC1*, 1 0 . 9 a c s . i n ME'tfE1*, 7 3 . 6 a c s , i n SE'tSE'*, 9 . 0 a c s . i n SW^SEV., S e c . 9 ; 
8 . 5 a c s . i n » n l W i : t 1 0 . 3 a c s . i n SW'.HW1 '., 1A . I a c s . i n UE'-.SE1', 7 0 . 6 a c s . i n 
NV^SE**, 9 . 0 a c s . i n NESsW, 1 7 . 0 a c s . in %rV» , 1 f ' . , A .9 a c s . i n SEVSE'r, 2 9 . 8 a c s . 
i n SVr.Sr1'., 9 . 9 a c s . i n S f W < , 3 8 . 8 a c . . i n Vf**\*<, S e c . 1 0 ; 7 . 1 a c s . In 
NW'.NWf, 7 . 1 a c s . inSE.Vjfl.V 8 . 8 a c s . i n SUVlwU, 3 .7 a c s . i n NE^.SE1-*, 11.A a c s . 
i n HW<SE\c, A. 6 a c s . i n N E W » , 3 3 . 1 a c s . in riUV^Vt, 2 4 . 9 a c s . i n SE'rSEV,, 
2 8 . 6 a c s . i n S^sSEk, 32 . A a c n . i n SE'<SW\t / , 0 . 0 ac«?. i n S '^SWc, S e c . 1 1 ; 
1 5 . 9 a c s . i n SP'SU'V., 3 1 . 2 . u ^ . J u S ^ ' A . , S e c . 1 2 : 1 2 . 3 3 a c s . i n MEVlC1*, 6 . 0 7 
a c s . i n Nl/VNE-'c, 3 6 . 6 a c s . i n NE^NW1', 3A . 7 a c s . i n NW .^NV1-, 1 3 . 5 8 a c s . i n 
SE'-.Jir1'., 2A.A8 a c s . i n SWkNE1', 3ri.r> a c s . i n sr^.NU^, 3 7 . 3 a c s . i n SlftNVi, 
3 0 . 2 6 a c . i n NrVsr ' r , 7 6 . 7 3 - i c s . In NW'SEV, , AO.O n c s . i n NEV.SW-, 3 9 . 0 a c s . 
i n NW<S\A, 39.A a c s . i n SE'^SI1:, 39.A a c s . i n SV'tSEk, 3Q.A a c s . i n SEV.SWV., 
3 8 . 1 a c s . i n S\ASU\, S e c . 3 3 : 17.A a c s . i n NLV:NEV,, 1 7 . 1 a c s . i n N^NF**, 
5 . 7 a c s . i n NE^NW1*, 3 3 . 1 a c s . i n W^Ntf ' , 79.A a c s . i n SE'-NE^, 2 0 . 6 a c s . i n 
SW^NEk, 1 6 . 2 a c s . i n SF'<NV\, 7 5 . 9 a c s . i n S l ^ H ^ t , AO.O a c s . i n NE^SE1*, AO.O 
a c s . i n \M-,STk, 3 8 . 2 n c s . i n Nd.St f t , AO.O a c s . i n NVlVStf;, 3 8 . 6 a c s . i n SE^SE1*, 
3 7 . 8 a c s . i n SWuSEV, 2 8 . 6 a c s . i n SE^SW'', 2 0 . 1 a c s . i n S'/^SWV., S e c . 1A; 1 8 . 6 
a c s . i n NE'-.NC^, 10.A a c s . i n Nt^NE1*, 1 Q .7 a c s . i n NEkNtfs, 19.A a c s . i n NUkNW1' 
8 . A a c s . i n SE-'sN!'*, 7 5 . 1 a c s . in Si^NE1 ; , 3 1 . 8 a c s . i n Sr^NV1*, 3 3 . 3 a c s . i n 
SV/SrWA, 3 3 . 5 a c s . i n NE'cSEV., 37.A a c s . i n NU^SE1'., 3 7 . 6 a c s . i n NE^SWt, 1 8 . 9 a c s . 
i n Nt.'«SW*<, 3 2 . 0 ac«;. i n SE'.SE't, 3 8 . 0 n c n . i n S\ASE^, 1 0 . 0 n c s . i n SF^SWi:, 6 . 2 
a c s . i n SWsSiA, S e c . I S ; 3 . 0 a c s . i n NE^NE',;, S e c . 1 6 : 1 2 . 7 a c s . i n NPtHE1*, 2 3 . 2 
a c s . i n NU^NE^., S e c . 7 2 ; 3 9 . 3 a c s . In N E W . , 3 0 . 2 a c s . i n M/^HEV;, 3 9 . 5 a c s . i n 
JU'VIW1.., 1 3 . 3 a c s . i n HWtNWV., 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n SEV.NE't, 3 5 . 0 a c s . i n S l / W i , 9 . 8 a c s . 
i n Stf'NW**, 2 , 3 n c s . i n StAwV., 3Q.6 a c s . i n IIEVJCV., 35.A a c s . i n Ntf'SE'r., 3 8 . 6 
a c s . i n SJ.^SE''., 2 5 . 9 a c s . in SWVSl'*, S e c . 2 3 ; AO.O a c * . in NEkNEV., 3 0 . 0 a c s . i n 
NlfjNE1*, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n N ^ N " 1 , , 37.A a c s . i n W A l ^ t , AO.O a c s . i n SE'«;NEk, 3 5 . 7 a c s . 
i n SWxNPi, AO.O a c s . i n S E W ' . , 3 9 . n a c s . i n S lVnA; , 3 ° . 8 a c s . i n NE'<.SFk, 3 7 . 8 
a c s . I n NV^SFk, 3 5 . 2 a c s . i n NFl«;Stf<, 3 9 . 0 nc«^. i n N W k S ^ , 8.A a c s . i n SE!iSESc, 
1 2 . 0 a c s . i n SWV.SEk, 3 7 . 6 a c s . i n SE^SV/1', 3 ° . ^ a c s . i n SW,SW\, S e c . 2A: 1.2 a c s . 
i n NE?<NEV,, 1A.A n c s . i n N W W < , S e c . 2 5 : 1 3 . 6 a c s . in STkNEk, 1 .2 a c s . i n W V l F ^ , 
S e c . ? 6 t T 1 7 S , P9E, SEE.&H; 2 6 . 5 nc<;. In s r ^ s r k , 1 8 . 5 a c s . i n SWV.SF!<, 1 5 . 1 ac«^. 
1luntliMll'<Mi-Clr-\v.lHivl IrrlfV'l l*u ^ompnuv 
CEOAR CREEK, ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
i n SEV.SV<, S e c . 8; 1 6 . 7 n c s . in SWV.SE?;:, 1 8 . 6 a c s . i n SF.VSWV., 2 5 . 7 a c s . i n 
SWVSWV, S e c . 9 : 0 . 6
 ; u : . in SR.V..WV, I..0 a c . in SVrflWr, U . . 0 a c s . i n HWVSWV, 3 . 0 
a c s . i n SWVsW, S e c . 1 5 ; 5 . 0 a c s . i n NEVNEV, 3 9 . 9 n c s . in UWVNEV, 3.4.7 a c s . i n 
NE^NWV, 1 4 . 1 a c s . in NWiNUV;, 1 5 . 5 a c s . i n S"V:uV., 3 9 . 5 .v . : ; . In SEV.HWV. 7 4 . 6 
a c s . i n SWVN«A, 2 . 0 n c s . in NEV.SEV, 2 5 . 0 a c s . i n Ni^SRV, 3 2 . 7 a c s . i n NR.VSWV, 
4 0 . 0 nc<i. i n Nl/VSUV, 2 2 . 0 a c s . i n SF.VSEk, 1 6 . 0 n c s . i n Sl.^SEV., 1 4 . 6 a c s . i n 
SEVSWV, 3 9 . 0 a c r . in SWV.SU'V, S e c . 16 : 34 .4 a c s . in MEVNEV, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n flVVNEV, 
3 9 . 2 a c s . i n NEV.NWV, 3 0 . 2 a c s . i n H«V;NWV, 1 4 . 9 a c s . i n S I N E ' S , 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n 
S E V N V V , 3 4 . 2 a c s . i n SWV.NWV, 3 4 . 5 a c s . i n TJEVSRV, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NRVSl?V, 3 7 . 3 a c s . 
i n NVfrStft, 3 9 . 5 n c s . i n SE'-SEV, 1 6 . 2 a c s . i n SWSEV, 3 3 . 4 a c s . i n SEVSl'V, 2 7 . 9 
A C S . i n SV«V.SW\c, S e c . 1 7 : 1 2 . 5 n c s . i n NEV.NEV., 1 3 . 6 a c s . in t«ANF>., 3 8 . 8 n c s . 
i n SE-VtlEV, 3 3 . 0 a c s . i n SWVNEV, 7 8 . 0 a c s . i n SEV.NWV., 1 5 . 8 8 a c s . i n SWVtl'/V., 2 5 . 9 
a c s . i n NEVISEV, 3 5 . 6 a c s . i n NWV.SF.V, 3 5 . 6 5 a c s . i n NEV.SU1!, 3 5 . 1 4 a c s . i n HVftSWV, 
9 . 8 n c s . i n SUVSEV, 3 . 2 a c s . i n SEVSl.'V, 3 9 . 3 a c s . i n SW-SW, S e c . 1 8 ; 1 7 . 2 a c s . 
i n N E V N E V , 1.4 a c s . i n N\/<NRV, 2 5 . 2 .icfi. in NWVtlW., 3 9 . 4 a c s . i n S E V N E V , 3 0 . 3 
a c s . i n SWVNF.V, 1 5 . 6 a c s . i n SVVwV, 1 4 . 6 a c s . i n tlEVSEV, 2 6 . 4 o c s . i n tWVSEV,, 
3 1 . 3 n c s . i n NRVSV1,;, 2 3 . 7 n c s . i n NVVsvfV., S e c . !<*: 7R.2 a c s . i n TIEVURV, 3 5 . 1 
n c s . i n U^NEV;, 1 3 . 6 a c s . i n NE^Nl*;, 3 4 . 1 a c s . f n NWV;NV!V, I f , . 9 a c s . i n S R V N E V , 
2 6 . 6 a c s . i n SHV;NEl\ 3 9 . 0 n c s . i n S E W s , 3 5 . 6 a c s . i n StfrflW:, 3 1 . 6 a c s . i n 
NEkSEV, 2 2 . 5 a c s . i n NVVSEV, 3 9 . 4 a c s . i n NE\SVh, 3 2 . 5 n c s . i n NW^SWV, 1 4 . 2 
a c s . i n SEVSRV. , 2 3 . 6 a c s . ' i n S W ^ S E V , 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SEV.SW:t, 3 7 . 2 a c s . i n SW^SlJV, 
S e c . 2 0 : 3 4 . 0 a c s . i n NEVHRV., 1 2 . 6 a c s . i n NW^NR-V., 2 7 . 4 a c s . i n NEVNWV, 2 9 . 8 
a c s . i n NWVtJWV, 2 2 . 7 n c s . i n SRV.NRV, f . .5 a c s . i n Sl^NE.V, 1 8 . 8 a c s . i n SEVHWV, 
3 3 . 2 a c s . i n SW«NWV, 1 7 . 0 a c s . i n NF'-:SE?<, 2 7 . 6 a c s . i n KV*-SRV« 2 1 . 9 a c s . i n 
tl&iSUk, 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n NWSWV, 1.1 n c s . i n SRVSR.V, 1 5 . 6 a c s . i n SUkSR.V, 6 . 4 a c s . 
" i n SE-VSWV, 2 7 . 8 a c s . i n SWVSV/V, S e c . 2 1 ; 1 .2 n c s . i n fnWNEV, 7 , 4 a c s . i n NEVNWV;, 
2 5 . 8 n c s . i n NV^NW, 2 0 . 2 a c s . i n St>.Ni-?V, S e c . 7.8: 2 4 . 7 a c s . i n HF.V.NEV., 2 2 . 5 a c s . 
i n NWVNRV, 8 . 2 a c s . i n NEVNVJV, 1 4 . 6 a c s . 1n NVVHVV," 3 3 . 3 a c s . i n SEV.MF.V, 1.7 a c s . 
i n SVfxNE1:, 1.1 a c s . i u SEV.MWV., 2 3 . 7 a c s . i n 'lEVSEV., 1 2 . 4 a c s . i n NUVSRV, 4 . 2 a c s . 
i n SVV;SEV, S e c . 7 9 , T 1 7 S , R10E, Sl.ft&M, ov a t o t a l a c r e a g e of 5 3 2 8 . 6 2 a c r e s . 
SAND WASH 
CUI.HS USED FOR PUUPOSE DKSCU1UEO: 9 3 - 2 2 2 , 2 4 3 , 2 5 3 , 254
 f 3 0 3 , 3 0 4 , 3 0 9 , 
310 , 9 2 8 , 9 5 0 , 9 5 1 , 1 1 3 4 , 1 1 3 6 , 1 1 3 7 , 
1 1 3 0 , 1139 , 2 1 9 0 - 2 2 1 0 , 2 2 1 7 - 2 2 1 9 , 
9 1 - 3 8 6 6 o n : 0 . 1 5 a c . i n UVJtStft, 1 .0 
a c . i n NWVSIft, 9 . 7 n c s . i n NEVSWV, 2 0 . 0 a c s . i n tflASWj, 1 7 . 9 a c s . i n SE^SE's, 
2 9 . 7 a c s . In SlASE1-*, 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n SE*,.St/,;, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SWiSWlj;, S e c . 3 2 ; 
7 . 9 a c s . Jn SE'tSE1*, .17.0 a c s . i n SWtStf*. 2 4 . 4 a c s . i n SF.^SW1*, 1 9 - 0 a c s . 
i n SWV.SW1*, S e c . 3 3 : 1.4 a c s . i n StfsSW*, S e c . 34 , T15S , R10E, SLB&M; 3 . 8 
a c s . i n SE'sNE**, 2 8 . 0 a c s . i n SW^HEV., 2 9 . 0 ncfl . In NEKcSEV., 1 6 . 5 a c s . i n NUiiSFA, 
2 9 . 2 a c s . i n SE^SE't , 3 4 . 4 a c s . i n SWVSF.?£, S e c . 1 3 ; 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NE*tNEk, 
2 0 . 3 a c s . i n NW^NE1*, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SE'rHE'i, 7 . 9 a c s . i n SVTtNEk, 3 1 . 9 a c s . 
i n NE'iSE'i;, 1 6 . 0 a c s . i n SE-'cSE'c, S e c - 2 4 ; 2 6 . 2 n c s . i n NF.kSEk, 1 1 . 0 a c s . 
i n HW-tSE't, 3 2 . 0 a c s . i n SE'tSE1*, 1 3 . 8 a c s . in SWtSE**, S e c . 2 5 ; 2 5 . 0 a c s . 
i n NE'tNE'i, 4 . 7 n c s . i n NV.\NE'i, 7 .7 a c s . i n SE^NE't, 8 . 9 a c s . i n NE'iSE'-t, 
1 7 . 7 a c s . i n N ^ t S E ^ , 3 2 . 9 n c s . In NF.'cSW'i, 2 1 . 6 a c s . i n NW'SW'j, 2 8 . 6 a c s . i n 
SE' iSE^, 3 8 . 5 n c s . in SV.'^SE'/:, 3 6 . 6 n c s . In SE'tSWc, 1 3 . 2 n c s . i n S lAsWt , S e c . 3 6 , 
T 1 6 S , R9E, SLK&H; 1 1 . 0 a c s . i n SW!*SWt. S e c . 3 ; 1 1 . 8 a c s . i n SE'tSE't . 2 0 . 0 a c s . 
i n S\?lSVh, 7 . 6 a c s . i n SE'tSW*, 2 9 . 9 a c s . i n SWkSWi;, S e c . 4 ; 1 2 . 5 a c s . i n NE'tNE^, 
3 0 . 7 a c s . i n M&Ek, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NF.'cMW1*, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n ! ^ N l / < , 3 9 - 7 a c s . i n 
SE^NEJt, 2 1 . 5 a c s . In SW'tNE^, 34-7 n c s . i n SF\N1&, 2 7 . 8 a c s - i n SWtyfl/*, S e c . 5 ; 
1 3 . 2 a c s . i n SKkNWx, 4 . 1 a c s . i n S W W c , 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n KE'tSEk, 3 8 . 9 a c s . i n 
i 
HWta&c, 1 1 . 2 a c s . i n NE'sStfi;, 3 7 . 8 a c s . i n SF.VSEk, 3 9 . 6 a c s . i n Stf-iSE'*, S e c . 7 ; 
3 7 . 3 n c s . i n NF.'-cSE'i, 1 9 . 6 n c s . i n HV^Stft, 2 . 5 a c s . i n SEl<SE!i, 4 . 8 a c s . i n 
SW\;SF^, 1 .2 a c s . i n SFASW^, 3 1 . 3 a c s . i n SW^SWt, S e c . 8 ; 4 . 0 a c s . i n UEkS0t, 
3 0 . 7 a c s . i n NW^SEk, 3 2 . 8 a c s . i n NFJtSWt, 3 4 . 4 a c s . i n NWScSVfc, 3 7 . 1 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 
4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SW^SE1*, 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SE^SW*<, 4 0 . 0 n c s . i n SV^Stik, S e c . 9 ; 1 6 . 3 
a c s . i n SE^St f i , 2 8 . 5 a c s . i n SVAStfs, S e c . 1 0 ; 8 . 6 a c s . i n NE^NWk, 1 3 . 7 a c s . i n 
NWrNtfi, S e c . 1 5 ; 3 4 . 7 a c s . i n NW^NE'i, 3 8 . 7 n c s . i n NE^Nl-^, 4 0 . 0 n c s . i n NWV.Wi, 
3 6 . 3 a c s . i n SE?£NE'-<, 3 7 . 3 n c s . i n SV/iNEV, 3 7 . 4 a c s . i n SE'iNW1*, 3 8 . 0 a c s . i n 
SWVNWc, 3 5 . 4 n c s . i n NE'tSE1*, 2 6 . 2 n c s . i n NtftSE1*, 1 8 . 0 n c s . In NE^SWc, 9 . 7 a c e . 
i n NWtSWt, 1 8 . 4 n c s . i n SWSSE't, 2 2 . 0 a c s . i n SWkSWt S e c . 1 7 ; 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n NEkNE't, 
3 4 . 5 n c s . i n NWV.NE'i:, 1 4 . 4 n c s . i n SE'rNE^, 0 . 4 o c e . i n T A N E ^ , 1 3 . 8 a c e . i n SE^NWk, 
1 9 . 8 a c s . i n SW^N'A, 2 2 . 4 n c s . i n WhSrk, 2 2 . 4 n c s . i n KE^SWS:, 2 7 . 0 a c s . i n 
NVkSWk, 1 5 . 8 a c s . i n SE^SE't, 4 . 4 a c s . i n SV 'SE^ , 3 8 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSW1*, 3 5 . 7 
a c s . i n SW^Stfc, S e c . 1 8 ; 2 2 . 6 a c s . i n NE'iNEk, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n HW^NEVc, 3 5 . 6 a c s . i n 
Hunt inr . t -on-Cl o v o l and I r r l r . ' U Ion Owtpnnv 
SAND V?ASU ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
NI-:V.HW!t, 3 2 . 8 a c s . i n NW'Ntf'., 3A. A a c s . in Sd-.NF.V., 3 7 . 0 ; , c s . in Stf'NE*-:, 3 8 . 7 a c s . 
i n StfiNW**, 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n SW\NW's, / |0 . () a c s . In NE'iSE1'.. AO.O a c s . it! NVA.SF.V., AO.O 
a c s . i n NF.V.SU'S;, AO.O a c s . In NtA-SWV, 3 9 . n a c s . In Sr}<Slx;, 3 9 . ^ a c s . In SW/.SE1!:, 
AO.O a c s . i n SEA-SI.*1', AO.O a c s . i n SW:r,Vdr, S e c . 19 ; 6 . 2 a c s . i n NWS;!!F>., A.O a c s . 
i n ME'-tNtf1*, 2 9 . 6 a c s . i n m A N ^ s , 1 3 . 7 a c s . i n SF.V.NFU, 2 9 . 2 a c s . i n SWsNE1*. 3 1 . 7 
a c s . i n S F > M . , 3A. 3 a c s . i n SV.H-N\A, 2 7 . 2 a c s . i n Ntfr.SFV.. 2 6 . 2 a c s . i n ' ^ t S K ' i , 
39.A a c s . i n NF.VSM/r., 3 9 . 8 a c s . i n NW,-'.SV,*f 3A.R n c s . i n SE'tSE*-, 3 3 . 7 a c s . in 
SUVSEl*, 3 3 . 7 a c s . i n SFAcSU1*, 29J* a c s . In SlASW?*, S e c . 2 0 : 9 . 2 n c s . in NE^NF.k, 
3 2 . 0 n c s . i n SE^NE1*, A. 7 a c s . i n SE^N'" ' , 7 2 . 2 a c s . i n r;W<?!W^ 19.A a c s . i n 
NE'iSEV:, 3A.1 a c s . i n M K V S I A , 2 6 . « a c s . in K\ASW<, 2 0 . 8 a c s . i n S l ^ S t f ' , 13.A a c s . 
i n SF.V.SWV, 3A.8 a c s . i n StASWV,, S e c . 2 1 : 6 . 1 a c s . i n N l ^ W r . , 1 7 . 3 a c s . i n 
SE^N^A, 1 3 . 9 a c s . i n S l A m A , 0 . 3 a c s . i n tiEVSF\, 1A.R a c s . i n NVJ*i;SEl<, 2 8 . 0 a c s . 
in NE'sSl/V., 1 0 . 7 a c s . i n N^'Stf-;, 1 « . 7 a c s . in SEV.SE1.:, 1A.2 a c s . i n SW^SE^, 1 9 . 2 
a c s . i n SE^.SW1*, 2 0 . 9 a c s . i n SW^SW?*, S e c . 2 2 : 2 6 . 1 a c s . i n SF.kK'Wk, 2 3 . 0 a c s . 
i n SU^NV/U, 3 8 . A a c s . i n WASE1 ' , A 0 . 0 a c s . i n HF.'sSW*, 3 5 . 7 a c s . i n NV^SWV, 3 3 . 9 
a c s . i n SV^SF^, 3 3 . 0 a c s . i n SF.'r.SWi, 3 3 . 7 a c s . in StfiSV.^, S e c . 2 6 ; 1 9 . 2 a c s . 
i n NW'iNE's, 1 9 . 5 a c s . i n NF.^ NWV, 7 9 . 2 a c s . i n HV.*<NVJ^ t 1 0 . 1 a c s . i n SE^NE1*, 3 6 . 2 
a c s . i n SUn-r.NE^, 18.A a c s . i n SEtyHA, ?.0.1 a c s . i n SW!f.W>*<, 2 2 . 0 a c s . i n UFkSFh, 
2 0 . 1 a c s . i n NUV.SF.N;, 7.3.5 a c s . i n NE'sSWn, 3 2 . 5 a c s . i n KVASW1;, 3 6 . 2
 3 C <; . i n 
SEkSE' i , 3 9 . 2 a c s . i n SW^SKk, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n SEV.SV<, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n StfiSW1*, S e c . 2 7 ; 
9 . 0 5 a c s . i n NF.V.NEk, 3 0 . 6 a c s . i n H^NK 1 ^ 36.A a c s . i n NE^NV*<f AO.O a c s . i n 
NW^HVk, 2 5 . 7 a c s . i n SE'sNF.U, 3 9 . 0 a c s . i n S ^ N F A , 2 1 . 0 a c s . i n NF^SE1*, 2 2 . 6 a c s . 
i n Nl.^Stf*, 1 8 . 0 a c s . i n NF^SWVj, 1 0 . 2 a c s . i n Nl-fScSW ,^ 4 0 . 0 a c s . i n SFASEV., 3 1 . 3 
n c n . i n SV'.SE'-, 3 9 . 0 n c s . i n SK\<SU\, 3 7 . 2 a c s . i n SV<Stf<, S o c . 2 8 ; 25.A a c s . i n 
NE^NF.V., 1 6 . 6 n c s . i n NVJ^NE1;;, 7.9.7. a c s . i n NE^NWk, 39.A a c s . i n W A N W , 3 7 . 2 a c s . 
i n SV/VKM-^, 3 0 . 0 a c s . i n SE .^NW1*;, 3 2 . 6 a c s . i n SWV.NW'., 3 7 . 1 0 a c s . i n MF\SF.U, 2 8 . 6 
a c s . i n NlASE1^, 2 6 . 5 a c s . i n NEV.SIJV., 3 3 . 8 a c s . i n NlAstfs , 3 8 . 0 a c s . i n SE^SE1*, 
3 9 . 0 a c s . i n S\f&Vh, 7 . A a c s . in SEVSWV., 3 9 . 9 a c s . i n StfjSVJV., S e c . 29 ; 3 5 . 0 a c s . 
i n NE^NE't, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n NW^NE1*, 3 7 . 3 a c s . i n NE'-iWA, 1 5 . 0 a c s . i n NVTtNW't, 2 6 . 9 
a c s . i n SE'tNE^, 3 6 . 1 a c s . i n SW^tNEV, 3 3 . 6 o c a . i n SEkNW*:, 1 6 . 6 a c s . i n SV^NlA, 
1 0 . 7 a c s . i n Nl&SE't, 3 7 . 2 a c s . inNW-tSE'*, 2 3 . 7 a c s . InNF^Stf; , 2 2 . 3 a c s . i n 
HVfeU\ , 3 5 . 6 a c s . i n SEkSEk, 3 6 . 0 a c s . i n Sl'cSEV,, 1 7 . 2 a c s . i n SE^Stf t , 33.A a c s . 
i n S tAS lA , S e c . 3 0 ; 1 5 . 6 a c e . inNI&NE'j, 1 5 . 8 a c s . inNtftNE'i, 1 9 . 6 a c s . i n 
NE'rNW<, 2 8 . 8 a c s . inNW^NWU, 1 7 . 6 a c s . i n S E W - t , 3 0 . 0 a c s . i n SW^NE1*, 2 0 . 9 a c s . 
l U i n t l u g l o u - C l c v c l - n m l l r r i j i l i o n < omp my 
SANO WASH ((ou< [mud) 
i n S E ' t W c , 10 6 i f in *-W (W 0 3
 ! C S l n l l ' i T V , 38 A i c s in W W * , 40 0 
i c s in NlV*W\., n i i< - itiNW' S \ ' 14 6 i r - In SI xcST ]0 2 a< 1 in SW^HV, 
A0 0 a c s i n S l V W x , 38 7 i c - i n SWrSl" , Sec U ^ 23 53 a c s i n HF'tNl! , 22 68 
u s i n NWtNf1*, 20 1 i c s i n Ml'Ml*' , 37 7 i c s in NU'tHl/1 , 17 78 n c - \ u s r W ' , 
10 11 n c s lu StA.NL'c, 5 3 i f in SI V i i ^ s 25 2 i c s i n H ^ M ' t , 10 90 i c s i n 
NrScSF**, 25 12 a c s i n Nl^Sl V, 30 3 i c s lnhlVSWV, 23 7 -c<= in NtftSV*1*, 39 0 
i c s i n S i ' fS rV, 30 0 nco i n S C S I ' s , 30 3 i c s i n Sr 'rS ' , 13 3 a c s in Sl^SW't, 
Sec 3 2 , 7 0 a c s i n NtfiNi'*, 13 85 ir<; i n NI^NU't, 33 1 i c s i n S i W i , 39 3 a c s 
i n SWcNlS:, 30 89 . i c s i n SI^NWt, 21 OS i c - in SVftiHtft, 38 6 a c s i n Nr^S l ' c , 32 9 
a c s i n fViSr'*;, 2 1 66 a c s i n N l ' S r ' t , 28 95 i c s i n ilU'VM:, 19 2 a c s in SF'.SW.., 
A0 0 a c - i n SWVSWV, Sec 3 3 , 40 0 i c s i n Nl'fiJlV, 31 3 i c s in NV'cNf \ y 38 7 i c s 
i n Nr^NV'/r, 30 2 i c s i n SE^Nl l£, 36 7 M - in SUVNiV, 33 6 i c s in SL\mk, 2A 6 
a c s i n S\ iN\A, 24 2 i c s i n Nl *<SI '*:, 36 9 a c s i n NWVsr'i 39 6 a c s in UE^S^-i, 
38 5 a c s in HW'cSW' , 12 6 i c i n S l ' ' S r V , JO 6 u , in SVrsTV, 37 6 a c s in 
Sr'iSW'i, 39 5 a c s i n SU^SW1*, S c c 34 t 10 6 i c s i n HCVNEk, 27 2 a c s i n NV.NE't:, 
2A 8 a c s i n N r ' j W i
 f A0 0 a c s i n Nl/'tNU'f, 14 7 , \ c ^ i n SU'tHE't, 39 0 a c s i n 
SJ-'iHWV, 25 1 a c s i n SU!tNU\, 18 2 a c s i n NFkSlA:, 27 5 i c s i n WASl^: , 1 3 i c s 
i n Sr'fSW.,, 32 2 a c s iuSWfSW*, Sec 3 5 , 1 0 a c s i n S r^SF ' , Sec 3 6 , T16S t R IPE . 
SLB&H, 19 7 a c s i n Sn!<NiJ<, 7 07 a c s in SUMllk , A0 0 a c s i n NL!<Stfft 26 0 a c s 
i n NWtSr1., A0 0 a c s i n S l A S l ' r , 39 A a c s i n SWVsr'j,, 6 0 a c s i n SE^SV^;, Sec 2 0 , 
3 07 a c s in N W W i , 14 3 i c - i n Hl'^SWV, 11 3 a c s i n H " ^ W \ , 10 9 a c s i n 
Sr'-SW't, 9 OS a c s m Sf iSW^, Scc 2 1 , 9 02 a c s i n NVtfcV., Sec 2 8 , 2A 7 a c s 
i n N E W t , «0 0 a c s i n NWxNr1*., 23 ° a c s i n Nr^NWt, 3A 8 a c s i n SF^NE'i, A0 0 
a c s i n S U W t , 33 0 a c s i n Sf'tNW't, 12 5 i c s i n Wr'tSL'i, A0 0 a c s i n NW^SE't, 
38 5 a c s i n NC'iSW1*, 7 03 a c s i n NWW 1 , 32 2 a c s i n StftSFk, 37 7 a c s i n 
S L ' i S i ^ , 35 3 a c s i n SWVSW\., Scc 2 9 , 3 7 A a c s i n NdtNr1 . 3A 1 a c s i n SE^NE'i, 
A0 0 i c s i n NC1 ST* 33 8 i c s i n MV/1 ST'i, A0 0 a c s in SE SF l i , A0 0 a c s i n SWtSEk, 
31 7 n c s i n SFVSl"*;, 13 1 n c s i n S\f S\r,£, See 31 20 2 a c s i n HW^NG'-i, 31 6 
a c s i n Hr'tNU1 , 36 5 i c s i n W'tNUV 30 0 i c s SrVNWt, A0 0 a c s i n SWVn.V, 
16 8 a c s i n Nl/^SW1 , 12 5 a c i n SW'<S\A, Sec 3 2 , T16S , PJL1E, SLB&M, 35 1 a c s 
i n Nl^NE'i , 38 0 i c s In N ^ N l \ , 2? 8 i c s i n HI VW/S;, 35 7 a c s i n SF^NF1*, 31 3 
a c s i n SV^NlA, 7 2 a c s i n Ul ' tSFk , 13 7 a c s i n NV^SW*, 13 8 a c s i n StftSCk, 
12 6 i c s i n ST S \ " i t 23 3 a c s i n Mf SV<\, See 1 , 21 2 a c s i n ST^Sl V, 0 7 a c s 
i n SWiSCV, 1 02 a c s in SE'iSW' , 29 29 i c s in H J ^ A , Scc 2 16 61 i c s in 
f!uuLin|,flOn-(Jl.cVj.?J:iiul JlTJj ' .ni fun Cotuj.auy 
SAND WASH ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
SE'tSE'i, Sec. 3; 32.2 acs . i n NF.'-NKU, 12. N acs . i n NW'iUKV., 13.9 a c s . i n HE<jNW*if 
11.6 a c s . i n Nl^NW^, 26.8 acs . i n SF.V.NE1-*, 28 .0 acs . i n " 'VVNEV., 1A. 5 acs . i n 
SE'iWr., 20.7 acs . i n ME'iSE1*, 5.3 a c s . l.n HW'rSE'r., Sec. 1 ) ; 29 .0 a c s . inHE'iNE1-*, 
3A.5 a c s . i n NVtNE't, 27. A acs . i n NE^HW?*, 3A. 5 a c s . i n M^jNV^, 26 .6 a c s . I n 
SE'-tNF.k, AO.O a c s . i n SU^NE't, 31.7 a c s . i n Stf'NWr. 25.2 a c s . i n SW^NW^, 33.9 
a c s . i n NE'tKEV;, 37.0 acs . i n HWV.SF.!*,, 38.2 a c s . i n NE'sSU4:. 27.2 a c s . i n NtftSV^, 
38 .0 a c s . i n SE^SE't, 32.3 acs . i n SW'SE^, 7.7 a c s . i n SE^S^-i, 3.7 acs . i n 
SWScSlA;, Sec. 12; 8.73 acs . i n NE^NF.V, 3.37 a c s . i n NlAlJi.1,-, Sec. 13 , T17S, R9E, 
SLB&H; 10.7 a c s . i n NE!jNl-!<, 2A. 9 a c s . i n NF.'cSKV, 20 .0 a c s . i n SE'iSE'i, 3.3 
a c s . i n SWtStft, Sec. 1 ; 9 .1 a c s . i n Nk^NWV.. Sec. 2 ; 37.7 a c s . i n ME'-rNE^, 23.7 
a c s . i n NWVNFA, AO.O acs . i n NE^NW^, 37.6 aco . i n NW'-tNW't. 20.8 a c s . i n SE'iHE^, 
18 .3 a c s . i n Sl.^NEV., 39.5 acs . i n SE'iNW'-t, AO.O a c s . i n SV.^NW't, 3A. 9 acs . i n 
NFAsWt, 21.A acs . i n NW'-cSU ,^ 6 .6 a c n . i n SE'iSW'r., 35 .0 acs . i n SVlV.SW-1, Sec. 3; 
7.2 a c s . in inANEV,, 37.5 acs . i n NE'/.NU'., 39 .0 a c s . i n IH^i.'W1,;, 37 .0 a c s . in 
SE'iNE1*, A.O a c s . i n SW'tNE't, 35.7 a c s . i n SE^HW'j, 33.2 acs . i n Stfmh* 38.9 
a c s . i n NE'xSE'*, 22 .1 a c s . i n NWtSKV., 30.2 a c s . i n NE'-jStfi, 12 .2 a c s . i n KtftSV*-, 
27 .8 a c s . i n SF.'<;SE\-fAO.O acs . i n SW'.SE^, 39.0 a c s . i n SE^SV/V., 36.A acs . i n 
SW^tSWi, Sec. A; 39 .0 a c s . i n MFJr.NF.'i, 33.5 a c s . i n HW!<HE1t, 31 .6 a c s . i n NtftNW1*. 
3 .5 a c s . i n NW^NWit, 35 .0 acs . i n SF>.NFJx, 33 .2 a c s . i n SV^NE'-i, 27 .3 a c s . i n 
SE'cNWt, 28.3 a c s . i n SU^NV!*, 37.9 a c s . i n HE^SE**, 21.7 acs . i n HVT<SElt, 25.2 
a c s . i n NE'sSW1.^  35.3 acs . i n NVjSU"/., 37.3 a c s . i n SE^SE'i. 39 .1 a c s . i n SW-tSE1-*, 
35 .9 a c s . i n SF.^SWi, AO.O acs . i n SWVSW'i, Sec. 5; 19.7 acs . i n UZhUZk, 21.7 
a c s . i n NU^NE^, 39 .0 acs . i n N E W * , 37.7 a c s . i n Ntf-tHWi. 22.3 a c s . i n SEkNFJt, 
AO.O n c s . i n Sl^NE1;, AO.O acs . i n StfsNW^, 39 .2 a c s . i n StfsNW1*, 39.2 a c s . i n 
NF^SE'*, 33.3 a c s . i n NW-cSEk, 2A.3 a c s . i n HE^SW-s, 38.3 ncs . i n NV.^Sl^, 39.7 
a c s . i n SE^SE'i, 33.5 a c s . i n SV^SF.V., 37 .9 a c s . i n SEkSW'i. 33.5 a c s . i n Stf tStf t , 
Sec. 6 ; 3A.6 a c s . i n NEV.NEV., 21 .0 a c s . i n Nl*sNF\, 27,5 acs . I n NE?cNW<f 8.5 
a c s . i n NW^NUV., 21.6 .ncs. i n SEV.Ni:1,, 0 .3 a c s . i n SW,;HE\u A.O ncs . i n NK'xSE'i, 
2 .0 a c s . i n NV/^ SF.1.-., IA . 7 acs . i n MF.^ SU'V, 79.3 a c s . i n Nt f iS t f i , 2 9 . 1 a c s . i n 
SE'tSE1*, 31.8 a c s . i n SW^SEV., 38.8 a c s . i n SE'fStf i , 3A. 3 acs . i n SWtSWt, Sec. 7; 
39 .5 a c s . i n NE'tflEk, 20. A a c s . i n Nt fd lE^, 36 .0 a c s . i n NEVltf t , 16. A acs . i n NWiNVA, 
3 1 . 0 a c s . i n SEVNE't, 6 .0 acs . i n SX-hHVj^ 13 .5 a c s . i n SZk&h, 26.A ace . i n SW!<NV<i, 
26 .5 a c s . i n NF^SE1-*, 11 .0 acs . i n M/V.SE^, 7.9 a c s . i n NF'tSVc, 6 .0 a c s . i n 
NWfSW1-*, 5 .5 acs . i n SE^SFA, 9.2 a c s . i n SE'iSWk, 33.6 a c s . i n SW^sW*, Sec. 8 ; 
H u n t i t i £ t o n - C J o v c l n n d T r i l p t i o n (ompnn> 
SAND WASH ( c o n t I m u d ) 
3 1 a c - i n WI^MlV, ' .0 0 3( in I 'lfiNl' 13 K u - In f « ' N JV J 9 7 a c - In 
Nl^NlA, 16 3 »cs in SI ' tNl ' 2 r t< s in » "Hl'i , 10 A u in * I LNW , S 1 
n c s i n SWiWf, 36 0 i c in Mr1 SI V, 31 A i c s jn WAS! 1 21 6 nc<- in Nl'iSWV, 
1R A a c s i n MASVA, 6 0 i c , in SlASfA, 20 3 i c s in S V r [ , i , 17 2 a c s in 
SF ' tS tA, 9 0 . i c s in S\AStA, Sec 9 , 7 2 a c s i n S l ' tN lA, 10 8 a c s i n S U V n A , 
9 0 i c s in NlVStfr, 17 5 i c s m M l V . ^ , Sec 10 12 5 i c s i n NrVNdt, 3 3 
a c s i n NlANlV, 31 7 n c s In S l ' r f l l ' t , 31 6 a c s in SlAf f , 8 8 n c s in Sr ' tNlA, 
31 2 a c s i n HL'iSl '<:, JO 7 . c s in NVAS!'£t 3 02 a c s i n fEsSt**, Sec 11 
35 3 a c - in Nl\.Nl'*, 3A 0 \c l.t N t A N l \ , 3 ^ 3 i c s i n Ji 'tNW' , 27 A n c s in 
N\ANlA, 35 5 a c s i n SI VNI'<, 70 n n c s in SW'rHr'j;, JA 9 n c s i n Sf VNl/'r 31 1 
a c s i n SVlVNU't, 39 8 n c s i n W W * , 27 3 n c r i n WASH'.. 38 1 a c s i n NE l iS\A. 
37 8 a c s in mftS\«r, 26 2 i c s in S l ' t S l ' t , 30 5 n c s i n S lViC ' t , 39 1 n c s i n 
S l A S t A , Q 08 n c s in MA UV Sec 12 6 A n c s in NUVlfl Sec 37 12 5 n c s in 
Ni^NI1 . . , 13 6 nc in inANI ' / , 11 Al, i c - i
 n NrVwA, 16 56 K S i n i n A m A , Sec 1 8 , 
T J 7 S , R101 , SLnMl 12 9 a c - in MP1 NWV, 23 2 n c s i nmAM**, 3 A a c s i n S E W * , 
18 3 a c - i n S\ANW
 t Sec 5 , 39 6 <ici i n Nr'rNlV, A0 0 a c - i n NlANrA, 37 6 
a c s i n NfAmA, 3A 7 n c s i n NlANlA, 5 91 a c s i n Sl ' iNLk, 32 9 a c s i n SVANLA, 
A0 0 a c s . i n S I \ N \ A , 35 0 a c s i n StftNlfc, 19 5 a c s i n NVASFS:, 39 0 a c s i n 
N r ' t S t A , 3 5 . 0 a c s in NVAStA, 13 A a c s i n S\ASI'*, 2 3 . 2 a c s i n S r ^ S t A , 3A.8 a c e . 
i n SVAStA, Sec 6 , 39 9 a c s in N l W * , 22 9 n c s i n m / ' N ^ t , 31 A a c s i n SE^NVA, 
26 A a c s i n S\AN\A, 2 / A a c > i n N\AS\A, Sec 7 , T17S , R l i r , SLB&H, o r a t o t a l 
a c r e a g e c f 1 3 , 9 1 1 6A a c r e s 
UUHTTNCT0N-C1 I \H LAND IRRirATlON COMPANY 
U S riSII f. WILD! II » 
CLAinsusfu ror rurro^r ui SCRIM n 93-222, *>4 3, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310 928 050, 951, 1114, 1136, 1137, 
1138 i n n 2 1 9 0 - 2 2 1 0 , 2 2 1 7 - 2 2 1 9 , 9 1 - 4 4 on 
2 3 i c s in Sf ' iNl ' , 9 1 n c - u SU1 Nl' , 1/ 9 i c s in NU! S f , 3 2 a c s In W SCl<, 
6 8 a c ; In M'jSVV, S c C 10 8 0 »Cs in Jl ' Nl ' , Sec 1 5 , T17S , RIO! t SLnSM, 
o r n t o t i l n c i e n p c of 44 30 -u i< ** 
U S FISH & WILDLIFI 
CLAIMS usro ion PURPOSI Di srrn i i ) <u 222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310 928, 950, 951 113/., 1136, 1137, 
HIS 1139, 2 n o 2n10. 2217-2219, 91-45 
on 2 3 a c s i n Sl '^Nr ' t , 1 5 u s in Nl '..Si ' , 7 4 a c s i n M\V>r\., 2 6 a c s i n 
Stf-tSPt, 0 2 i c i n Sl'tSW'*. Sec 10 12 0 t c s in NrVSWt. Sec 1 1 , T17S , R101 , 
SLD&H, o r a t o t a l a c r e a g e of 26 00 - t e r e s 
RUSSCLL ALLRI 1) 
ci AIMS usrp FOR ruRPosi n i s n i i r i p 93 222 243 253, 254, 303, 304 30Q, 
310, 928, 950, 951 1114, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-269 
on 11 3 ncs in MM'SL1*, 9 5 ics m^l'Sr1, ]i 0 irs in S^ sr>, 0 1 acs In 
Sl'sStA, Sec 21, 13 9 ics in U\\NI\., 0 / nc in W W . , Sec 28, T17S, R1QC, 
SLD&M, or a totil ncreigc of 49 20 ncrcs 
ARON llANSrN 
CLAIMS USED FOP rURPOSf D1SCRI1ID 93-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951, 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190 2210, 2217-2219, 91-3866 
on 40 0 acs in Sl^NW1*, 40 0 ics in SW W^, 22 0 acs in Nl'-tSW-s, 5 0 ics in 
NW^SWc, Sec 28, 39 0 acs m SI VNJ' , Sec 29, T16S, RIPE, SLb&M, or a totil 
acreage of 146 0 acres 
RLX VAN WACOHFR 
CLAIMS USCU TOR PURPOSI PlSCRlUin <>3-222, 243, 253, 254, 303, 304, 309, 
310, 928, 950, 951. 1134, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 2190-2210, 2217-2219, 91-155, 
1866 on 24 f acs In HI^SW1*, Sec 28, 
1 90 acs in MPVSr'i, Sec 29, TICS, RlQr, SLK&H, or a total acreage of 26 70 acres 
TabW 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 73-1-3 
Changes and Transfers of Water Rights, 13 
Rocky Mtn. Mm. L. Inst. 507. 
Southern California Law Review. — Sov-
ereign Rights and Relations in the Control and 
Use of American Waters, 3 So Calif L Rev 
84. 
Some Uncertainties in the Law of Water 
Rights, 21 So. Calif. L Rev. 344. 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 78 Am. Jur. 2d Waters 
§ 229 et seq. 
C.J.S. — 93 C J S Waters § 1 
A.L.R. — Extinguishment by prescription of 
natural servitude for drainage of surface 
waters, 42 A L R 4th 462 
Key Numbers. — Waters and Water 
Courses ®= 3 
73-1-2, Unit of measurement — Of flow — Of volume. 
The standard unit of measurement of the flow of water shall be the dis-
charge of one cubic foot per second of time, which shall be known as a second-
foot; and the standard unit of measurement of the volume of water shall be the 
acre-foot, being the amount of water upon an acre covered one foot deep, 
equivalent to 43,560 cubic feet. 
History: L. 1919, ch. 67, § 2; R.S. 1933 & C. 
1943, 100-1-2. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Purpose of standard. 
The purpose of fixing a standard of measure-
ment is to determine exactly the quantity of 
water to which a party is entitled, but where a 
party alleges and proves that he is entitled to 
all the waters of a certain stream, at least as 
against his adversary who proves no right 
whatever, the allegation and proof is suffi-
ciently certain as to quantity upon which to 
base a judgment, therefore in such a case it is 
unnecessary at the trial to establish the exact 
quantity in second-feet or acre-feet which un 
der this section are the standards of measure-
ment Andeison v Hamson, 50 Utah 151, 167 
P 254 (1917) 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am. Jur. 2d. — 78 Am Jur 2d Waters ^ 4, Key Numbers . 
251 Courses o 128 
C.J.S. — 93 C J S Waters * 186 
Waters and Water 
73-1-3. Beneficial use basis of right to use. 
Beneficial use shall be the basis, the measure and the limit of all rights to 
the use of water in this state. 
History: L. 1919, ch. 67, § 3; R.S. 1933 & C. 
1943, 100-1-3. 
Compiler's Notes. — This section is identi-
cal to Comp Laws 1907 * 1288x20 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
In general 
Condemnation proceedings 
—Compensation 
Disposition of surplus appropriated 
Judicial determination of rights 
Nonuse of rights 
Percolating water 
Purposes and uses for which taken 
Quantity of watei subject to appropriation 
Title and rights of appiopnator 
Who may complain 
In general . 
In Utah the doctrine of prior appropriation 
for beneficial use is the basis of acquisition of 
water rights Gunnison Irrigation Co v 
Gunnison Highland Canal Co , 52 Utah 347, 
174 P 852 (1918) 
7 
73-1-4 WATEK AINU 1KK1UAHU1N 
Sigurd City v. State, 105 Utah 278, 142 P.2d 
154 (1943). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
California Law Review. — What Is Benefi-
cial Use of Water, 3 Calif. L. Rev. 460. 
73-1-4. Reversion to public by abandonment or failure to 
use within five years — Extending time. 
(1) (a) When an appropriator or his successor in interest abandons or 
ceases to use water for a period of five years, the right ceases, unless, 
before the expiration of the five-year period, the appropriator or his suc-
cessor in interest files a verified application for an extension of t ime with 
the state engineer. 
(b) The extension of time to resume the use of tha t water shall not 
exceed five years unless the time is further extended by the state engi-
neer. The provisions of this section are applicable whether the unused or 
abandoned water is permitted to run to waste or is used by others without 
right. 
(2) (a) The state engineer shall furnish an application blank tha t includes 
a space for: 
(i) the name and address of applicant; 
(ii) the name of the source from which the right is claimed and the 
point on that source where the water was last diverted; 
(iii) evidence of the validity of the right claimed by reference to 
application number in the state engineer's office; 
(iv) date of court decree and title of case, or the date when the 
water was first used; 
(v) the place, time, and nature of past use; 
(vi) the flow of water tha t has been used in second-feet or the 
quantity stored in acre-feet; 
(vii) the time the water was used each year; 
(viii) the extension of time applied for; 
(ix) a statement of the reason for the nonuse of the water; and 
(x) any other information tha t the state engineer requires. 
(b) Filing the application extends the time during which nonuse may 
continue until the state engineer issues his order on the application for an 
extension of time. 
(c) Upon receipt of the application, the state engineer shall publish, 
once each week for three successive weeks, a notice of the application in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the source of the 
water supply is located tha t shall inform the public of the na ture of the 
right for which the extension is sought and the reasons for the extension. 
(d) Within 30 days after the notice is published, any interested person 
may file a written protest with the state engineer against the grant ing of 
the application. 
(e) In any proceedings to determine whether or not the application for 
extension should be approved or rejected, the state engineer shall follow 
the procedures and requirements of Chapter 46b, Title 63. 
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(f) After further investigation, the state engineer may allow or reject 
the application. 
(3) (a) Applications for extension shall be granted by the state engineer for 
periods not exceeding five years each, upon a showing of reasonable cause 
for such nonuse. 
(b) Reasonable causes for nonuse include: 
(i) financial crisis; 
(ii) industrial depression; 
(iii) operation of legal proceedings or other unavoidable cause; and 
(iv) the holding of a water right without use by any municipality, 
metropolitan water district, or other public agency to meet the rea-
sonable future requirements of the public. 
(4) (a) If the appropriator or his successor in interest fails to apply for an 
extension of time, or if the state engineer denies the application for exten-
sion of time, the appropriator's water right ceases. 
(b) When the appropriator's water right ceases, the water reverts to the 
public and may be reappropriated as provided in this title. 
(5) (a) Sixty days before the expiration of any extension of time, the state 
engineer shall notify the applicant by registered mail of the date when 
the extension period will expire. 
(b) Before the date of expiration, the applicant shall either: 
(i) file a verified statement with the state engineer setting forth 
the date on which use of the water was resumed, and whatever addi-
tional information is required by the state engineer; or 
(ii) apply for a further extension of time in which to resume use of 
the water according to the procedures and requirements of this sec-
tion. 
History: L. 1919, ch. 67, § 6; R.S. 1933, 
100-1-4; L. 1935, ch. 104, § 1; 1939, ch. I l l , 
§ 1; C. 1943, 100-1-4; L. 1945, ch. 134, § 1; 
1959, ch. 137, § 1; 1987, ch. 161, § 287; 1988, 
ch. 72, § 28. 
Amendment Notes. — The 1987 amend-
ment, effective January 1, 1988, rewrote and 
redesignated this section to such an extent that 
ANALYSIS 
In general. 
Abandonment. 
Adverse possession. 
Appropriation after forfeiture. 
Forfeiture of rights. 
Ground water. 
Time extension. 
Waste water. 
In general. 
For discussion of the concepts of abandon-
ment and forfeiture of water rights, the distinc-
tion between abandonment and forfeiture of 
water rights and loss of rights to another by 
prescription or adverse use, and the require-
a detailed analysis is impracticable. 
The 1988 amendment, effective April 25, 
1988, substituted "30 days" for "20 days" in 
Subsection (2)(d» and made minor stylistic 
changes. 
Compiler's Notes. — This section was 
Comp. Laws 1907, § 1288x23. 
ments for and proof of a water right by adverse 
use, see Wellsville East Field Irrigation Co. v. 
Lindsay Land & Livestock Co., 104 Utah 448, 
137 P.2d 634, rehearing denied, 104 Utah 498, 
143 P.2d 278 (1943): In re Drainage Area of 
Bear River, 12 Utah 2d 1, 361 P.2d 407 (1961). 
The development of water in this arid state 
requires strict adherence to statutory sanc-
tions, without delay or nonconformance 
thereto, except in rare and highly equitable in-
stances. Baugh v. Criddle, 19 Utah 2d 361, 431 
P.2d 790 (1967). 
Abandonment. 
Abandonment of a water right requires an 
intent to abandon, coupled with some act of 
relinquishment by which the intent is carried 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
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NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Amendment of pleadings. stream, may be amended to conform to the evi-
Complaint, in action by alleged prior appro- dence. Lawson v. McBride, 71 Utah 239, 264 P. 
priator to quiet his title to all the waters of a 727 (1928). 
73-4-11. Report and recommendation by engineer to 
court. 
Within thirty days after the expiration of the sixty [ninety] days allowed for 
filing statements of claims, the state engineer shall begin to tabulate the facts 
contained in the statements filed and to investigate, whenever he shall deem 
necessary, the facts set forth in said statements by reference to the surveys 
already made or by further surveys, and shall as expeditiously as possible 
make a report to the court with his recommendation of how all rights involved 
shall be determined. 
After full consideration of the statements of claims, and of the surveys, 
records, and files, and after a personal examination of the river system or 
water source involved, if such examination is deemed necessary, the state 
engineer shall formulate a report and a proposed determination of all rights to 
the use of the water of such river system or water source, and a copy of the 
same shall be mailed by regular mail to each claimant with notice that any 
claimant dissatisfied therewith may within ninety days from such date of 
mailing file with the clerk of the district court a written objection thereto duly 
verified on oath. The state engineer shall distribute the waters from the natu-
ral streams or other natural sources in accordance with the proposed determi-
nation or modification thereof by court order until a final decree is rendered 
by the court; provided, if the right to the use of said waters has been thereto-
fore decreed or adjudicated said waters shall be distributed in accordance with 
such decree until the same is reversed, modified, vacated or otherwise legally 
set aside. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
History: L. 1919, ch. 67, § 31; R.S. 1933 & 
C. 1943, 100-4-10. 
History: L. 1919, ch. 67, § 32; R.S. 1933, 
100-4-11; L. 1937, ch. 130, § 1; C. 1943, 
100-4-11. 
ANALYSIS 
Constitutionality. 
Interruption of running of nonuse statute. 
Jurisdiction of state engineer. 
Constitutionality. 
Provision of 1919 act (Laws 1919, ch. 67, 
§ 32) held not objectionable as conferring judi-
cial powers on state engineer. Eden Irrigation 
Co. v. District Court, 61 Utah 103, 211 P. 957 
(1922). 
Provision of 1919 act (Laws 1919, ch. 67, 
§ 32) empowering state engineer to formulate 
proposed determination of rights to use of 
water was not subject to objection that the act 
permitted engineer to interfere with vested 
rights in view of proviso that where rights had 
been adjudicated, water should be distributed 
in accordance with the decree. Eden Irrigation 
Co. v. District Court, 61 Utah 103, 211 P. 957 
(1922). 
Interruption of running of nonuse statute. 
The filing of the state engineer's proposed 
determination in a drainage area which disal-
lowed plaintiffs' water rights in their wells in-
terrupted the running of § 73-1-4 against the 
plaintiffs and the fact that plaintiffs did not 
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tions; provided, tha t if the dam or reservoir is described in any application or 
plans and specifications on file in the state engineer's office, only the number 
of the application or the name of the applicant need be given. 
This section shall apply to dams and reservoirs constructed prior to March 
12, 1903, and those constructed thereafter for which no plans, drawings, and 
specifications are on file in the state engineer's office; provided stockwatering 
ponds of ten acre-feet or less shall be exempt from the requirements of this 
chapter regardless of the height of the impounding dams, unless, after inspec-
tion, the state engineer shall determine tha t danger to life or property may be 
involved. 
Before commencing the construction of any dam or reservoir not affected by 
the provisions of Section 73-5-5, written notice thereof shall be given to the 
state engineer which shall contain the information required by the preceding 
paragraph. 
Every owner of a dam which dam impounds more than fifty acre-feet of 
water shall, within six months after the effective date of this act, install a 
gauge of a type approved by the state engineer with reference to a perma-
nently established bench mark located on either abutment or in the vicinity 
thereof where it cannot be disturbed, which will indicate the elevation of the 
water and the capacity of the reservoir with respect to the flow line of the 
outlet, the flow line of the spillway, and the top of the dam. 
In case of the failure of any owner of a reservoir or dam to comply with the 
provisions of this section within the time specified, the state engineer may 
bring an action in the name of the state to enforce compliance therewith. 
History: R.S. 1933, 100-5-14, added by L. 
1939, ch. I l l , § 2; 1941, ch. 96, § 1; C. 1943, 
100-5-14; L. 1955, ch. 160, § 1. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
C.J.S. — 94 C.J.S Waters § 315. 
Key Numbers. — Waters and Water 
Courses <&=> 217. 
73-5-13. Notice of claim to surface or underground water 
not otherwise represented — Filing — Form — 
Information and proof required — Corrections — 
Prima facie evidence of rights. 
All claimants to the right to the use of water, including both surface and 
underground, whose rights are not represented by certificates of appropriation 
issued by the state engineer, by applications filed with the state engineer, by 
court decrees or by notice of claim heretofore filed pursuant to law, shall file 
notice of such claim or claims with the state engineer on forms furnished by 
him setting forth such information and accompanied by such proof as the state 
engineer may require, including but not limited to the following: 
The name and post-office address of the person making the claim; the quan-
tity of water claimed in acre-feet; and/or the rate of flow in second feet; the 
source of supply; the priority of the right, the location of the point of diversion 
with reference to a United States land survey corner, the place, nature, and 
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extent of use; the time during which the water has been used each year and 
the date when the water was first used. A notice of claim may be corrected by 
filing with the state engineer a corrected notice designated as such and bear-
ing the same number as the original claim. No fees shall be charged for filing 
a corrected notice of claim. 
Such notices of claim, or claims, as provided in this section, shall be prima 
facie evidence of claimed right or rights therein described. 
History: C. 1943, 100-5-15, added by L. 
1949, ch. 97, § 3; L. 1955, ch. 160, § 1. 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Journal of Energy Law and Policy. — A 
Primer of Utah Water Law, 5 J. Energy L. & 
Pol'y 165 (1984). 
73-5-14, Determination by the state engineer of watershed 
to which particular source is tributary — Publi-
cations of notice and result — Hearing — Judicial 
review. 
The state engineer shall have the power to determine for administrative 
and distribution purposes the watershed to which any particular stream or 
source of water is tributary. Said determination may be made only after publi-
cation of notice to the water users. Said publication of notice shall be made in 
a newspaper or newspapers having general circulation in every county in this 
state in which any rights might be affected. The publication is to be made once 
each week for five consecutive weeks. It shall fix the date and place of hearing 
and at said hearing any water user shall be given an opportunity to appear 
and adduce evidence material to the determination of the question involved. 
The result of said determination by the state engineer shall likewise be pub-
lished in the manner set forth above and said notice of the decision of the state 
engineer shall also notify the public that any person aggrieved by said deci-
sion may appeal from said decision as provided by Section 73-3-14; and notice 
shall be deemed to have been given so as to start the time for appeal upon 
completion of the publication of notice. 
History: C. 1943, 100-5-16, added by L. 
1949, ch. 97, § 3. 
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